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Abstract 

 

The conservation of living heritage sites is a highly complex process. Two factors 

need careful consideration in order to achieve a balance in the management of such 

sites: the conservation demands of conservation experts for built heritage and the 

needs of local people for development of their heritage living space. The complexity 

of factors involved make for an interesting study of living heritage, taken up by this 

research in its main case study of the town of Nan in Thailand. 

Research into the historical background of Nan and its cultural heritage reveals a 

living heritage site, which is both unique and diverse. Present day Nan was examined 

using a variety of analysis tools, which were applied to data from interviews, 

empirical data, field surveys, and documents, in order to better understand the nature 

of the living heritage site and changing trends over time.  Luang Prabang in Lao 

PDR, a World Heritage site since 1995, was also selected as a further case study with 

which to compare Nan’s potential World Heritage status from a point of view of 

changes to living heritage attributes.  

The outcomes of the research indicate the importance of the management of the 

sites, which can be at risk of losing balance by focusing on one aspect of heritage to 

the detriment of the other. The conservation perspective, if allowed to dominate, as 

in Luang Prabang, can cause irreparable damage to the social fabric, where the 

development needs of the town are not met. This research concludes that a balance 

of power amongst stakeholders in the collaborative networks managing such sites is 

vital to sustaining a balance of living heritage attributes. 

 

Keywords: living heritage site; built heritage; collaborative process; stakeholder; 

social network analysis; conservation; development; World Heritage  
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Zusammenfassung 

 

 

Die Bewahrung lebendiger Kulturerbstätten ist ein äußerst komplexer Prozess. Um 

eine ausgewogene Verwaltung solcher Stätten zu gewährleisten, sind in erster Linie 

zwei Faktoren zu berücksichtigen: die durch Experten für Baudenkmalpflege 

aufgestellten Anforderungen des Denkmalschutzes, sowie die Bedürfnisse der 

Einheimischen hinsichtlich der Entwicklung ihres Lebensraumes innerhalb der 

Kulturerbstätten. Die vielschichtigen Faktoren ermöglichen interessante Studien zu 

lebendigen Kulturerbstätten. Die vorliegende Forschungsarbeit führte daher eine 

Fallstudie anhand der Stadt Nan in Thailand durch. 

Forschungen zum geschichtlichen Hintergrund sowie dem kulturellem Erbe von 

Nan haben eine lebendige Kulturerbstätte aufgedeckt, welches sich durch ihre 

Einzigartigkeit und Vielfalt auszeichnet. Mit Hilfe zahlreicher Analysewerkzeuge, 

welche die gesammelten Daten von Interviews, empirischen Erhebungen, 

Feldstudien und Dokumenten auswerteten, wurde das heutige Nan einer 

eingehenden Prüfung unterzogen um einen tieferen Einblick in die Beschaffenheit 

von lebendigen Kulturerbstätten sowie den sich stetig verändernden Trends zu 

erhalten. Das 1995 zum Weltkulturerbe ernannte Luang Prabang, gelegen in der 

Demokratischen Volksrepublik Laos, wurde im Rahmen einer weiterführenden 

Fallstudie ebenfalls ausgewählt. Um einen Einblick in die Veränderungen der 

Merkmale von lebendigen Kulturerbstätten zu erhalten, wurde es mit Nan als 

potentiellem Weltkulturerbe verglichen. 

Die Forschungsergebnisse unterstreichen die Bedeutung, welche der Verwaltung 

von Kulturerbstätten zukommt. Diese läuft Gefahr, ins Ungleichgewicht zu geraten, 

sobald ein Aspekt der Denkmalpflege zugunsten eines anderen vernachlässigt wird.  

Ein erhöhter Fokus auf den Erhalt verursacht, wie am Beispiel von Luang Prabang 

ersichtlich, irreparable Schäden im sozialen Gefüge, und zwar dort wo den 

Entwicklungsbedürfnissen der Stadt nicht Genüge getan wird. Diese 

Forschungsarbeit kommt demnach zu dem Ergebnis, dass ein Kräftegleichgewicht 

der Interessenvertreter innerhalb von gemeinschaftlichen Netzwerken, die sich der 

Verwaltung von Erbstätten widmen, unerlässlich ist, um eine ausgewogene 

Gewichtung bei der Erhaltung von Kulturdenkmälern zu gewährleisten. 

 

 

Schlüsselwörter:  lebendige Kulturerbstätte; Baudenkmal; Kooperationsprozess; 

Interessenvertreter; soziale Netzwerkanalyse; Erhalt; Entwicklung; Weltkulturerbe 
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1 Introduction 
 

“To preserve a tradition means to pass on the fire and not to worship the ashes” 

(Gustav Mahler) 

1.1 Thesis outline 
1.1.1 Definition of living heritage site 

A living heritage site is defined as  a site which has heritage and which is still used 

by a community in their daily life (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18). Heritage within a 

community is influenced by society, culture, and tradition. The cultural heritage of a 

community may indeed express the strong connection between heritage and 

community (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18). Nowadays, attempts at conservation in living 

heritage sites do not only focus on maintaining  past  heritage but also strive to make 

adjustments that allow the past to fit into a contemporary context (Massey, 2012, p. 

7). 

 

The concept of living heritage stems from the attempt to categorize heritage as both 

tangible and intangible heritage in the early 21st century, a split which has its own 

difficulties.  There is considerable overlap in the relationship between tangibility and 

intangibility in many cases,  the roots of both normally emanating from the same 

source (Rudolff, 2007, p. 108). Later, Smith (Smith, 2006, p. 44), and Smith and 

Waterton (Smith & Waterton, 2009, p. 44) proposed the idea of considering 

“heritage as [a] cultural process [in] which social and cultural values are identified, 

negotiated, rejected, or affirmed”.1 To see heritage as a process has broadened the 

meaning of heritage, such that  heritage is no longer separated as being  tangible or 

intangible but now viewed according to why places or things become heritage or 

stop being heritage and how this process occurs (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 17). The idea 

of seeing heritage as a process has developed a new perspective to define heritage as 

                                                 
1 In fact, the management guidelines for World Cultural Heritage Sites (1993) had already proposed 

the idea of observing heritage as a process: “cultural heritage is a result of the process related to 

the development of contemporary society, its values and its requirements” (Feilden and Jukka, 

1993). However, Smith and Waterton proposed the idea of the process in which a site  can cease 

or continue to be a living heritage site, an idea which became the initial idea of this research and 

one which can be applied to understanding the living heritage site in Nan, Thailand. 
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dead and living heritage (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18), which  clarifies the definition of 

heritage and amends the character of the currently used “heritage site”.  

Figure 1-1: Dead and living heritage site 
Source: author 

 

The definition of a “dead heritage site” can refer to heritage which has not held its 

traditional function in connection with traditional communities but where the 

method for preserving the site aims to keep the site intact. Normally, a dead heritage 

site has no claim for ownership apart from those of government conservation 

authorities (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18). Most dead heritage sites are in a state of ruin 

or in the process of archeological excavation by state conservation authorities. The 

traditional activities of traditional communities around dead heritage sites are not in 

fact related to the traditional function/s of these sites.  

 

From the above-definition, the “dead” heritage sites, where heritage has been 

separated from the community, do not have an influence on the social, cultural or 

traditional development of that community, and as such, can be conserved by 

conservation experts as well as related authorities without considering the 

relationship between the community and heritage. This practice is influenced by a 

conservation method which is called the conventional or traditional method (Kong, 

2008, p. 65; Tunprawat, 2009, p. 19). The advantages of this kind of conservation 

practice are the promptitude and high level of conserving the authenticity, integrity, 

and originality of heritage sites. While this method also has disadvantages since this 

conservation system relies on top-down intervention, it gives priority to 

professionals from several fields, such as archeologists, architects, artists, and 

economists, to participate in the conservation process but it neglects the community. 

Conservation decision making using this practice needs to be based on academic 

perspectives, whereby comparisons with global case studies are undertaken, thus 

making it difficult for local communities to participate. The latter have different 

views from global perspectives and limited understanding of basic international 

conservation (Kong, 2008, p. 64).  

 

Heritage  

Process 

Dead heritage Living heritage 
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In contrast, the term living heritage site refers to the continuous connection between 

traditional communities and heritage. The traditional function of heritage sites is that 

they are used by local communities and developed continuously from generation to 

generation, thus making them a living heritage site. Most of the buildings in a living 

heritage site are maintained and renovated on a regular basis with the cooperation 

of the local people, resulting in very few of these being left in ruins (Tunprawat, 

2009, p. 18).  

 

 
Figure 1-2: Dead heritage site 
Source: author 

Figure 1-2 shows the loss of connection between heritage and community. This 
phenomenon exists in many countries worldwide, particularly in Southeast Asia. 
Under the format of dead heritage, it is best to employ a conventional conservation 
approach since this can control, take care of and preserve historic monuments 
completely. Reducing damage, which is man-made or caused by decay and 
decomposition, is the preferred method due to its ability to limit the said damage.  
  

Heritage 

Community Community 

Community Community 
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Figure 1-3: Sukhothai, Dead heritage site in Thailand 
Source: author 

An example of a dead heritage site in Thailand is the Sukhothai world heritage site. 
It lacks connection and function within the community’s social context. All 
conservation monitoring is controlled by the Fine Arts Department, which is the 
main conservation authority of Thailand. In 1991, this site was inscribed into the 
World Heritage list under the criteria (i)(iii).2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1-4: Living heritage site 
Source: author 

Meanwhile, living heritage is defined as the continuing use of heritage sites by 

communities where the connection between heritage site and community is still valid 

and is constantly strengthened. It is evident that a considerable number of people 

are involved in heritage discourse. Traditional communities which are directed 

related to the heritage can be referred to as heritage proprietors. In addition, local 

authorities, conservation experts, tourists, and so on, all of whom can be referred to 

                                                 
2 http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/574 Last visited 25/01/2011 

Heritage 

Community 

Community Community 

Community 
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as stakeholders and have their own claims on the site. These stakeholders have their 

own perspectives and use heritage sites differently.  

 

Living heritage sites develop levels of complexity through the development of their 

usage within traditional communities. This complexity involves processes of 

listening to the voices of people in the community, those who use the heritage site 

in their daily life, forming an integral part of the conservation of such sites and 

developing conservation processes that meet community needs. Additionally,  

conservation processes need to be equally effective in conserving built heritage and 

environments from changes emerging as part of the modern development stream 

(Kong, 2008, p. 65).  

 

1.1.2 Development of the definition of Heritage and its focus  

Period Heritage focus 

19th-20th Century Tangible Heritage 

Early 21st  Century Intangible Heritage 

21st Century Process (connection of 

heritage buildings and 

the local community) 

Living heritage (keep connection) 

Dead heritage (lose connection) 

Table 1-1: development of heritage definitions 

Source: author 

Following the above definition, there is a large number of living heritage sites in 

Southeast Asia, such as Hoi An in Vietnam, Luang Prabang in Lao PDR (Lao 

People's Democratic Republic), and Nan in Thailand. Most of these sites show 

strong connections with communities, for example, by having traditional activities 

which are arranged throughout the whole year and connect the heritage buildings 

and sites with communities, and thus forming part of their socio-cultural, tradition. 

1.1.3 The main case study, Nan, Thailand 

This research aims to investigate the living heritage attributes of Nan in Thailand 

and to apply additional case studies to the research, thus providing a greater 

understanding of the means by which living heritage attributes may be altered.  
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Map 1-1: Thailand and the location of Nan 

Source: author 

 

Nan is one of the prime conservation cases in Thailand. Conservation was  

attempted for the first time in Thailand in Nan in 1998 and was a community 

initiative (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 175).3 Seven years after the community 

attempted, Nan was announced to be an old town of Thailand by Thai government 

in 2005. Most attempts at conservation were previously initiated by central 

authorities, as a means of taking responsibility for adopted regulations and starting 

conservation management plans. The preliminary information has shown that Nan 

is a heritage site with rather strong community participation in the town’s activities. 

The information demonstrates that the conservation practice in Nan appears to be 

in response to the idea of a community-based conservation approach. 

 

                                                 
3 The attempt at conservation was started by the community in order to precipitate Nan into 
becoming a World Heritage site. Nevertheless, the attempt ceased as a result of a process of 
referendum, which lasted until the present. One of the reasons for the time taken was the Nan 
community’s uncertainty about the advantages of being a World Heritage Site (details are outlined 
in the 2nd case study, Luang Prabang in Lao PDR). 

Nan, the study area 

0 100 200 300 km 
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Map 1-2: study area in Nan, Thailand 

Source: Final report of Master Plan for preservation and development the old town of Nan 

(Group, 2005) 

 

The Fine Arts Department (Branch 7) is the main state authority directly in charge 

of monuments and heritage. This department is one the 15 branches of the 

Department of Fine Arts which are distributed nationwide across Thailand’s 76 

provinces (excluding Bangkok), thus indicating that each sub-department has to 

oversee several provinces. The Fine Arts Department (Branch 7) is located in Nan. 

This branch has control over the four provinces of Nan, Phrae, Lampang, and 

Phayao, demonstrating the importance of Nan’s heritage sites.  

 

In 2003, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) came to observe in 

Thailand and found that Nan had the highest index of community participation in 

heritage sites in Thailand (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 196). It was a significant indicator 

explained by the existence of several strong, local conservation activist groups in 

Nan. Several groups, including state authorities, the public sector, and  the local 

community, have attempted to impel Nan to be inscribed on the World Heritage list. 

This idea was formed in 1997 at an informal meeting at Nan’s regional education 

office on the topic of World Heritage approaching Nan (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 20).  

 

For this research, Nan is the site which meets the definition of a living heritage site. 

In addition, it is the only very old town in Thailand, which has been the subject of 

attempts by several conservation groups, the government sector as well as some 

0 0.5 1 Km 
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sections of the local community itself, to promote Nan to be inscribed on the World 

Heritage list. This has been happening since 2000 (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 20). As a 

result, Nan in the present day is the example of a living heritage site, which is in the 

process of preparing for inscription on the World Heritage list in Thailand.  

 

It is interesting to note that Thailand has not previously had a living heritage site, 

which is classified as a World Heritage Site. Therefore, to adequately study the 

impact of being a World Heritage Site on a living heritage site, this research needs 

to correlate information from a related case study in a neighboring country. Luang 

Prabang in Lao PDR has been selected in order to examine changes that occur when 

a living heritage site becomes a World Heritage Site. 

 

Luang Prabang was selected as it shares similarity in several aspects with Nan, such 

as historical background, the similarity in geographical features, social aspects, 

culture, tradition, and language, as well as the architectural style of the heritage 

buildings. The objective of studying Luang Prabang in this research is to examine 

changing attributes and trends at this site and to subsequently apply the results to an 

analysis of alterations in the living heritage attributes of Nan, in the case that Nan 

does eventually become a World Heritage Site.  
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Map 1-3: the locations of Nan and Luang Prabang 

Source: author 

 

1.1.4 The impact of being a World Heritage site on living heritage attributes, 

Luang Prabang, Lao PDR 

Luang Prabang in Lao PDR was inscribed onto the World Heritage List in 1995. It 

is of note that people still inhabit and use heritage buildings in their daily lives in this 

town. The character of the site is very similar to Nan in Thailand and both towns 

share historical commonalities (see details in Chapters 4 and 6). Consequently, both 

Nan and Luang Prabang have a variety of characteristics, traditions, and culture in 

common. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1995, Luang Prabang in Lao PDR was inscribed on the World Heritage list. In 

the lead up to this inscription, the town had received substantial assistance from  

various nations worldwide in order to develop their inventory of building heritage 

items. The assistance was accompanied by the standard application procedures for 

conservation within certain critical periods. It is also of note that at that time local 

participation was not yet recognized on a global level. The Nara document was 

presented at the 1994 conference and it took a further nine years to organize the 

conference of intangible heritage, during which time community-based approaches 

Luang Prabang, Lao PDR 

Nan, Thailand 

0 100 200 300 km 
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had begun to be recognized with a view to their application in practical terms. The 

case study of Luang Prabang will aid in understanding how a living heritage site 

might alter once listed as World Heritage.   

 
Map 1-4: Lao PDR and location of Luang Prabang 

Source: author 

 
Map 1-5: Luang Prabang, study area 

Source: Adisack Sithideth, Housing and Urban Planning of Division Public work and Transport 

Institute, Lao PDR  

Study area 

Study area 

0 100 200 300 km 
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1.2 Research objectives 

1. Research into appropriate methods to study, anticipate, and make suggestions 

for processes that sustain the living heritage attributes of living heritage sites 

in Thailand 

1.3 Methodology 

From the preliminary studies, it can be seen that a living heritage site forms part of 

a process, which includes the physical aspects of heritage along with local 

community. This connection between community and heritage is important, as it 

needs to be dynamic, allowing the whole site to adapt continuously over time. 

Conservation which loses this connection might indeed be responsible for altering 

the attributes of the living heritage site. 

 

To maintain the living heritage attributes, there are two main dimensions which need 

to be considered carefully. The first dimension is the conservation of built heritage 

on the site, the main issue of concern for the conservation authority. The second 

dimension relates to any development of the site which needs thorough 

consideration, especially in regard to the needs of the community and the local 

people living there. On the one hand, to focus solely on the conservation dimension 

in living heritage sites is likely to create conflict within the community. On the other 

hand, a development perspective, which responds only to the needs of the local 

community, can have a deleterious effect on the built heritage at the site, to an 

extreme point where these buildings might deteriorate or even be lost. It is therefore 

essential that a balance be maintained between the two dimensions, in order to 

sustain the vital character of the site, whilst adapting to changes brought about by 

modern lifestyles.  

 

Examination of living heritage sites can be carried out by means of documents, data, 

interviews, and field surveys. These all need to be considered as part of the planning 

mechanisms developed and carried out by a collaboration of stakeholders such as 

the government sector, the private sector, and the local community. The opinions 

of conservation experts are of considerable importance in planning policies for the 

site, but must be balanced against those of other stakeholders in the policy-making 

process. The idea of a bottom-up approach appears to be the predominant approach 

for living heritage sites. It is the variety of stakeholders who provide multi-faceted 

input into the process and thus contribute to driving the direction of planning policy 

for the site. Within the collaboration process it can be observed, in addition, that the 

most influential stakeholders can have considerable influence on decision-making 
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for policies and activities at living heritage sites. In short, the process of examining 

the influence of stakeholders in a collaborative network can assist us to understand 

the direction of the site’s policies and help to clarify any alterations in living heritage 

attributes.  

 

This research divides the study process into two steps: 

The first step is based on extrinsic data, which refers to the study of two important 

dimensions, the conservation and development dimensions, and is based on 

documents, interviews, empirical data, and field surveys. This step applies to the 

study of both the overall image of the site and current conditions. It will assist in 

understanding the area as a living heritage site and provide descriptive data, which 

serves to analyze the actual state of the selected case study (living heritage site).  

 

The second step is based on intrinsic data. Intrinsic data refers to an examination of 

the mechanisms, which drive the direction of policy-making in living heritage sites 

at present and in the future. There are two steps in an analysis of this process. The 

first step is the study of the performance of collaborative networks. The outcomes 

of this study can be observed in an analysis of network closure and heterogeneity. It 

allows an understanding of both the performance and the factors which can sustain 

the performance of a collaborative network in the long run. The second step is the 

analysis of stakeholders who influence policy direction. The main stakeholder, who 

has a strong influence on the collaborative network, can establish the direction of 

policy-making and can create either a balanced or lopsided model of management, 

and thus have an effect on altering the characteristics of the living heritage site. A 

highly influential stakeholder will be considered to be a high potential stakeholder 

who can assign and control the decision-making of the study’s collaborative network. 

It is therefore likely that the policies and objectives of the main stakeholder will be 

considered seriously as the objectives of the whole collaborative network. The 

findings obtained in this step depend on the analysis of the collaborative network 

and will provide quantitative data, which will be converted to descriptive data in the 

conclusion.   
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Logical flow Description 

If want to sustain living heritage attributes in the living heritage site 

Then it is necessary to have 

balance of conservation dimension and development 

dimension in living heritage site 

Then the balance can be 

investigated by means of: 

(1) extrinsic data method 

Conservation dimension Development dimension 

Note: Focus mainly on 

experts or professionals 

who come predominantly 

from government 

authorities in Southeast 

Asia 

Note: Focus mainly on 

local community as a 

result of lack of certain 

basic needs of local 

communities in living 

heritage sites (this 

problem is common in 

living heritage sites across 

Southeast Asia). 

(2)intrinsic data method 

Note 1: indicate dominant actors in this process thus 

helping to identify the objective of the whole 

collaborative process 

Note 2: the structure of the collaboration process 

helps to understand the performance and sustainability 

of the collaborative network 
 

 

Nan has received encouragement from several sectors in Thailand to be inscribed as 

a World Heritage site in the future. It would thus become Thailand’s first living 

heritage site to become World Heritage listed. Currently, questions are still being 

asked on matters of how Nan might be sustained and what changes might occur if 

it were listed. Using the above-mentioned proposed methodology, such questions 

and potential answers will be developed throughout this research.  

 

Table 1-2: logical flow to investigate attributes of living heritage 
Source: author 
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The methodology of this study can be represented by the diagram below:   

 
Nan, Living Heritage site in Thailand 

Methodology 
Extrinsic data 

Intrinsic data 

Conclusion        - living heritage attributes in 

Nan, Thailand 

Luang Prabang in Lao 

PDR, the living heritage 

site which was inscribed 

on the World Heritage 

list 

Methodology 
Extrinsic data 

Intrinsic data 

Conclusion - Living heritage attributes 

under the influence of being a 

World Heritage Site  

Summarizing of 

the research 

Study. 

The living 

heritage 

attributes of Nan 

and the 

probability of 

alterations to 

living heritage 

attributes based 

on the example 

of Luang 

Prabang 

Table 1-3 : Methodology Diagram  

Source: author 
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1.4 Data collection 

The data collection process includes both the method of collecting data and the 

process of analyzing and understanding the data. This section has attempted to 

clarify each step of the methodology related to data collection and the essential 

points in response to the research objectives. 

 

1. Study the preliminary data from documents, books, interviews, and field 

surveys in Nan. The data is examined to interpret the basic information and  

provide an overall image of the town. 

1.1 Categorize the data into two types; conservation data and 

development data of Nan’s old town. The complete data set will 

be used in order to summarize the extrinsic data of Nan’s old town. 

1.2 Study the administration and policies of stakeholder organization 

in the collaborative network of Nan. The data is used for 

understanding the system and main policies of each stakeholder in 

the collaborative network. The result of examining this step will be 

the identification of the most influential stakeholder who 

determines the direction of policy in the collaborative network; it 

will also observe the network taking on the policies of this 

influential stakeholder.  

2. Summarize the overall image of the preliminary town management of Nan as 

well as the direction of changing future trends in the town.  

3. Study information related to Luang Prabang in Lao PDR based on the data 

obtained from documents, books, interviews, and field surveys. The study will 

be categorized into two types, as with the method used in Nan, Thailand. 

3.1 Categorize the data into two types; conservation data and 

development data of Luang Prabang’s old town. The complete 

data set will be applied in order to summarize the extrinsic data of 

Luang Prabang’s old town. 

3.2 Study the administration and policies of stakeholder organizations 

in the collaborative network of Luang Prabang. The data is used 

for understanding the system and main policies of each stakeholder 

in the collaborative network. The result of examining this step will 

be the identification of the most influential stakeholder who 

determines the direction of policy in the collaborative network; it 

will also observe the network taking on the policies of this 

influential stakeholder. 
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4. Indicate the characteristics of the living heritage site at Nan in their current 

state and the possibility of changing directions for the town based on the 

analysis emerging from the study’s methodology.  

5. The data from Luang Prabang will be used to analyze the characteristics of a 

living heritage site when that site is in the World Heritage listed. The analysis 

will focus on the changes to Luang Prabang in both the conservation and 

development dimensions and the causes for the changes in the town. The 

result will serve to anticipate possible changes that might occur in Nan in 

Thailand when the town is World Heritage listed. 

6. In conclusion, the research will provide a brief set of recommendations for 

sustaining the living heritage character of Nan in Thailand. 

1.5 Organization of research 

According to the definition of living heritage site, the living old town of Nan 

possesses the characteristics of a living heritage site with a connection between the 

community and its heritage buildings. Examining this connection in Nan will be the 

subject of this research and its analysis. In general, the mechanisms, which affect the 

sustainability of cohabitation of the community and its heritage buildings in a living 

heritage site, depend on the balance between conservation and development issues. 

A loss of balance in either direction can impact the links between community and 

the built environment. The loss of this connection affects the living heritage site 

itself on a variety of levels.   

 

The research methodology will demonstrate the current state of the town, examine 

whether it can maintain its characteristics, and will anticipate the direction of the 

changing character of the town. The conclusion for the research will focus on an 

understanding of the characteristics of living heritage sites in general and will adapt 

the data for sustaining living heritage attributes in Nan, Thailand.  

 

In Thailand, there are five World Heritage sites. Cultural Heritage Ban Chiang 

Archaeological Site (1992), Historic Town of Ayutthaya (1991), Historic Town of 

Sukhothai and Associated Historic Towns (1991), Natural Heritage, Dong 

Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (2005), and Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng 

Wildlife Sanctuaries (1991) (http://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/TH/ accessed 

on 23 March 2013). 

 

Three of the World Heritage sites in Thailand are cultural heritage sites but most of 

them cannot be referred to as living heritage sites owing to fact that the community 

and the heritage buildings have no relationship to each other.  To study a living 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/575
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/575
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/576
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/574
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/574
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/590
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/590
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/591
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/591
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heritage site like Nan, which may become a World Heritage site, needs a point of 

comparison such as Luang Prabang in Lao PDR, which is similar in language, 

tradition, culture, and architectural style, and shares some common historical 

background with Nan. The study method used for both sites will be the same, in 

order to compare similarities and differences, using both extrinsic and intrinsic data 

as stated previously, and to make predictions and recommendations for Nan, 

Thailand based on the research.   

 

1.5.1 Introduction of the research chapters 

Chapter 1: The Introduction chapter provides the basic information and a  

comprehensive overview of the research. This chapter clarifies the definition of a 

living heritage site, gives a fundamental understanding of case studies, and the 

methodology applied in this research. An overview of every chapter in this research 

is provided at the end of this chapter.  

 

Chapter 2:  This chapter presents a literature review of the development of the 

modern conservation approach which impacts on conservation practices in 

Southeast Asia. The review gives a snapshot of conservation approaches in this 

region. Moreover, it provides a general idea of the appropriate conservation 

approach, which is most suited to living heritage sites. The methodology of this 

research is reviewed in the second section. The indicators for the evaluation process 

are provided and the data collection method is also explained thoroughly.   

 

Chapter 3: This chapter focuses on the development of the conservation approach 

in Thailand and also summarises the current condition of conservation practice in 

the  whole country. 

 

Chapter 4: The main case study (Nan in Thailand) is evaluated thoroughly in this 

chapter, using the methodology developed in this research. The outcome not only 

reveals the current living heritage attributes but also anticipates changes to the living 

heritage attributes of Nan in the near future. 

 

Chapter 5: Pai in Thailand is an example of the impact of a community-led approach 

to living heritage. This example provides a more concrete understanding of the 

influence of the main stakeholders in the town’s direction. It will be observed that 

the encouragement of the local community to lead the heritage site seems very 

promising on first sight for sustaining the living heritage attributes of the town. 

However we will go on to raise critical issues on the drawbacks of a community-led 
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approach. This example demonstrates the usefulness of the methodology developed 

in this research as it applies to living heritage sites.  

 

Chapter 6: Luang Prabang in Lao PDR is to be the case study for evaluating living 

heritage attributes under the pressure of being a World Heritage site. The research 

methodology follows the same method as in Nan in Chapter 4. A summary is given 

at the end of the chapter to demonstrate the current situation of living heritage 

attributes and changing trends. 

 

Chapter 7: This chapter concludes the research. It provides a summary of all of the 

research objectives, an analysis of the main case study and the second case study. At 

the end of the chapter a set of guidelines will provide assistance and 

recommendations for sustaining the collaborative process, which forms the basis of 

maintaining the attributes of  living heritage sites in Thailand. 
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2 Methodology 
 

 

 

2.1 Development of the conservation approach in Southeast Asia 

There is a great number of living heritage sites and buildings as well as uses for them 

in Southeast Asia, including Thailand and Lao PDR. They comprise various types of 

monuments, cultural sites, and landscapes, which attract huge numbers of tourists 

to these regions. These heritage buildings represent the accumulated source of much 

knowledge and wisdom, and include the collective memory of people of the past, 

thus making them of high value for preservation, along with the heritage buildings 

as heritage items. (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 1).  
 

It is necessary for this research to consider the problem of conservation in Southeast 

Asia, particularly Thailand, from a historical and current-day perspective. There are 

discrepancies in approaches to conservation between conservation experts and local 

communities (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 1). Before modern conservation methods, based 

on the Venice Charter, were introduced to Thailand, the traditional community 

oversaw its heritage buildings, which they also used in their daily lives. They treated, 

maintained, and restored heritage buildings for local cultural purposes. However, 

when modern conservation was initiated, the management of conservation was 

placed into the hands of the government. Consequently, the communities became 

segregated from the heritage buildings in their own areas. Conservation methods 

used in government controlled sites were usually more technical and different from 

the methods communities had previously used, which for them were more relevant 

to their daily life (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 1). Traditional communities and heritage 

professionals thus came to understand conservation methods in different ways. 

 

However, developments in international conservation show changing trends, which 

are focusing on increased participation of communities in the conservation process. 

The 2005 Faro-convention of the Council of Europe developed a participatory 

approach, which values the role of citizens in the processes of defining, deciding and 

managing the cultural environment in which communities function and evolve 

(Europe, 2005, p. 2). This trend in conservation has been developing continuously 

over the past two decades. After the Nara Charter of 1994, Southeast Asia noticeably 

began to develop its own conservation approach based on their own experiences, 

developing the Ename Charter and the living heritage approach in the last decade 

(ratified 2008 and 2009 respectively).  
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2.1.1 Conservation development trends of living heritage sites in Southeast 

Asia 

According to the case studies and the focus of research on living heritage sites, most 

of the sites have a strong relationship with the religious and spiritual aspects of 

traditional communities. Therefore, it is essential that the study of these heritage 

sites needs to emphasize not only the physical structure of heritage buildings but 

also the relationship of the heritage buildings to the lifestyles of local people in 

communities who live and use heritage buildings in their daily lives. 

 

Modern heritage conservation, which depends on heritage professionals, was 

introduced into Southeast Asia around the 19th century and began to be applied more 

and more frequently at sites post World War II (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 58). The Venice 

Charter has had an important role in revitalizing as well as conserving heritage 

buildings and buildings deteriorating post-war. However, the Charter’s model is a 

very highly technical manual and does not address the issues of public participation 

in conservation. Nevertheless, several countries in Southeast Asia gradually showed 

an interest in modern conservation, sending local experts to learn conservation 

methods and practices at European conservation institutes. Since that time, the 

conservation system of Southeast Asia has turned its focus more on experts and 

neglected traditional communities who had previously overseen their own heritage 

buildings. (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 3).  

 

At the end of 20th century, this situation, as well as the lack of manpower and 

funding, resulted in heritage conservation becoming the burden of state authorities 

(in Thailand and Lao PDR). As Thailand and Lao PDR are developing countries 

their main revenue spending focuses on other major issues, such as the economy, 

political issues and items such as public facilities. Meanwhile, there is a growing 

insistence from the public on social participation processes, as part of their 

establishing and/or maintaining their own identity through heritage conservation. 

This is a worldwide phenomenon and has resulted in heritage conservation no longer 

belonging solely to heritage professionals (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 3). 

 

In this community participation process, heritage professionals worldwide recognize 

the new challenge and validate the issue by collaborating with traditional 

communities, in a process of common understanding around the importance of 

heritage buildings. International conservation organizations such as UNESCO, 

ICOMOS, and the Getty Conservation Institute have also recognized the 

importance and urgency of community participation in the process. They have put 
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forward these ideas through conventions, charters, and a variety of conservation 

activities in the past decade. For example, the Assessing the Values of Cultural 

Heritage report, which was published by the Getty Conservation Institute in 2005, 

emphasizing the issue of the changing direction in conservation under the 

participation process. Such factors have influenced the direction of conservation in 

Southeast Asia and placed greater emphasis on community participation and a 

bottom-up approach. The ENAME Charter and the living heritage approach have 

similarly developed a bottom-up approach and form a basic tenet of this research. 
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Conservation 
Trend 

Year Description Tangible Intangible  

Athens Charter 1931 Focus on tangible 
heritage 

X  

E
xp

er
t-

b
as

ed
 (

co
n

v
en

ti
o

n
al

) 

Venice Charter 1964 X  

The Operational 
Guidelines for the 
Implementation of 
the World Heritage 

Convention 

1972 X  

The Burra Charter 1979 Acknowledged the 
important of place 

X  

The international 
Charter for the 
Protection and 
Management of 
Archaeological 

Heritage 

1990 Acknowledged 
intangible heritage 
but still focused on 

tangible heritage 

X  

The Charter for the 
Conservation of 

Places of Cultural 
Heritage Value 
(ICOMOS New 

Zealand) 

1990 X  

The Nara document 
on Authenticity 

1994 Acknowledged  local 
wisdom and paid 

attention to intangible 
heritage 

 X 

The Hoi An 
declaration on the 
Conservation of 

Historic Districts of 
Asia. 

2003 Acknowledged the 
role of local 

community in the 
conservation process 

X X 

C
o

m
m

u
n

it
y-

b
as

ed
 (

liv
in

g 
h

er
it

ag
e)

 

The Convention for 
the Safeguarding of 
Intangible Cultural 

Heritage 

2003 Intangible heritage 
became the key 

aspect of 
conservation 

This charter still 
focuses on expert-
based conservation 

 X 

ENAME Charter 2008 Acknowledged 
tangible and 

intangible heritage as 
well as supported 

public understanding 
and participation in 

conservation 
processes (focus on 

Southeast Asia) 

X X 

The Living Heritage 
Approach 

2009 Proposed 
community-based 

approach in 
conservation 

management (focus 
on Southeast Asia) 

Concerned about  connection between 
heritage buildings and the community 

Table 2-1: development of conservation trends 
Source: author (extracted from the appendix II “development of conservation trends”) 
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According to the conservation development timeline above (Table 2-1),  

conservation in the living heritage sites can be categorized into two approaches, the 

conventional approach and the living heritage approach. 

 

2.2 The Conventional Approach (expert-based) 

The conventional approach is rooted in the international conservation framework 

of the 19th century, which considered heritage as a vulnerable resource where its 

value is inherent in its fabric. This approach, based on the Venice Charter, is the 

method that Southeast Asia, particularly Thailand and Lao, have used as their main 

tool for heritage conservation.  

 

This approach opposes change and does not take account of public opinion and the 

right of traditional communities to be part of conservation. The approach is based 

on the Authorized Heritage Discourse, which considers heritage to be best protected 

by experts (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 19). The main custodians of heritage sites are the 

conservation experts and the traditional community is segregated from heritage 

conservation. Consequently, decision-making in heritage conservation, such as what 

aspect of heritage should be protected or ignored, has depended, under this 

approach, on heritage authorities, who act as public representatives. This approach 

is expert-led and defers to a western knowledge system, thus displacing local non-

western-centric knowledge as primitive and incorrect (ICCROM, 2009).  

 

Many countries not in the West have also received training and education under the 

influence of the western knowledge system before the Nara document applied the 

conventional approach to protecting heritage (Kong, 2008, p. 64; Tunprawat, 2009, 

p. 19). It has indeed proved successful in terms of conserving heritage buildings in 

intact condition. It also has the advantage of being able to execute conservation 

practice promptly, as it allows the experts to act without local consultation.  

 

However, as the conventional approach is associated with previous conservation 

ideas and charters such as the Athens Charter, the Venice Charter, and the World 

Heritage Convention, it is more suited to dead heritage, or heritage which no longer 

serves cultural or traditional purposes, for sites which are no longer active or used 

by local communities (ICCROM, 2009). 
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2.3 The Living Heritage Approach  

The living heritage approach shifts from conventional ideas that are material-based 

to a community-based one, where first priority is given to community. The living 

heritage approach encourages understanding the past and interacting with it, in order 

to establish the current needs of the site and its community. In addition, the 

approach seeks to determine future needs for survival and evolution of heritage in 

general (Baillie, 2007). A further very important aspect of this approach is an 

acceptance of the changes that occur with heritage buildings as part of continuity. 

Heritage is viewed as an ongoing process, whereby both tangible and intangible 

aspects cannot be separated. Conservation experts have become facilitators of 

conservation under the framework of community (or long-term custodians of 

heritage buildings). The result of this approach helps to engender local pride in and 

appreciation of heritage. The approach also decreases dependency on government 

resources. 

 

Despite this approach appearing to be the ideal conservation approach, it has several 

drawbacks. A community led approach needs community consensus, thus making 

the process more complicated and inevitably more time consuming. Any resulting 

dissent amongst stakeholders can extend the decision making process even further 

to a point where it becomes unwieldy and unduly time consuming (Kong, 2008, pp. 

65-66; Tunprawat, 2009, p. 22). 

 

2.3.1 Living Heritage Sites and the living heritage approach 

“Living heritage is the sum of all expressions resulting from the interaction between people and 

nature; it stresses the need to understand heritage in relation to the ecological context within which 

we focus our conservation efforts. The notion of continuity dominated the discussions. People are 

connected to their myths, beliefs, society and environment in a variety of ways that have result in the 

creation of numerous tangible and intangible expressions. They constantly draw benefit from these 

expressions, which have gone through a dynamic process of evolution, reinterpretation and 

modification, reflecting changes occurring in society” (ICCROM, 2006, p. 18). 

 

The dominant features of living heritage sites are based on a close interconnection 

between heritage resources and the daily lives of local people. These features can 

create solid social expressions, such as traditional and cultural norms.  
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Presently, conservation practices in living heritage sites are managed by expert-based 

and top-down intervention, as occurs in several conservation sites in Southeast Asia.1 
Southeast Asian sites have applied this method as a result of the influence of 

colonialism starting in the mid-19th century and altering concepts of heritage from 

this time until the present day. Recent international conservation trends have seen 

changes from expert-based to community-based methods. However, in Southeast 

Asia, the role of local people or communities in the conservation process is still 

limited and has only a small impact on policy-making processes. Even though local 

people have been named as part of heritage values, they have yet to be embraced as 

part of the process. In general, local people are viewed as having a lack of knowledge 

in conservation practices and are viewed simply as a laymen in the collaboration 

process. 2 

 

Conventional conservation is an intensive and active process; however, it does not 

support the dynamic aspect of conservation in living heritage sites, often neglecting  

the actual needs of communities who are endeavoring to keep local people in situ as 

the living aspect of the living heritage site. It can be seen that conventional 

conservation, which indeed emphasizes authenticity and integrity, can also be 

obstructive in observing the needs of local communities.3 Such needs might be for 

convenience in daily lifestyle issues, which, when ignored, can result in local residents 

becoming hostile towards such conservation processes.4 A lack of concern for local 

needs in the conservation process will result in the conservation of physical elements 

only and ultimately the character of living heritage sites will be lost. 

 

As a result of the problems mentioned above, the Living heritage approach (LHA) 

has been developed by the living heritage program5 as a community-based, or the 

bottom-up method, for the management and conservation of heritage sites. It 

recognizes the connections between the community and the environment. This 

                                                 
1 Almost every country in Southeast Asia applies the expert-based approach 
2 One example is Sukothai historical development plan (a world heritage site in Thailand), which 

labeled the community un-educated in conservation. The plan placed an emphasis on employing 

local people as laymen whilst the development and management plan came from the central 

authorities and UNESCO. 
3 This used to be a criterion in the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World 

Heritage Convention. 
4 An example of this is when communities resist listing the building in a conservation inventory 

owing to the strictness of conservation practice (from conservation authorities) in matters such as 

the renovation or repair of listed buildings. 
5 See details of living heritage program in appendix II 
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approach helps to identify important physical settings related to traditional and 

ethnic features, such as places for traditional events and festivals, religious affairs 

and landmarks with symbolic or tribal meanings (Kong, 2008, p. 58). 

 

The living heritage site program provides two premises for its application in living 

heritage sites: 

 

- Heritage sites need to be understood as living places, where efforts to improve the understanding 

and conservation of the sites must be linked to the values, interests and capacities of the populations 

that live within and around them, and who are the true long-term custodians of these sites (Kong, 

2008, p. 58). 

 

- These sites must be seen as the embodiment of significant values, where effective site management 

requires that as much attention be given to the conditions for retaining these values as to those for 

preserving the material fabric that contains and support the site’s activities (Kong, 2008, p. 58). 

 

Using these premises, a good understanding can be gained of the living heritage site 

and the main stakeholders can be identified in the collaborative process. This 

research focuses on two main dimensions, which are the conservation dimension 

that responds to being a heritage site and the development dimension, which 

responds to the needs of the community. Both dimensions are important for the 

attributes of living heritage sites. The conservation dimension assists the site to 

maintain the character of a heritage site, whilst the development dimension decreases 

the conflict between local people and conservation experts, as well as creating the 

social dynamic, which correlates with social changes in modern times.  
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2.4 The study of the relationship between heritage and community 

In Southeast Asia, the direction of urban development in conservation towns can be 

interrupted by influential stakeholders in the government, business, or the local 

sector. Where a stakeholder has a strong influence on the community, they may have 

considerable influence on various aspects of urban development, including a 

potentially greater focus on lifestyle changes than conservation, or greater emphasis 

on the tourism business than on conserving the identity of the town. 

 

The process of this study is based on the idea that the best approach to living heritage 

sites should balance the conservation dimension with the development dimension 

(Kong, 2008, p. 13). A lopsided approach can affect the connection between the 

community and heritage and thus alter the attributes of living heritage. 

 

2.4.1 Conservation dimension 

The conservation dimension can be assessed from the quality of physical heritage 

buildings. The report “Assessing the values of cultural heritage” (Institute, 2002, p. 

6) provides an idea of the physical heritage evaluation method for this research. It 

provides indicators for determining the value of the physical condition of heritage 

buildings, including the main indicators, which are the physical condition and the 

conservation management of heritage buildings. The main concern of the first 

indicator of this research methodology is the physical heritage buildings. Other 

indicators, which are related to other issues such as spiritual value, social value, and 

symbolic value, for example, will not be taken into account.   

 

The process of evaluating the physical condition indicators starts by looking at the 

quality of the physical heritage buildings in a selected case study. The indicators 

consider the integrity of physical heritage remaining. The overall conservation 

management of the site involves a comprehensive study of the conservation ability 

of conservation management decisions, conservation activities, conservation 

organization, and the law. These processes will provide an overview of the physical 

conditions of the selected living heritage site.  
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2.4.2 Development dimension 

In living heritage sites, there is not only the conservation dimension that the study 

has to consider but also the development dimension. The study of the development 

dimension of living heritage sites is concerned with a sustainable urban development 

approach. There are three main indicators, which have to be considered in this 

research: 

 

1. Environment quality: considering convenience, land-use management, and 

provision of public facilities. 

2. Economic opportunity: considering the equality of income, job diversity, and 

job opportunity. 

3. Social well-being: considering the quality of life and public health. 

 

The indicators above are the common indicators that are applied to the evaluation 

of sustainable urban development used by several scholars and organizations (Amy 

J. Lynch (Lead Author), 2011, p. 7; Bank, 2001, p. 23; Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 147). 

Similarly,  the office of the National Economic and Social Development Board 

(ONESDB) in Thailand developed the indicators for evaluating sustainable cities 

and communities (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 147). The indicators of the ONESDB 

are very similar to the sustainable urban development indicators in this research 

except that the ONESDB indicators add the governance indicator (which referrs to 

the participation of local people) as one of the sets of indicators. In addition, many 

papers relating to sustainable development (Amy J. Lynch (Lead Author), 2011, p. 

7; Bank, 2001, p. 23; Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 147) refer to the issue of governance 

and participation of every sector, which contribute to sustainable urban 

development. This issue will be studied separately in the intrinsic data topic due to 

its relationship with the direction of living heritage site management. 

 

The sustainable urban development indicators assist to understand the development 

dimension, which reflects the needs of the local community in the selected case 

study. Moreover, it gives a clear image as to whether the balance of conservation and 

development management is lopsided or not. There is the hypothesis that if the town 

focuses on the conservation aspect too much and loses the balance, it will tend to 

lose the link that bonds the community and heritage together. In the worst case 

scenario, the town can turn from a living heritage site to a living museum or open 

museum. On the other hand, if the living heritage site focuses too much on the 

development dimension and neglects the conservation dimension, there is a 
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possibility that the site will change into a modern town and might lose the 

connection between the community and heritage. The site is thus at risk of turning 

from a living heritage site into a dead heritage site and vice versa. (Tunprawat, 2009, 

p. 18)  

 

2.5 The process of study and analysis 

The study of the overall image of the conservation and development dimensions will 

be called “Extrinsic data” in this research. 

 

Extrinsic data 

 Conservation dimension Development dimension 

Physical condition  

 

Environment quality 

In
d

ic
a
to

rs
 

Economic opportunity 

Social well-being 

Table 2-2: Indicators of extrinsic data 

Source: author 

 

The indicators listed (Table 2-2) will be used to analyze the extrinsic data. The table 

is used for analysis of the balance between the conservation and development 

dimensions in living heritage sites.  

 

The study of the extrinsic data is collected from documents, books, field surveys, 

and interviews. This will be used for the analysis and subsequent results in each 

chapter of the case studies (Nan in chapter 4 and Luang Prabang in chapter 6). Using 

both the conservation and development dimensions, the analysis of the extrinsic data 

analysis will provide an overall image of the current state of the living heritage 

building attributes of the site and demonstrate whether the site is able to keep a 

balance of cohabitation of community and heritage buildings. 

 

2.6 The study of the intrinsic data 

The intrinsic data is the study of the collaboration structure, which the “UCINET 

6” program analyzes. The data will demonstrate the performance of collaborative 

networks based on basic knowledge of a social network analysis. The result of this 

process can provide conclusions for future directions in balancing conservation and 

development in living heritage sites, as well as anticipate changes to the attributes of 

living heritage sites. It will also aid in developing plans to sustain such attributes.   
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The intrinsic data goes further to study the internal mechanisms which are based on 

the study of collaborative networks. The result will be demonstrated in two parts; 

the first part will show the performance of collaborative networks and can be applied 

to anticipate the sustainable attributes of that collaborative network, while the 

second part will demonstrate the most influential stakeholder in the collaborative 

network who had an influence on the direction of policy-making in the selected case 

study.  

 

2.6.1 Intrinsic data method 

The study goes profoundly into social networks, which is necessary for studying the 

structure of stakeholders who are involved in conservation planning in the living 

heritage site. The structure will help in understanding the collaboration model and 

the structure of sustainable conservation management in living heritage sites. 

 

A stakeholder network acts as a bridge that links experts, community and other 

interested groups, who join together in a participatory process. An understanding of 

the collaboration of stakeholder groups can help to make the conservation a success 

and promote the livelihood of communities in living heritage sites. As previously 

mentioned, the development of modern conservation methods, with its over-

emphasis on the physical heritage buildings, can also bring with it the risk of 

destroying the links between a heritage site and the local people6. There have been 

many attempts to develop the conservation approach in heritage sites since urban 

conservation appeared in 19647  

 

Living values such as traditions, life styles and community atmosphere are becoming 

an important part of the overall merits of a living heritage site (Kong, 2008, p. 73). 

However there are conflicts between conservation practice processes and urban 

development processes. In several cases, there are clear indicators of the warning 

and stress factors affecting living heritage sites. For these reasons, developing a clear 

                                                 
6 The expert-based method can also suffer from a lack of long-term experience of experts even if 

it represents being a faster method that may satisfy certain stakeholders. 
7 The Venice charter was proclaimed at the 2nd International congress of Architects and technicians 
of Historic monuments (in 1964). The content and ideas of the conservation approach have been 
published in a range of international documents, such as UNESCO‘s convention for protection 
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972) and Operational Guidelines, Recommendation 
concerning the safeguarding and contemporary role of Historic Areas (UNESCO 1976, Nairobi), 
Charter for the Conservation of Historic towns and Urban Areas (ICOMOS, 1987) and many 
more. 
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understanding of local needs is vital in order to maintain the utility of heritage values 

and a balance in the living environment. 

 

The idea of collaboration is an attempt to compromise conservation and 

development, where understanding the patterns and structures involved in 

collaboration are essential to sustain the attributes of living heritage sites. 

 

2.6.2 Social network analysis in living heritage site 

To understand collaboration structure in living heritage sites, the structure of the 

network needs to be understood clearly, as the collaboration structure can be viewed 

as a social network (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005; L. Carlsson & A. Sandström, 2008; A. 

Sandström & Rova, 2010; A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009). 

 

A social network is a structure which consists of social actors and groups of 

relationships. The idea of using networks as a tool for analyzing management 

planning was used by Sandström and Carlsson (A. Sandström & Carlsson, 2008) by 

giving a hypothesis that a group of actors in a network with a pattern of relationships 

has an effect on the performance of that network. The general hypothesis is that 

network heterogeneity facilitates access to different types of ecological knowledge, 

while network closure promotes the ability to set, maintain, and monitor common 

management rules (L. G. Carlsson & A. C. Sandström, 2008). 

 

Network closure reflects the level of network linking. The network can be linked 

directly or indirectly through a central actor and it can be measured in terms of 

density and centralization. If there is high density, there is a high level of activities in 

a network. In this kind of network, there will be good flow of communication, where 

bargaining occurs and shared activities will be created. Centralization refers to the 

central relationships of the network and when this factor is high, it can create a 

hierarchy of networks and communication, and collaboration can be achieved by 

channeling through a central actor (A. Sandström & Carlsson, 2008, p. 509). 

Consequently, a high level of density and centralization can present as a high level 

of network closure. Furthermore, centralization is also applied in this research to 

indicate the most influential stakeholder in terms of policy-making in the 

collaborative process. The research of Carlsson and Sandstrom (L. G. Carlsson & 

A. C. Sandström, 2008, p. 35) clarified that networks which have high closure can 

gain advantages in performance, by creating and maintaining rules pertaining to 

conservation management as well as with astute management of problems and 

diversity issues among stakeholders.  
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Network heterogeneity refers to the diversity of actors who are involved in a network 

and the level of cross-boundary exchange. This idea is adapted from the concept of 

a structural hole, where the structural hole is seen as the missing link in network 

relationships. Individual actors, who can link these holes, are able to create greater 

access and thus obtain new resources, information and opportunities for the 

network. The network which contains larger numbers of links from individual actors 

will have high social capital, which also assumes that it will also have a high level of 

performance (L. G. Carlsson & A. C. Sandström, 2008, p. 41). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: structural hole 

Source: author 

 

A heterogeneous network can be useful for increasing knowledge diversity which 

allows sharing of relevant information, proper labor division, and risk.  

 

A network which contains a diversity of knowledge can create new knowledge and 

innovation. Nevertheless, in a diversified network, effective collaboration can be a 

difficult goal to achieve, owing to the different backgrounds of the players involved. 

Therefore, if a network is highly heterogeneous, the process of decision-making 

might be difficult (L. G. Carlsson & A. C. Sandström, 2008, p. 47) 

 

In conclusion, the unique attributes of network closure and heterogeneity influence 

the performance of a network. However, they do not guarantee positive 

performance; for example, high network closure means a close relationship between 

the actors and greater facilitation of the decision-making process, but it also bring 

about the negative effect of redundant information in the decision-making process. 

This can come about as a factor of the homogeneity of the group of actors in the 

same network, as they frequently come from the same background and set of 

Group of actors 

Heterogeneity 

Brokerage 
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knowledge. This homophilic phenomenon can affect the diversity of information as 

well as decisions made by the network which may not tolerate external factors well 

(those with high diversity levels).  

 

High network heterogeneity also has a positive influence on a network in terms of 

gaining diversified information, which aids in the various complex problems 

involved in long-term planning. However, high network heterogeneity can also mean 

a great diversity in the backgrounds of the people involved, and can create issues 

around sharing ideas and decision-making. The relationship between network 

structure and qualities of collaborative systems can be seen in the table below (L. G. 

Carlsson & A. C. Sandström, 2008, p. 46). 

 

 
Table 2-3: network relationship structure and qualities of network management 

Source: L. G. Carlsson & A. C. Sandström, 2008, p. 46 

 

Therefore, in the initial stages of creating a collaborative process, the attribute of 

network closure in collaborative networks should have high centralization, as it 

creates convenience in making decisions (the main actor has high influence in the 

network) which can lessen the conflict in the decision-making process (Janssen, 

2006, p. 14). However, in the long term, the network which has high centralization 

in this type of network, access to various 

resources (e.g. knowledge) is improved. 

However, high transaction costs and 

difficulties in making priortities and managing 

conflicts between different interests hamper 

the policy process.

High levels of heterogeneity promote access 

to diversified knowledge. At the same time, 

high levels of closure improves the internal 

decision-making process by lowering 

transaction costs and fostering effective 

conflict resolution mechanisms.

This kind of network structure hampers the 

governance process by obstructing the 

prospect of dealing with collective action 

problems in an efficient manner. It is also less 

likely to access knowledge and new ideas 

promoting innovative solutions to the problems 

faced.

The ability to make decisions and solve 

conflicts at low transaction costs is possible 

within this network. However, the process of 

knowledge mobilisation is likely insufficient, 

which affects the ablity to find innovative 

solutions.
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will have negative effects owing to the fact that high centralization of the network 

affects the position of the actors (Bodin & Crona, 2009, p. 371). The position of the 

actors affects data calculation, movement of resources, and information exchanged 

within the network. Someone who is in the most central position (this can be called 

brokerage in the structural hole model) will gain the advantage, whilst the role of 

other actors who are not in the center of the network will decrease.  

Therefore, a sustainable network should lessen the centrality value and distribute the 

power to every stakeholder who participates in a selected network. The sustainable 

collaboration network in living heritage sites should have low centralization to avoid 

high influence stakeholders, and high density to open up greater access to other 

actors in the network (strengthen the stability of the collaboration network) and to 

obtain a high value in terms of network heterogeneity. High network heterogeneity 

has an important role in gaining  diversity of resources and information to solve 

problems inside a living heritage site. Where a living heritage site is very complex to 

manage as it is dealing with conservation of heritage buildings and also the needs of 

the community, several sources of information can provide more diverse 

information and solutions in the collaborative network. 

 

2.7 Making concepts measurable 

2.7.1 Measure of Network Closure 

Level of network closure uses density and centralization as measures. Density can 

be referred to as the number of links which connect together to become a network. 

Centralization can be referred to as the links that indirectly connect through 

individual actors. This reflects the hierarchy within the network. 

 

Density can be measured by dividing the actual number of current connections in a 

network structure with the maximum number of links possible (A. C. Sandström & 

Rova, 2009, p. 534). The perfect connection has a highest density of 1 and the 

network which has one third of possible connections has a density of 0.33. The 

formula can be represented as follows (A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 534): 

 

 

 

 

Where: l = the number of links 

n = the number of actors(nodes) 

     l___ 

n(n-1)/2 
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Figure 2-2: The example of density 
Source: http://ruchareka.wordpress.com/2012/03/11/social-network-analysis-sna/ 

 

Collaboration can be channeled through a central coordinating actor, which is why 

centralization is applied as an indicator of network closure (A. C. Sandström & Rova, 

2009, p. 534). It can interpret high centralization as a well-connected structure. 

 

The centralization index can be measured by the degree of centrality (A. C. 

Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 535). Degree reflects the number of direct links to and 

from the actors. If there is individual actor linking with all the other actors in the 

network, the actor will have the highest level of centrality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: The star-like shape illustrates the highest level of possible centrality which indicates a 

centralization index of 100% 

Source: A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 535 

 

The central actor, who connects all the actors who participate in the network, will 

become the highest influence actor. In this research, this central actor can be 

measured by the degree of centrality. This measurement will be applied to gain an 

understanding of the distribution of power in the collaboration network and to 
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determine the highest influence actor (stakeholder) who can influence the policy-

making of the collaborative process. 

2.7.2 Measure of network heterogeneity 

Network heterogeneity can be understood as a reflection of actor diversity (A. C. 

Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 536). As different actors can bring different resources, 

knowledge and perspectives to the network, the network which has high 

heterogeneity reflects a variety of these factors and can thus be assumed to generate 

new knowledge and be perceived as more innovative (Koornneef, 2012, p. 23). 

 

Network heterogeneity can be measured in two steps. First, diversity of actors 

involved in the network (by counting the number of actors or related organizations) 

(Koornneef, 2012, p. 23; A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 536). However, the 

diversity of actors in the network cannot guarantee that they will exchange resources, 

knowledge, or perspectives. Therefore, a second step is required: the cross-boundary 

exchange is used to measure the proportion of links connecting actors from different 

groups or organizations, in order to measure the level of information exchange 

among them. The cross-boundary exchange is calculated by dividing the number of 

links that connect organizations with different backgrounds by the total number of 

links in the network (Koornneef, 2012, p. 23; A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 

536).  

 

2.8 Data collection procedure for collaborative networks 

This section will explain the data collection procedure. The procedure starts with the 

method of defining the actual stakeholders in the collaborative network of the 

selected case study, is followed by the collection technique, which is applied for 

gathering the names of stakeholders, and then finished off using the analysis 

technique, where data is analyzed and processed. The last part of this section will 

provide a preliminary understanding of data analysis from both the qualitative data 

(extrinsic) and quantitative data (intrinsic) and thus explain the logic that informs the 

methodology and the data collection procedure of this research.    
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2.8.1 Defining the actual stakeholders  

All forms of organization require the involved stakeholders to agree on addressing 

the topic, or dimensions, of the problem (Sandstrom, 2008, p. 18). To search for 

solutions to problems identified, a diversity of information or resources is necessary. 

The latter also need to be mobilized. Part of the process of mobilization must be 

organized and the organizing process depends on some internal perceptions of 

performance (Sandstrom, 2008, p. 18).  

 

The stakeholders who join in the collaborative network acquire the knowledge that 

“their activities advance their joint effort and whether they reach or come closer to their desired goals” 

(Sandstrom, 2008, p. 19). This acquisition creates the negotiation and bargaining 

pattern inside the collaborative network and affects its performance. An essential 

component of this research is to consider the pattern of the collaboration and the 

negotiation among stakeholders in the network. These patterns will provide some 

sort of organizing form, which can be applied to interpreting the performance of the 

selected collaborative networks.  

 

The stakeholders who take part in the collaborative network of the selected case 

study can be identified by asking two vital questions: (1) what is the problem to be 

solved? (the problem of balancing the conservation and development dimensions in 

living heritage sites); (2) who has taken part in the collaborative network? (who 

joined the negotiation process of the selected living heritage site). At this stage, the 

questions are raised to scope out the analytical groups who are to form the 

stakeholder groups involved in policy-making of the living heritage site.  

 

2.8.2 Method of data collection 

The method of data collection that is used in this research is the “snowball method”. 

This method begins with a focal actor or set of actors. Each of these actors is asked 

to name other actors with whom they are connected. The actors named are tracked 

down and asked for some or all of their ties. The process is repeated  until there are 

no new emerging names. In reality, the process can stop when the researcher decides 

to, for reasons such as time and/or resources or when a new emerging name starts 

to be marginal to the study group (Hanneman, 2005). 

 

The limitation of the snowball method is that the actors who are not connected 

(isolated) to the network, will not be located by this method. The number of isolated 

actors can however be an important feature for certain analytical purposes. The 

snowball method cannot guarantee finding all connections in a network. There is 
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also the possibility that a whole connection of sub-groups in the network may be 

missed if the researcher starts in the wrong place. Therefore, using the snowball 

method needs a careful consideration of how to select the initial nodes or actors, 

which for this research means the initial stakeholders. Choosing the correct initial 

stakeholders can strengthen the method, simplify the research and save on data 

collection time (Hanneman, 2005). 

 

The snowball method was applied previously in several similar research projects 

(Koornneef, 2012, p. 19; A. C. Sandström & Rova, 2009, p. 533). The data-collection 

commences by asking a small number of people or organizations relevant to 

conservation in a selected case study to identify other relevant respondents, who are 

in turn asked to identify others (Koornneef, 2012, p. 20). The data collection process 

begins with the most likely relevant stakeholders. The authorities, for example, will 

provide a list of relevant organizations that have cooperated in conservation 

planning. The relevant organizations are then asked about other organizations, 

which are not on the list. When there are no new additions to the list, the snowball 

will stop.  

 

As mentioned above, depending upon where in the structure the researcher starts 

snowballing, the snowball technique might face the problem of isolated actors and 

possibly lead to the loss of a whole subgroup or subgroups of actors (Hanneman, 

2005). This potential weakness is not considered one that is likely to affect the 

network of this research; in our case, the small size of the collaborative network 

makes it  difficult not to identify the group of stakeholders of the whole network. 

Furthermore, after snowballing is complete, the relevant stakeholders will be studied 

thoroughly as to their position, connections, and objectives by means of documents 

reviews, interviews, and field surveys, in order to ensure their relevance to the topic.  

 

Also, the research assumes that the relevant stakeholders will be identified by other 

actors in the participation process. Therefore, any stakeholders who have not really 

participated in the decision-making process will not be mentioned by other 

stakeholders and thus not considered to be stakeholders in the participation process 

of the research topic. 

 

2.9 The analysis technique 
When the analytical groups are identified, the relationships between stakeholders are 

discovered; then the social network analysis will be applied to the data. The data will 

be gathered from a questionnaire, which will be distributed to the relevant 
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stakeholders in the snowballing process. The questionnaire comes with a blank list 

for each stakeholder to fill in, with the names of relevant stakeholders who have 

joined in the policy-making process of the selected living heritage site. The provided 

names will be considered in order to create links to the provider. This questionnaire 

will be distributed to every relevant stakeholder as per the snowball method. Finally, 

the data gathered from the questionnaires will be processed by the social network 

analysis software, UCINET6. It will convert the data into  DL files. The data set 

generates a matrix representing how the relevant stakeholders in the network are 

linked. A link will be given the value of 1 and a non-link will be given the value of 0. 

When the whole data set is input into the matrix, it will be visualized by another 

program called Netdraw (Sandstrom, 2008, p. 24).    

 

2.9.1 Process of analysis 

The research will be applied to multiple sources in order to understand the living 

heritage attributes of Nan in Thailand. The empirical data comes from the review of 

relevant documents, interviews, and field surveys. Subsequently, when  the 

methodology, which has been developed in this research is applied, the data will be 

analyzed to form two sets of information, which comprise the conservation and 

development dimensions. This data will form the extrinsic data or the descriptive 

data, which will be used to inform the overall image of the living heritage attributes 

of the selected case study.  

 

The next step of the analysis goes on to study the decision-making mechanisms of 

the collaborative process, which will have an effect on the future attributes of living 

heritage. The data collected in this stage is called the intrinsic data. The collaborative 

process is applied to the social network analysis to analyze the data set. The outcome 

of this study will help to understand the direction of trends in living heritage and will 

assist in maintaining the living heritage attributes by identifying the flaws in the 

system.  

 

Both analysis methods, extrinsic and intrinsic, will help to present a clear image of 

living heritage attributes, and, from the data analysis, potential solutions to sustaining 

the living heritage attributes of living heritage sites in Thailand will be put forward.  
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2.10 Conclusion 
This research aims to study of living heritage attributes in living heritage site. Various 

definitions have been drawn on to examine the connection between community and 

heritage buildings (Smith, 2006, p. 44), Smith and Waterton (Smith & Waterton, 

2009, p. 44), Britta (Rudolff, 2007, p. 108), and Tunprawat (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18). 

Our definition considers heritage as the process, which goes beyond the line 

separating tangible and intangible in decisions on living heritage.  

 

Chapter 2 dedicated the majority of its content to demonstrating conservation 

development by capturing the issue since the emerging of the influential Athens 

Charter (1931). It aimed at the renewal of heritage buildings which were damaged 

after the war, thus focused mainly on the physical aspects of heritage buildings. After 

the Athens charter, the Venice Charter (1964) expanded to urban conservation and 

continued focus on conserving the physical aspects as well as giving priority to 

conservation experts, who would take charge of conservation sites and issue 

conservation regulations. The subsequent emergence of the concept of the universal 

value of heritage buildings saw further developments, with world experts meeting 

for the conservation of common treasures. Initially different approaches caused a 

certain amount of friction between the experts, and then communities. Community 

involvement in conservation decision-making processes has been increasing steadily. 

The Burra Charter in Australia (1979) opened  communication between the 

community and experts and created the process of public listening. 

 

Subsequently, Southeast Asia, which was confronted with the problem of expert-

based conservation, worked on their own specific charters, which were developed 

into the ENAME Charter in 2008 and the living heritage approach in 2009. These 

charters focus on the issue that conservation practice is very specific, with its own 

character and method in each area. Giving the community the opportunity to choose 

and set their own method of conservation is a vital issue in which the expert’s role 

needs to move from leader to facilitator (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 21). These methods 

will alleviate conflict between community and experts, which has been the main issue 

in conservation in general. 

 

This research categorizes conservation into two main approaches; the conventional 

approach and the living heritage approach. The conventional approach is very 

frequently used in Southeast Asia. This approach is the standard approach applied 

in many heritage sites and has the advantage of being a high efficiency method and 

meeting international standards. However, it creates conflict between experts, who 
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dominate conservation in a living heritage site, and the local community, which lives 

and uses the buildings in that living heritage site. The conflict comes mainly from 

the difference in perspective on how the living heritage site needs to be managed.  

 

The living heritage approach is believed to be the appropriate conservation approach 

for living heritage sites. Its method focuses on heritage conservation but goes further 

to consider the cohabitation of the community and heritage buildings. This approach 

allows changes to the heritage buildings in order to drive the social mechanisms of 

the community. It lessens the stress and allows adjustments to the living heritage 

site, which are compatible with the modern world. 

 

For this research, sustaining the living heritage attributes of the living heritage sites 

is based on the maintenance of the conservation dimension and the development 

dimension, thus responding to the actual needs of the two main stakeholders of the 

living heritage site (experts and the local community). The study method begins with 

a comprehensive analysis of the site by applying the provided indicators, in order to 

assess the current state of the living heritage attributes of the case study.  

 

The analysis method then proceeds to study the policy-making, which drives the 

internal mechanisms of the living heritage site. The research focuses on the 

collaborative process of stakeholders as the main factor in directing the policy to 

manage a living heritage site. The policy is important as it can fulfill the missing 

indicators of the method and go on to help sustain living heritage attributes. Errors 

in the application of policy can however lead to the changing of these attributes. 

Finding the most influential stakeholder in the collaborative process is also 

important as a means of predicting trends in policy. It can be assumed that the policy 

of the collaborative network will be influenced by the most influential stakeholder.  

 

The examination of the performance of collaborative networks in this research can 

apply to understanding the above statement. It can be seen that the central 

stakeholder in the collaborative network can act as a broker, who gains more 

information and resources than other actors in the network, owing to the advantages 

of their position. Therefore, with these advantages, the central actor tends to decide 

on their own objectives (or policy) and persuade other actors in the collaborative 

network to proceed in the desired direction. The top-down approach or 

conventional approach in this research is a high efficiency method and can respond 

well to the objectives of conservation experts. This approach can be explained by 

the study of performance of the collaborative networks of this research. High 
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centralization in the collaborative process can be considered to increase the 

efficiency of decision-making in the network, owing to the fact that it avoids the 

time-consuming negotiation process. However, this approach faces problems of lack 

of knowledge and information diversity, as most decisions are based on only one 

source of information, from the highest influence stakeholder in the network. 

 

A diversity of backgrounds of stakeholders in a collaborative network is also 

important. Performance in collaborative networks is determined by the advantages 

the network has in gaining information and resources from a variety of sources. This 

characteristic will aid in solving complex problems, such as the complexity of issues 

involved in living heritage sites. The local community in the living heritage site forms 

part of this complexity as a part of the site with its own needs. The conventional 

expert-led approach fails to deal with this complexity, due to the limitations on their 

information and resources. Local participation in policy making is more suitable for 

solving complex problems than the top-down approach. 

 

The application of the collaborative network for analyzing living heritage attributes 

provides clarity to the mechanisms, which sustain living heritage sites. This research, 

however, has selected only aspects of the complex social network analysis field, 

which relate to the objectives of this research. The approach suits the study of Nan 

in Thailand as the only living heritage site in Thailand, which is being encouraged by 

the  government, the private sector, and the local community to be inscribed onto 

the World Heritage list. Questions as to the preservation of its attributes will be seen 

through the lens of our investigation of Luang Prabang in Lao PDR, a living heritage 

site on the World Heritage list since 1995.  
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3 Development conservation in Thailand 
 

 

Case study in Thailand 

The study of the attributes of the living heritage site of Nan, Thailand relies on the 

process of investigation of conservation and development dimensions of the site. 

The study focuses on two dimensions and considers two sources of data, extrinsic 

and intrinsic data. The extrinsic data is the descriptive data which aggregates from 

historical documents, interviews, and field surveys. The intrinsic data is the study of 

the performance of collaborative networks and the trends in decision-making in the 

policy of collaborative networks of stakeholders in living heritage site management. 

 

In Chapter 2, an examination of Southeast Asian conservation approaches can be 

seen to consist of two main approaches, the conventional and the living heritage 

approach. Both approaches have their own different advantages and disadvantages 

and both can be well suited to different kinds of heritage sites. In living heritage 

sites, the appropriate approach, however, is the living heritage approach, which 

focuses on the participation process and allows for changes to built heritage that 

maintain the quality of life of the community. 

 

This chapter will analyze, in detail, historical developments, which are responsible 

for changes in approaches to conservation in Thailand.  

 

3.1 Understanding the development of heritage conservation in 

Thailand: from traditional conservation to the living heritage 

approach 
The modern conservation trend was introduced to Thailand in the 19th century 

during the colonization period of Western countries in Southeast Asia 

(Suteerattanapirom, 2005, p. 56; Tunprawat, 2009, p. 86). Earlier, conservation in 

Thailand and in Southeast Asia, in general, relied on local wisdom (Kwanda, 2010, 

p. 3; Tunprawat, 2009, p. 39). The emergence of modern conservation brought with 

it certain conflicts in the conservation concept, which saw differences appear 

between the local community conservation approaches and those of conservation 

professionals.  
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3.1.1 The root of the conservation concept in Thailand 

Throughout the development period of the Kingdom of Siam (whose name changed 

to Thailand in 1939), Buddhism was the major religion, significantly influencing  the 

way of life and local wisdom of people. There was a melting pot of social issues, 

tradition, and culture, all affecting local literature, language, aspirations and indeed 

the notion of conservation, the main concern of this research.  

 

The main principle of local belief, which affected traditional ideas, especially 

regarding conservation, was based on Buddhist philospohies and their influence on 

how people lived and interracted.1 Kwanda (2010, p. 3) summarized traditional 

conservation in Southeast Asia with an example of timber building conservation, 

which traditionally replaced materials, whilst keeping the building form and function 

as their local method of conservation. This method demonstrates:  

 

1. The spiritual meaning, whereby spiritual value is passed on through heritage, such 

as Kyeongbok Palace in Koea, which was constructed in 1395 and reconstructed in 

1867 and later extended with new buildings. However, to repeat the method of 

reconstruction does not change the ‘genius loci’, or protective spirit, of the palace, 

or as Kwanda (2010, p. 3) states: “the symbolic-spatial structure of the palace that 

represents the I-Ching philosophy, astrology thought, and yin-yang principles.” In 

Thailand, the reconstruction of a temple supersedes the existing temple in its main 

aim to inherit Buddhism, whereby the new temple’s value as a religious place is not 

deteriorated.  It can be seen that in Southeast Asia, people consider such links 

important, whereby everything is linked, so that when changes occur the original 

objectives from the point of creation can be continuous over time, retaining their 

value and authentic meaning. 

 

2. The meaning of impermanence comes from Buddhist philosophy, which 

considers the world as a chain of fluid phenomena with no constancy (samsara), 

reaching the eternal truth, as nothing can stay forever and is thus impermanent and 

everything is subject to the cycle of life (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 32). This philosophy is 

embedded in the way of life and perspectives of Buddhist people in Southeast Asia. 

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that Thailand, which has a majority of people who 

believe in Buddhism, would not consider the protection of historic Buddhist 

buildings as important. Instead, people express their faith in Buddhism by donating 

money and labor to build new temples to supersede the deteriorating ones and in 

                                           
1 Here “traditional ideas” refers to the ideas that existed before the introduction of western 

influence in the colonization period. 
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this way gain merit in their current life. Such change and reconstruction in places of 

faith have taken place throughout time without considering a deterioration in 

authenticity or originality(Kwanda, 2010, p. 3).  

 

The above notion prevails throughout Southeast Asia where the Buddhist concept 

of impermanence represents the principle of life. This notion also applies to 

traditional architecture, thus presenting a different understanding of authenticity, 

when compared with modern conservation ideals. It is a very flexible concept in 

terms of conservation principles, which accommodate change, reconstruction, 

renovation of physical structures and the loss of authenticity of materials as all being 

completely acceptable (Kwanda, 2010, p. 4). 

 

This perspective formed the basis for conservation in Southeast Asia until 

colonization began, led by two main countries, England and France. The arrival of 

two such influential countries shook the vision of the elite classes and eventually 

became the catalyst that turned the whole social structure on its head. 
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3.1.2 Colonization and heritage conservation in Thailand 

Thailand has a long history of development in conservation and management of 

cultural heritage. Conservation practice in Thailand can be based on a correlation 

between agrarian and Buddhist culture. The early period of conservation practice in 

Thailand, can be traced back to Sukhothai (1238-1438), Ayudhaya (1351-1767) and 

the beginning of the Rattanakosin era (1782-1851), which were influenced by 

regional culture. In this practice, people fostered religious works by regarding such 

practice as an activity to gain merit. The authenticity or original form of religious 

works was not the main concern. The objective of conservation was to preserve the 

religion, therefore, the restoration of religious works served for religious functions 

and respect of the people. The integrity of original forms and authenticity 

perspectives were not the focus of this practice.  

 

From the 18th century to the mid-20th century European colonization spread to 

Southeast Asia. Almost every country in this region was colonized and had its  

kingdoms redrawn (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 50). The European industrial revolution 

in the early 19th century was a driving force for colonization in the region, including 

Thailand. Europe was searching for fodder for their industrial factories. In the 18th 

century, Europe had made a thorough, systematic study of Southeast Asia and in 

1795, the School of Oriental Languages was founded in France and had  Chinese 

and Sanskrit courses (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 50). 

 

This in-depth study and resultant deep understanding of Southeast Asia allowed 

several European powers to see the richness of natural resources that could be 

exploited in the era of colonization with its scramble for possession. Burma 

(Myanmar), Thailand’s neighbor, had been colonized by England in 1885 after the 

Anglo-Burmese War (1824-1885) (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 52). France’s influence in 

this region continued, as did England’s. France controlled Cochin China (the 

southern part of current-day Vietnam) in 1862. The following year, France signed 

the Franco-Khmer Treaty with Cambodia, making it a state protectorate of France. 
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Map 3-1: Cochinchina is the southern part of Vietnam 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochinchina accessed on 22/11/2013 

 

Siam (now Thailand) has been a powerful kingdom since the Ayudhaya period (1351-

1767) and remained a strong influence in the region until the early Rattanakosin 

period (1782-1851). By the late 18th century, Siam occupied Lao, which at that time 

was divided into three kingdoms, Vientiane in the centre, Luang Prabang in the 

north, and Champasak in the south. The arrival of France in the region caused Siam 

to lose many of its territories. An attempt to occupy Siam by the French was made 

around 1867, during the fringe period between King Rama IV and King Rama V 

(Thirasasawat, 2008, p. 9). 

 

France claimed the possessory right to the Kingdom of Siam by referring to the 

possession of protectorate states, such as the 1887 claim to possession of Sibsong 

Chao Thai and Hua Phan, which were part of Luang Prabang and later became 

Siam’s vassal states. France claimed that these territories belonged to Vietnam, since 

Siam could not provide any substantial documents to prove sovereignty over these 

territories. Moreover, France also claimed possession of Vientiene (the capital of the 

central kingdom of Lao) including the land on both sides of the Mekong River 

(which forms the border between Siam and Lao). In addition, they claimed that those 

territories were also part of Vietnam during the reign of Chao Anu (the King of Lao) 

in 1827. In 1893 the situation worsened and there were conflicts between France 

and Siam over many disputed territories, thus forcing France to send numbers of 

gun boats to the Chao Pharya River (Siam’s main river which runs through 
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Bangkok). This incident forced Siam to sign the Franco-Siamese Treaty. Under the 

treaty, France gained control over and occupied  the land on the left side of Mekong 

River (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 56). 

 

 
Figure 3-1: The gunboat Lutin (1877-1897) was stationed in central Bangkok in March 1893 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco-Siamese_War, accessed on 22/11/2013 

 

 
Map 3-2: Territorial claims abandoned by Siam in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The 

result of the Franco-Siamese War was the cession of Laos (dark blue) to France in 1893. 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco-Siamese_War, accessed on 22/11/2013 

 

As a result of the 1893 incident, England, who was interested in these events due to 

its forest concessions in the north of Siam, close to the border with Burma, perceived 

a threat. Consequently, negotiations held between the two countries to avoid any 

conflict of interest led to the Anglo-French treaty of 1896. The treaty was signed to 

guarantee the independence of territories in the Chaophraya River basin (Tunprawat, 

2009, p. 56). The territories served as a neutral zone for safeguarding the interests of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco-Siamese_War
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France and England and also to avoid any threat across territories. After the treaty, 

France decamped from Siam but occupied Chantaburi, a town on the east coast of 

Siam, for ten years. In 1904, France proposed returning Chantaburi to Siam in 

exchange for the land on the right side of the Mekong River, the Kingdom of Luang 

Prabang, to which King Rama V agreed. Later, these treaties and agreements formed 

the aggregation of the territories which became the Lao Kingdom under the 

dominance of France. During the period of colonization, France occupied the land 

called French Indochina, which comprised Cambodia, Lao, and Vietnam, while 

England occupied Burma. Siam kept its sovereignty as a result of negotiations 

between the two powers, England and France, but lost substantial amounts of land 

to both  (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 57).  

 

The arrival of colonialism forced the Southeast Asian region to be opened up to 

modern notions in politics, administration, education, and culture, which were 

brought to this region by European countries, and forced upon the colonized 

countries and protectorate states in the region (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 57). France 

played a major role in the study of Southeast Asian archeology and heritage through 

the 1865 founding of la Société des études indo-chinoises in Cochin China. Their aim was 

to study the whole of Indochina. In 1900, there was the establishment of L’École 

française d'Extrême-Orient in Saigon (Cochin China), later moved to Hanoi in 1902. 

This organization contributed greatly to conservation, making inventory lists of the 

historic artefacts and monuments of Angkor Wat at Siem Reap in 1908, and 

influencing the use of the Anastylosis method to conserve Khmer temples in this 

region until the present day (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 63). 

 

Even though Siam was a neutral state having its own sovereignty, it was under the 

influence of France and England, which had changed the political, social, and 

cultural system of neighboring countries in accordance with the European system, 

so Siam decided to adopt the changes. It was the first adaptation of local cultural, 

political, and social systems in Siam. Western colonization occurred in Siam during 

the reign of King Rama IV (1851-1868). Prince Damrong Rajanubhab, a son of King 

Rama IV recalled the time (Mills, 1995, p. 104)  that King Rama IV said that Siam 

was faced with changes to Eastern values, forced by a group of powerful people 

from the west. He noted that the old measures for protecting the local customs were 

not effective in resisting western powers. The King realized that Siam needed to 

reform in order to keep the kingdom’s independence. This decision led to substantial 

changes to Siam, the name of the country, for example,  ‘Siam’, was first enshrined 

in his reign to assist western countries to more easily refer to  the kingdom. The 
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discovery of the Ramkhamhaeng stele2  was in 1830, when King Rama IV remained 

a prince and was not yet crowned. This stele was the evidence that King Rama IV 

cited to prove that the civilization of Siam can be traced back to the 13th century in 

the Sukhothai era (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 82).  

  

 
Figure 3-2: Ramkhamhaeng stele 

Source: http://www.siambestname.com/name_history.php accessed on 22/11/2013 

 

In 1851, during the reign of King Rama IV, the king ordered the restoration of the 

Praphatom Chedi. Furthermore, he had explored and studied the old town of 

Sukhothai and took charge of the restoration in some parts of the town. During the 

time of exploration, the King had recorded what had been found in order to use it 

as evidence. Therefore, it could be claimed that King Rama IV was the first Thai 

archaeologist. The renovation of Praphatom Chedi was finished in 1858  

(Tunprawat, 2009, p. 83). 

                                           
2 60 years after the discovery, there was  an argument among the young generation of scholars in 

Thailand as to the authenticity of this stele. Some of the scholars argued that this stele might be 

made by King Rama IV himself as a means of providing evidence of the existence of the nation 

to use in negotiations with western countries at that time. In any case, this stele came at the right 

moment to maintain the independence of Siam and assisted in surpassing and surviving this critical 

time. 
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Figure 3-3: Pra Pathom Chedi, Thailand 

Source : http://www.sujitwongthes.com/2009/06/siam040609/ accessed on 12/10/2011 

 

The great pressure from western powers at that time presented a strong push to 

change several core values, in order to synchronize with western values. In 1859, 

King Rama IV contemplated establishing the first private museum of Siam inside 

the Grand palace. The King brought together a collection of significant artefacts 

from several historical sites to this museum and invited people from the West to 

view it. Amongst them was Sir John Bowring, the English politician. This might have 

been part of a political strategy on the part of the King to present the civilization of 

Siam to the eyes of the West, but it also became the first milestone in the 

development of archeology and heritage conservation in Thailand  (Tunprawat, 

2009, p. 84). 

 

Noticeably, during the shift from the  Ayudhaya period to the Rattanakosin period, 

there was little building of national consciousness or of national treasures. To build 

up the Rattanakosin kingdom (Bangkok and vicinity), in the Ayudhaya period, a 

substantial number of buildings were demolished and dismantled, and then rebuilt 

as new buildings. As a consequence, the vandalized remnants of Ayudhaya’s old 

town provide today’s treasure hunting material, among the ruins that have endured 

to the present day. 
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Figure 3-4: the ruins of Ayudhaya 

Source: http://www.chaoprayanews.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/1250321745.jpg 

accessed on 22/11/2013 

 

During the reign of King Rama IV, a royal decree was made, stipulating that  local 

people had to protect temples and the surrounding properties from vandalism 

(Suteerattanapirom, 2005, p. 60). Moreover, the King initiated the building of a 

school in the palace for the children of the royal family, where he employed  

European teachers in order to realize his goal of imparting western languages to the 

elite classes of Thailand. The King had also studied English to a point where he 

could read, write, and speak it fluently. He was able to inform himself from Western 

books on various matters, such as science, and pass on information to his people 

about phenomena that had previously aroused superstitious beliefs, such as the 

appearance of Halley’s comet or solar eclipses. He demonstrated his knowledge of 

astronomy by going to see the solar eclipse at Warkor in Prajuabkirikan province, 

where he showed his skills in calculating the date, time, and location of the eclipse. 

Unfortunately he contracted malaria there and passed away almost a month later, in 

1868. Prince Chulalongkorn, the 15 year old son of King Rama IV, was crowned 

King Rama V. He had received his education in the palace school, so knew English 

rather well, and demonstrated his interest in the outside world by being the first king 

to travel abroad to Java and India in 1871. There he informed himself on Dutch and 

English administration methods (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 85).  

 

King Rama V attempted to reform the nation’s administration using information 

gained abroad, as he was also under some pressure from neighboring countries and 

their policies and from western countries in the colonization period, and thus 

developed a new vision for the royal family in the Chakri dynasty. After being 

crowned in 1873, the King abolished the custom of prostration in order to raise the 

country to the level of a civilized country. In order to deal with allegations that Siam 

might not be civilized, as it still supported slavery, in the following year, the king 
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issued a royal decree to emancipate the slaves and abolish slavery (Tunprawat, 2009, 

p. 85). 

 

The development of transportation and communication systems represent further 

attempts to reform Siam. The post and telegraph were founded in 1883 and the 

railway in 1893. The King also established the foundation of modern schools for the 

common people of Siam. The royal princes were sent abroad to study, with the two 

future kings, Kings Rama VI and VII studying in England. The King himself 

travelled to Europe several times, where he became well-known to the European 

royal families (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 86).  

 

With the precedent having been set by King Rama IV, his son, King Rama V 

continued the tradition of civilizing the nation by becoming interested in Siam’s 

history and in 1874, founded the first public museum in Thailand. Most of the 

collection in this museum came from the private museum of King Rama IV. This 

was the first public museum in Siam and was opened for everyone. Two years after 

opening, the historic artefacts were moved to the front palace, the palace of the 

prince-successor, which has in turn become the National Museum of Thailand in 

the present day (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 86). 

 

 
Figure 3-5: National Museum, Bangkok, Thailand 

Source: http://thanapon67.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/18715_552000009165504.jpg accessed 

on 23/11/2013 

 

Later, national museums were established in many significant historic places in 

Thailand such as in Nan, which also has a national museum. 
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The Society of Antiquarians, founded in 1907, was supervised by King Rama V, who 

was also its president, with Crown Prince Vajiravudh its vice-president. This society’s 

objective was to study the history of Siam. Previous to the founding of this society, 

the history of Siam was never paid significant attention or seen as an important issue, 

thus leading to the loss of various parts of the previous one thousand  years of 

Siamese history. The emergence of the society marked a turning point in researching 

and documenting national history and thus assuring the nationhood of Siam. In 

addition, the word Borankadee (archeology) emerged as a concept for the first time 

in Thailand during this reign (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 87).  

 

It can be said that this period was a turning point in the conservation approach in 

Thailand. In the meantime, foreigners who came to serve under the King of Thailand 

had a role in distributing conservation knowledge because they had explored several 

archaeological sites. Foreigners, who played significant roles in the conservation field 

in this period of time, were, for example, Reginald le May and Alfred Salmony, as 

well as Karl Dohring, the German architect and engineer, who constructed and 

restored several royal palaces, such as, Ban Pun Royal Palace in Petchburi province. 

They were trailblazers in the western influenced conservation practised in Thailand. 

In addition, they all gathered samples in archaeological work studies, which were 

able to be used for reference in the next period (Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 18). King 

Rama V passed away in 1910, followed by Crown Prince Vajiravudh, who took the 

throne as King Rama VI.  
 

King Rama VI was a savant in multiple disciplines such as, archaeology and 

literature, among others. He therefore encouraged the conservation of works of art 

in this period. Furthermore, he ordered the Department of Fine Arts to be set up in 

1911. This department was in charge of archaeology and the conservation of the 

cultural heritage of Thailand. He also founded the Museum Bureau and the 

Department of Artisans. The most famous western scholar in archaeology in 

Thailand at this time was Professor George Coedes, a French history of archaeology 

scholar, who worked constantly in South-East Asia. He was invited to work in 

Thailand during this period and assisted the Thai government to improve the 

Department of Fine Arts and the Museum Bureau, and also conducted research in 

stone inscription and archaeology in Thailand (Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 18).  

 

In 1925, in the period of King Rama VII, before the Siamese Coup d’état of 1932, 

the Royal Institute was set up. This institute gathered technocrats, scholars and 

savants from multiple disciplines, including archaeology and the arts. However, after 
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the Coup d’état, the competence of the central administration, including the Royal 

Institute had been undermined. In 1932, after the coup, Thailand moved from an 

absolute monarchy to a constitutional monarchy. Field Marshal Plaek 

Pibulsongkram, the leader of the Thai government at that time, had launched a 

project to restore Ayudhaya (the old kingdom) for the first time. The project was 

indeed a megaproject and vital for Thailand, but in the implementation, the 

government allowed very little time for its completion, with the result that restorers 

were also obliged to complete the restoration process in an overly short space of 

time. Therefore, even though the Thai government was able to restore edifices back 

to good condition, it lacked the appropriate collection and evidence recording 

processes, resulting in Thailand losing considerable original archaeological evidence 

(Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 18). In 1939, also in the period of Field Marshal Plaek 

Pibulsongkram, the Kingdom of Siam changed its name to “Thailand”, the name, 

which has continued to the present day.  

 

In the early 1950’s, Pibunsongkram's government had become increasingly corrupt, 

and the parliamentary election of 1957 was blatantly rigged to keep Field Marshal 

Plaek Pibulsongkram in power. Public outrage and student protests, accompanied 

by the known displeasure of Thailand's king, led Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat to 

stage a coup in September 1957. Under Sarit, economic development was strongly 

encouraged at the expense of cultural heritage conservation. Furthermore, as a result 

of specific economic development, environmental pollution damaged cultural 

heritage edifices and sites. The government used properties/lands for economic 

purposes, such as, for constructing factories, roads, and many other such projects. 

Following this period, however, the government returned its attention to 

conservation practice. The Department of Fine Arts initiated the systematic 

restoration of several historic monuments, for instance, Pimai Stone Castle, Phanom 

Rung Stone Castle and several historic monuments in north eastern  Thailand 

(Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 19).   
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Figure 3-6: Phanom Rung Stone Castle 

Source : author (sketch by author) 

 

Subsequently, in 1982, the Grand Royal Palace was renovated, on the occasion of 

Bangkok’s 200th anniversary. The renovation project was initiated by Princess Maha 

Chakri Sirindhorn (the second daughter of King Bhumibol Adulyadej) 

(Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 19).   

 

Figure 3-7: the Grand royal palace of Thailand 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Grand_Palace_Bangkok.jpg accessed on 26/10/2010 

In addition, in 1978, the Thai central authority launched the idea of conservation, 

which dealt not only with restoration or reparation but also gave priority to the 

protection of monuments being utilized. The government enacted regulations from 

the Prime Minister’s office to control building utilization in urban areas. 

Consequently, since then, many cultural heritage sites in Thailand have been 

protected by law, for instance, Rattanakosin Island (the historic center of Bangkok). 

The government adopted measures to protect heritage assets in this area. Therefore, 

it launched an official ban on building, renovating or altering any edifices inside the 

Rattanakosin area (Lieorungruang, 2009, p. 19).   
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Figure 3-8: Rattanakosin Island 

Source: http://www.sujitwongthes.com/2010/08/สะพานสมเด็จพระป่ินเกลา้/ accessed on 26/10/2010 

3.1.3 Modern conservation in Thailand 

The western influence on Thai society since the reign of King Rama V affected the 

approach of Thailand’s elite classes to conservation. The idea of conserving 

Thailand’s heritage, particularly, tangible heritage such as old monasteries, palaces, 

canals and antiques, emerged in this period of time. Consequently, the elite group 

decided to found specific organizations to look after the heritage of Thailand. The 

setting up in 1911 of the Fine Arts Department saw a national approach to 

conservation emerge (Ruktae-Ngan, 2003, p. 12). 

 

Since then, several related activities have emerged, such as the founding in 1926 of 

the first national museum, with its affiliation in 1949 as a member of international 

organizations of heritage conservation and protection, such as ICOM, and 

ICCROM. However, most of the activities related to conservation still involved only 

elite groups (members of the royal family, noblemen, and some scholars in related 

fields). Nor was there any statutory legislation to provide for protecting national 

heritage (Ruktae-Ngan, 2003, p. 12).  

 

The mechanisms of statutory legislation were established later, starting in 1961 with 

the Act of Ancient Monuments, Antiques, Objects of Art and National Museums, 

1961 (Department, 1961) declared for the protection and conservation of national 

heritage. The importance of national heritage increased steadily in significance and 

the issue of cultural conservation and development was a part of the fourth National 

Economic and Social Development plan, 1977-1981. In recent years, Thailand has 

become a member of international conservation organizations such as UNESCO 

and ICOMOS. The support of these organizations has led to cooperation and the 
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implementation of several conservation projects in Thailand. One of the most 

significant conservation projects was the 1978 conservation and development 

program in the Historic Town of Sukhothai and associated historic towns, supported 

by UNESCO and the Japanese Government. Consequently, the Thai Government 

has taken part in various international conventions and charters, such as the 

Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

in 1987, the Venice Charter, the Burra Charter, and many others (Ruktae-Ngan, 

2003, p. 12).  

 

By means of conventions and charters, Thailand has successfully had three national 

cultural heritage sites listed as World Heritage, as well as two natural heritage sites. 

Since its formation in 1911, the Fine Arts Department has become the single 

authority in charge of national heritage in Thailand. Its roles have begun to change 

in the last decade, when several other authorities and organizations have focused 

more on conservation in national heritage. Since 1992, the enhancement and 

conservation of the National Quality Act has provided opportunities for the 

National Environment Board (NEB, under the Ministry of Science, Technology and 

Environment) to be able to manage areas, which are declared as “environmental 

conservation of cultural heritage zones”. This also includes the application of 

essential protective measures, such as building height and density. Moreover, the Act 

also requires local commitment to participate in management of these areas. 

Recently, there have been several attempts from the government to try to 

decentralize the management system under the new constitution of Thailand (1997) 

by distributing the power to local authorities to take care of their own heritage 

(Ruktae-Ngan, 2003, p. 13). 
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4 Nan 
 

 

4.1 The study of cultural heritage management in living heritage 

sites 

This chapter delves more deeply into the study of Nan in Thailand by applying the 

framework provided in previous chapters as a tool for this analysis. Before 

conducting the analysis, it is necessary to examine the overall picture of the town 

itself, the relevance of conservation and the historical development of the case study. 

 

Map 4-1: The figure shows the territory of Thailand and Lao, PDR which became united. Later, it 

was separated in the reign of King Rama V (1853-1910) under pressure from France 

Source: adapted from Nan Cultural Heritage Atlas 

4.1.1 Overview of the Case study, Nan, living heritage site in Thailand 

Nan is a border province located in the north of Thailand. On its northern and 

eastern perimeters, Nan has a 227 kilometer long border with Chaiyaburi, Lao PDR.  

The province is counted amongst the eight provinces, which were part of the Lanna 

kingdom, but some of Nan’s local people believe that they are, in fact, not part of 

Thailand 

Lao PDR 
Luang prabang 

Nan 

0 100 200 300 km 
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Lanna,1 but instead have a closer relationship with Luang Prbang in LAO, PDR2. 

The reason for this originates from the connection with Kun Nun who founded 

Muang Luang Prabang (city of Luang Prabang) and was the sibling of Kun Fong, 

who founded Muang Worranakorn3 in the Nan district. (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 

172).  
 

The mountainous topography and the town’s considerable distance from the central 

authorities of Thailand have facilitated the preservation of Nan’s unique physical 

environment and traditional social activities to a greater extent than can be seen in 

other Thai cities (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 175).  

 

4.1.2 Nan and World Heritage 

In 1998, Nan’s communities gathered together to request assistance from the Thai 

government in inscribing Nan onto the world heritage list. This had never happened 

previously in a historic town in Thailand (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 175). Heritage 

sites that have been inscribed as World Heritage in Thailand have two characteristics. 

First, natural heritage sites, such as Huai Kha Kaeng wildlife sanctuary, and second, 

cultural heritage sites, which are historic and archaeological sites, such as Sukhothai 

historical park and Ayudhaya historical park. Most of the world heritage sites in 

Thailand are no longer inhabited by local people. They are different from Nan, which 

is a living historic town (under the definition of The Operational Guidelines for the 

Implementation of the World Heritage Convention)(UNESCO, 2005).   

 

The process of Nan becoming a World Heritage site is at present (2014) still in the 

preparation stage. The community is still considering the advantages and 

disadvantages of Nan being a World Heritage site. This research has as its goal an 

examination of the processes and issues of becoming World Heritage with a view to 

enumerating the living heritage attributes of such a site and examining the effects of 

such status on the site. The process of study begins with an examination of the 

historical development of Nan until the present, looking at the developments over 

                                           
1 The Lanna Kingdom is located in the northern region of Thailand, has long history of over 700 

years and comprises 7 northern regional provinces: Chiang Rai, Chiang Mai, Phare, Nan, Phayao, 

Lampang, and Lampoon 
2 Laung prabang is a city in Lao PDR, which is inscribed on the World Heritage list. The city is 

very similar in culture, tradition as well as location to Nan in Thailand and is only 200 kilometers 

from Nan. 
3 Amphur Pua (Pua district) in Nan 
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time which led to it becoming the only living old town in Thailand and its importance 

in the Thai context 

 

4.1.3 The development of Nan  

The development of Nan can be understood from translocational periods. It can be 

categorized into 5 periods (Planning, 2005, p. 6): 

1. Pua or Woranakorn 

2. Phupiang Chahaeng 

3. Wieng Tai  

4. Weing nua 

5. Muang Nan 

The study of Nan’s history can be traced back to around the mid-13th century. The 

king who ruled Nan, Chao Kun Fong (เจ้าขุนฟอง), established the town called Pua or 

Woranakorn, which became the central authority of local communities dispersed 

around the nearby plateau. In 1358, Phaya Karnmuang (พญาการ เ มือง ) a great, great 

grandchild of Chao Kun Fong, moved the community from Pua to establish the new 

town in nearby Phupiang Chaehaeng, on the east bank of the Nan River. He built 

Nan’s significant religious buildings, Pha That Chahaeng (วดัพระธาตุแช่แห้ง) at this site 

and called the new town “Phupiang Chahaeng”(Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 176)  

 

In 1378, Phaya Phakong who was the son of Phaya Karnmuang migrated the 

community from Phupiang Chaehaeng to the west bank of Nan because of drought. 

The new community was located 2,400 meters from the old community and it was 

called “Wieng Tai”(Planning, 2005, p. 12). 

 

In the first year at Wieng Tai, the community center was established in the area that, 

in recent times, has been called “Phaya wat (วดัพญาวดั)”. Evidence for this fact comes 

from “the great earthen dyke” that still exists today and forms the west moat of Nan 

and from the Westside city wall at the rear of Phaya Wat. This location continued 

for several generations until 1817 (in the reign of King Rama II), when there was a 

flood that inundated Nan completely and caused damage to many religious buildings 

and the Westside city wall. By 1819, Phaya Sumonthewarath, the ruler of Nan at that 

time, had moved the community to the North of the current town location. This 

location in the highlands in the north of Nan, around 800 meters from the Nan 

River, prevented further inundation. Construction took six months and when it was 

finished, it was called “Wieng Nua”. The town was located there for 36 years until 
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the period of Prince Anantawararitthidej. Later, the Nan River was diverted from 

the city wall (leaving a distance of only 1 kilometer between the new and old river 

paths) (Planning, 2005, p. 10). 

 

In 1854, Prince Anantawararitthidej implored King Rama IV to be given a royal 

grant to move Nan from Dong Pranetrechang to the current location. He renovated 

the city wall, which had collapsed from flooding and repaired the ruins. On its west, 

the town of Nan faced the Nan River on the long side of its four walls. The walls 

were square in shape and four meters high. Each wall contained arches: “Pratuchai” 

and “Pratunamkhem” on the east, “PratuPlongnam” and Pratunongha” on the west, 

“Praturim” on the north and “Pratuchaingmai” and “Pratutalee” on the south side. 

The town was surrounded by three moats, with the Nan River on the East. Local 

people have created a rhyme for these constructions in Nan: “Seven gates, one 

swamp and twelve temples (เจ็ดประตู หน่ึงหนอง สิบสองวดั)” (Planning, 2005, p. 11). Prince 

Anantawararitthidej, who fostered Buddhism, ordered the building and renovation 

of a considerable number of temples. He also renovated “Wat Pratatchangkam”, 

which become the main temple of Nan located in the centre of the town (Planning, 

2005, p. 11).  

 

At that time, Nan occupied a rather vast area, reaching as far as the Mekong River, 

and facing Luang Prabang on the other side of the Mekong. After 1893, Siam lost 

territory on the left side of Mekong to France. 4 Nan gained in importance because 

it became the frontier close to Luang Prabang, which was governed by France. It 

had a productive relationship with Bangkok and later Bangkok joined Nan to Siam 

and made it a province of the Kingdom of Siam in 1931 (Group, 2005, pp. 3-8). 

  

                                           
4 The Franco-Siamese War of 1893 was a conflict between the French Third Republic and 

the Kingdom of Siam. Mr. Auguste Pavie, French Vice Consul in Luang Prabang in 1886, was the 

chief agent in furthering French interests in Laos. His intrigues, which took advantage of Siamese 

weakness in the region and periodic invasions by Vietnamese rebels from Tonkin, increased 

tensions between Bangkok and Paris. Following the conflict, the Siamese agreed to cede Laos to 

France, an act that led to the significant expansion of French Indochina 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco-Siamese_War). 
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Historical timetable 

Period Year Images 

Pua(1) Early 

13th-1358 

 

Phupiang 

chahaeng(2) 

1359-

1363 

 

0 10 20 Km 

0 10 20 Km 
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Wieng Tai(3) 1368-

1827 

 

Wieng Nua(4) 1829-

1854 

 

0 10 20 Km 

0 10 20 Km 
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Muang 

Nan(5) 

1854-

present 

 

Table 4-1: historical timeline of Nan’s translocation 

Source: adapted from Nan Cultural Heritage Atlas 

 

Because of the current settlement, zones 3 to 5 (in Table 4-1) have constantly 

developed their conservation practices in architecture, urban environment and social 

environment, whereas Pua, nowadays, has the characteristics of a natural heritage 

site. The research focus of this study is on zones 3 to 5 which are in the current day 

municipal area of Nan. 

  

0 10 20 Km 
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Map 4-2: map shows the teritory of the Old City of Nan 

Source: adapted from Nan cultural Heritage Atlas 

 

 

 

 

Wieng 

Nua 

Muang 

Nan 

Wieng 

Tai 

Holistic view of Nan’s 

town in recent day and 

translocation of Nan in 

each period of time 

Owing to the town 

expanded, recently, 

zone3 to 5 become the 

location of a whole 

town. The Nan’s river 

line effects to the 

appearance of town and 

the thoroughfare of 

vehicles was adjusted to 

follow the old river line. 
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Map 4-3: Nan municipality, the study area 

Source: author 

Nan has a long history and has a significant number of heritage buildings inside the 

town area. Of these, several have significant value at the national level. The current 

town area of Nan was settled around the mid-19th century and has developed into 

the present municipality of Nan. The important turning point in Nan’s history 

started at the same time as the changes in Thailand when there was an effort to 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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aggregate the kingdom during the reign of King Rama V. Government reforms, 

which brought about greater centralization during the Monthon thesaphiban period 

until 1918 (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 7), saw Bangkok assign a Governor from Bangkok 

to supervise the town’s administration, resulting in a decrease in power of  for the 

King of Nan. Until 1931, Bangkok had not appointed anyone to rule Nan and the 

position has subsequently been abrogated. As a result, Nan became a province of 

Siam. 

 

4.2 The scope of study  

The study’s scope covers the areas of Wieng Nua, Wieng Tai, and Muang Nan, which 

today combine to make up the Nan municipality. There has been settlement in this 

area that dates back to 1368 ( from the table 4-1: historical timeline of Nan’s 

translocation) .  In September 2005, the Thai Council of Ministers established the 

“old town” of Nan as a most important area. In March 2006, the conservation and 

development of Rattanakosin Island were announced and the Old Town committee 

was formed. (N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 40). These events have facilitated the process 

of the town center of Nan becoming a national heritage area and its development as 

a cultural tourist attraction. 

 

Nowadays, several important heritage buildings are located in the municipality of 

Nan. There are several significant urban elements located in the town area, such as 

the ruins of the town wall, religious heritage buildings, which are still in use, the royal 

palaces, some of which have been converted into government offices, various 

buildings, which are inhabited by the descendants of the former ruler, and wooden 

row houses, which are more than 50 years old and represent the local architectural 

style.  

 

Most of the heritage buildings are still used by the community. Almost every month 

of the year there are many local activities, which relate to these heritage buildings in 

some way, particularly those of Buddhist religious heritage. These activities 

emphasize the living heritage attributes of Nan, thus making it ideal for this research, 

as it provides an excellent example of a living heritage site in Thailand. 
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4.3 The methodology  

This research bases its hypothesis on a balance of conservation and development, 

which can sustain the attributes of living heritage sites and build a connection 

between the community and heritage buildings (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 18). If the 

community were to lose balance and/or focus in any way, it might harm its living 

heritage status, resulting in changes where connection between the community and 

its heritage has been lost (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 17). 

 

The study of a living heritage site focuses on developing a balance between the 

conservation dimension and the development dimension. This balance can sustain 

the living heritage attributes and create a set of dynamics in the living heritage site, 

which can respond well to the modern world.  

 

The study of both the conservation and development dimensions relies on the 

methodology in chapter 2 of this research. The two steps involved are, firstly, the 

process of extrinsic data, made up of the conservation and development dimensions. 

Secondly, the intrinsic data for which details of the study process will be provided 

in the next section. 
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4.3.1 The Extrinsic data; the conservation aspects 

The study of the physical condition concerns the authenticity and integrity of 

heritage buildings in Nan. It will start from a larger urban scale and go profoundly 

into the details of the most important heritage buildings of Nan.  

 

Historically, the town of Nan was moved several times because of natural disasters 

(N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 3). When the town moved to a location close to Phratat 

Chaehaeng, there was a drought but when it moved closer to Nan’s river, the town 

was faced with inundation, owing to the redirection of Nan’s river channel (Group, 

2005, pp. 5-15). 

 

 

Map 4-4: the redirection of Nan’s river in 1954,1968,1977,1982,1992, and present 

Source: Group, 2005, pp. 5-15 
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Map 4-5: the former river line and present river line of Nan’s river 

Source: Nan Cultural Heritage atlas, p.12 

In 1847, during the reign of King Sumonthevarath, the ruler of Nan in the early 

Rattanakosin period of King Rama II decided to move the town to Bann Dong 

Pranetrechang, which still has traces of small ancient canals. Nowadays, however, 

the small canals have been changed into asphalt streets and the canal into a drain for 

water from the town to the Nan River. The ancient canals on the eastern and western 

sides were completely demolished (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 241). 

 

In 1854, King Anantawararitthidej asked for permission from King Rama IV of Siam 

to move the town from Bann Dongpranetrechang to its current location. The town 

was planned in the form of a trapezium, surrounded by a masonry wall facing the 

Nan River. The North wall had a length of 650 meters, the East wall 650 meters, the 

South wall 1,400 meters, and the West wall 950 meters, with each side of the wall 

having gates (in overall at 7 gates) (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 242). 

The former river 

line 

The redirect of Nan’s 

river 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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Map 4-6: the location of the former town wall (dash line) 

Source: Charoenmuang, 2004, p.243 

 

Figure 4-1: the remains of the town wall of Nan 

Source: http://tinyurl.com/oj4zomr 

However, the town wall did not serve the town well in the modern period. Most of 

it was therefore demolished and changed into streets, residential buildings, or areas 

for government office buildings. This has resulted in the North wall being the only 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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remaining wall today (417 meters). The Fine Arts Department has already had it 

inscribed onto the conservation list (N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 43). 

 

Valued and Unique characteristics of the Urban physical features of Nan 

Nan moved to its last location in 1368 and, since reconstruction in 1857, has not 

moved its town center, authority, or government offices. This means that town 

structures and elements have also remained to the present. They present evidence of 

urban structural elements in the style of ancient Lanna, called “Taksamuang” (ทักษา

เมือง). 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Lanna’s urban structure (taksamuang) 

Source: adapted from Nan living old town, p.7 

 

The town that was rebuilt and reconstructed in 1857 can be considered the period 

when Nan had the most completed structures and urban elements, linking the land 

and historical value (Planning, 2005, p. 16).  

 

Urban elements of Nan 

To construct the town by following ancient Lanna astrology principles 

(TanksaMuang), the positions of the main urban elements has to be specified. The 

town comprised of a city wall, city gates, palaces and Royal residences, and a town 

square which has to be located in the right position following Lanna astrology 

principles in order to provide the most auspicious outcomes for the town, the ruler 

and the citizens. 

  

Gate 

Wall 

Town center 
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Main urban elements 

 
Figure 4-3: elements of Lanna’s urban structure before applying the physical urban plan 

Source: Nan Cultural Heritage Atlas, p.17 

 

Map 4-7: Nan’s actual physical urban elements 

Source: author 

Nan has kept some part of its traditional urban character until this day. From the 

field survey and the map above, the town center can be seen as the area, which has 

been listed in the national treasures list. The town shows some traces of the 

traditional urban form. There is the public space in the middle of the town, which 

still exists in the present day, and the center of urban community activities in several 

traditional festivals. The most important religious heritage buildings, the temples, are 

still located in the town center area, as the spiritual center of the town. 

Gate 

Town square 

Town wall 

Town wall 

Gate 

Town square 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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Figure 4-4: the public space in the town center on the day of a traditional festival (Nan) 

Source: http://www.obec.go.th/sites/obec.go.th/files/photos/10229/92711.jpg accessed on 

24/2/14 

 

However, the present urban planning of Nan shows changes in several areas, such 

as the expansion of communities, and thus disturbance to the traditional urban form 

of the town. The town wall was demolished and the function of the area changed to 

become a residential area. According to Map 4-6, the current urban form still appears 

to be in the traditional form but, in reality, the majority of the town wall, which 

defined the town boundary, has been demolished and changed into streets and 

residential areas. 
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Map 4-8: the image of the town wall which at present has been changed into streets and residential 

areas 

Source: Final report of Master plan for preservation and development the old city of Nan, pp.5-

50 

  

The only remaining of the town’s 

wall, the rest has already been 

demolished. 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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The quality of town planning conservation 

It can be seen that, the former historic urban elements of Nan were rather unique; 

however, after the aggregation of the country, the government system was very 

centralized and had an influence over every aspect of life in the central region, where 

the capital is, spreading as far as Nan. Since the mid-19th century, Nan’s urban 

planning has undergone change to arrive at its current urban form. Urban change 

occurs as a result of economic development, urban population increases, and 

development policies from the central government in Bangkok.  

 

Even the local community of Nan started to recognize the significance of their own 

heritage since 1998. Thai government turned to recognize the idea of conservation 

of Nan in 2005 when the town center was announced as an old town of Thailand 

(N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 40) under the decision in favour of the conservation and 

development of Rattanakosin Island and old town committee. The objective of 

announcing Nan to be an old town is to protect the heritage buildings of Nan and 

to promote Nan as a cultural tourism destination in Thailand (N. I. Committee, 2006, 

p. 40). However, before the announcement in 2005, Nan’s local authorities did not 

put much value on heritage conservation, which led to the deterioration of some 

heritage buildings in Nan, and even the demolition of several heritage buildings to 

serve urban development.  
 

Since Nan has moved to its current location, the town has expanded gradually 

outside the town wall. Nowadays, Nan’s town planning has incorporated the former 

locations of Nan, the towns of Wieng Tai and Wieng Nua, into the present 

municipality of Nan. However, the strict conservation area is only inside the former 

town wall, which was also announced as part of the old town. In this area, there are 

only nine significant religious heritage buildings (excluding Wat Pratatkhaonoi, 

which is located at Wieng Tai), which are all inscribed on the national conservation 

list of the Fine Arts Department; however, the significant religious heritage buildings 

in the municipality of Nan number 26 buildings ( from the field survey, Table 4-4). 

This clearly demonstrates Nan’s conservation authorities’ lack of ability to oversee 

conservation adequately.  
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Heritage buildings of Nan 

The important heritage buildings inside the town wall 

City walls and moats 

 

Figure 4-5: Nan’s town wall in the period of King Rama V 

Source: Nan Cultural Heritage Atlas, p.17 

The function of town walls in the past 

- The East city wall had two gates, Pratuchai (“Arc de triomphe”) for high 

royalty to proceed over the watercourse, and Pratunamkem for water trading 

and commoners (demolished).  

- The North city wall had two gates, Praturim used for travelling to the northern 

part of Nan, and Pratu Amorn, which was built to access the newly 

constructed Mahayod street in 1907 (the remaining wall). 

- The West city wall had two gates, Pratu Plongnam for draining the town’s 

water and Pratu Nongha for commoners who went out rice farming 

(demolished). 

- The South city wall had two gates, Pratu Chiangmai as the gateway to other 

towns and Pratu Tale, the death gate used for carrying corpses out of town 

for cremation (demolished). 
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Kum Luang (Royal Palace) was the dwelling of the ruler. The Royal Palace was 

the seat of the central authority in the politics and governance of Nan. In the present 

day, there is only one royal palace left in Nan. It is called Horkam (หอค า )  and it 

functions as a national museum (constructed in 1903). 

 

Figure 4-6: the Royal Palace of Nan  

Source: author (sketch by author) 

Wat Luang (Royal Temple) is the significant temple located in the middle of town. 

The temple was built and maintained by the ruler of Nan. The Royal Temple of Nan 

is called “Wat Pratat Changkam”. It has Pratat Changkam which functions as a 

sacred stupa of the town (constructed in 1406). 

 

Figure 4-7: Wat Pratat Changkam 

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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Main square (Kunag Luang) is the large-scale square located between the Royal 

Palace and the Royal Temple.  The square is used for preparing royal ceremonies, 

state ceremonies and traditional festivals, such as welcoming state guests, military 

parades and as a market, fair or recreation area for the townspeople. 

 

Figure 4-8: main square in front of Wat Phumin 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

Wat Phumin 

The temple was built around 1596, in the period of the King Jetrebutre Bramihn. 

The building was renovated several times, with the most important renovation in 

2004 (N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 56). Wat Phumin is one of the most important 

historical temples in Nan’s old town. The main temple is constructed with four 

gable ends which makes this temple unique in Thailand (Group, 2005, pp. 4-14). 
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Figure 4-9: Wat Phumin 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

The city pillar is located in the middle of the town (in Wat Mingmuang) next to 

some large trees such as the Bodhi tree and the Rubber tree. It is the dwelling of the 

guardian angel (suamaung), who guards the town following the ancient Lanna 

precept. 

 
Figure 4-10: the temple(wat mingmuang where the city pillar located)  

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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For Nan, it is presumed that the Bodhi tree was where the City pillar was located 

between the Royal Temple and the Royal Palace. Today, Wat Noi (small temple) is 

situated at the Bodhi tree. In addition, the palaces of the royal families were always 

built surrounding the Royal Palace (Planning, 2005, p. 19). 

 

Figure 4-11: small temple (Wat Noi) in the royal palace 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

 

Architecture types in Nan  
The styles of architecture in Nan can be categorized into three types according to 

characteristics and formal function. The table and map below will illustrate Nan’s 

architecture as a collection of religious, semi-secular, and secular buildings: 

1.1. Religious Architecture 

Monasteries in Lanna have a standard format and layout, which is also followed 

in Nan’s monasteries. Almost every monastery aspires to align the monastery 

gate, temple and stupa. Most monasteries face to the East except monasteries 

that are close to the river, in which case, they will face the river. The Parsonage, 

tripitaka hall, and chapel are built near the temple. The temple and stupa are the 

most important buildings at the monastery site. The chapel is of a smaller scale 

than the temple. The monastery is normally surrounded by a wall. Near the wall, 

there is a cloister for the use of secular people for both work and rest. The front 

of the monastery is always close to the village or town and the back of the 

monastery is close to rice farming. 

 

In the past, a monastery was the place of knowledge in a town, both for its 

collection and storage. It was used for education, making artworks, and making 
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religious rituals from cradle to grave. Monks were the emotional support of the 

townspeople and were the masters of art and knowledge. Therefore, the 

monastery was presumed to be the center of the community. 

 

1.2. Palaces5 (semi-secular buildings) 

The Royal palace was built in 1903 by the superintendant of Prajao 

Suriyapongparitdej (Prince Suriyapongparitdej) after being crowned by King 

Rama V of Siam as King of Nan. The palace was built and superimposed on the 

old timber palaces. The new royal palace was built in the Western-Thai mixed 

style with a double porch, both of which face east towards the Nan River. The 

building was built from masonry, the doors and windows were louvers, the roof 

covered with wooden boards and decorated with a gable apex. The three sides 

with gable faces were carved into two Nagas (snake) bound together. The 

architect of the new royal palace was Chaonoi Yodfah, the youngest son of Prince 

Suriyapongparitdej. 

 

Implicitly, the design of the architecture differed from the Lanna format and was 

influenced by Western and Bangkok styles. It occurred in the same period that 

Bangkok architecture was influenced by western architecture in order to 

demonstrate Thai modernization and to avoid any pretexts for western countries 

to colonialize Southeast Asia. This action indicates Nan’s acceptance of Siam’s 

power over it. Siam’s influences in Nan also impacted on land use in Nan. For 

example, when Prince Mahaphramsurathada, the 64th ruler of Nan, passed away 

in 1931, the Horkam or royal palace was given to the government (under new 

powers from Bangkok) and became the town hall from 1933 to 1974. Since then, 

it was given to the Department of Fine Arts as the National Museum of Nan 

which opened officially in 1997. 

 

Palaces surrounding the royal palace, where the ruler of Nan lived, housed 

members of Nan’s royal family. These were then inherited by descendants, some 

of whom sold or gave them away to become government offices. Others are 

scattered around the palace in their original form but with changed functions. 

Some of them were dismantled and the land sold to private investors and the 

government. 

                                           
5 Palaces were located surrounding the Royal Palace. Nowadays, some palaces have changed their 

function and become government buildings and some still function as before. 
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Figure 4-12: one of the palaces of the descendants of the former ruler of Nan 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

1.3 Secular buildings 

1.3. 1Vernacular buildings 

In the past, outside of the city wall was a forested area. Most of the villagers’ 

dwellings were sparse compared to those within the city wall. The only people 

who were privileged enough to build houses in timber were the royal family, 

whereas the villagers constructed their houses in bamboo.  

 

In addition, there was a rule that commoners building inside or outside of the 

city wall could not make a wooden board roof because it could be construed as 

trying to be on the same level as the royal family. Most of the commoners in that 

period therefore had leaf or grass roofs. The characteristic villager dwelling can 

be categorized into 2 types: 

 

1. A temporary dwelling (เ รือน เครื่ อ งผู ก ) is a building using bamboo as the main 

material in the structure. It has a leaf or grass roof. The building is small-scale 

and can be used for three to five years. It can be self-built by villagers without 

the assistance of artisans. (Recently, municipal regulations have stopped the 

building of temporary buildings within the town area owing to the building 

materials being very flammable, so this type of building no longer exists). 
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Figure 4-13: temporary dwelling in Nan, Thailand 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

2. A permanent dwelling ( เ รือนเค ร่ืองสับ )  is built with timber throughout most of 

the building. It has a wooden board or earth tile roof. The building endures 

changes in weather and must be built by skilled craftsmen. 

 

Figure 4-14: permanent dwelling in Nan, Thailand 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

There are 3 main styles of dwellings in Nan, categorized by roof forms:  hip, gable 

hip and lean-to. 

 

The affluent usually construct a hip roof, regular villagers a gable-hip roof and 

new couples in their first home or the poor normally construct a lean-to roof.
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1.3.2 Shop houses  

Shop houses can be found in the market area or business area in Nan, with  

significant numbers of them along both sides of Sumonthevarath Street 

(Business area of Nan). The shop house is a versatile dwelling, used for residence 

on the top floor and commerce on street level. This kind of dwelling always has 

a front terrace, which is both sun and rain proof. In April 1980, there was a large 

fire, which meant that some significant shop houses were burnt to the ground, 

with the result that not many traditional shop houses remain in Nan.  

 

Figure 4-15: A shop house in Nan 

Source: author  

In the present day, a few of the secular buildings of Nan are still seen all over the 

old town but social and town development factors have meant that many buildings 

have changed function and some have had to be renovated and have some new 

construction materials added to them. 
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The quality of heritage building conservation 

 

Categorizing architecture formats into three types based on social functions 

Religious Building Semi-secular Building Secular Building 

Merit, Faith-based Political function Function-based 

Fundamental to life in the past 

and had religious (Buddhist) 

use but nowadays focused on 

business 

Table 4-2: three building types in Nan 

Source: author 

These three architectural types are located all over the town of Nan. According to 

the final report of the master plan for preservation and development of the old town 

of Nan, it is the religious buildings which make up the most significant monuments 

and have the longest history. The second most significant are the semi-secular 

buildings. The third type, secular buildings, belong to private owners and are 

commerce oriented. In the present day, only very few of this type remain, and of 

those that do, quite a few have been renovated and have lost most of their originality.  
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Study area in Nan, map shows 3 main building categories and 28 old 

communities   

Map 4-9: map of 3 main building categories and 28 old communities   

Source: author 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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Table 4-3: 3 main building categories  

Source: author 
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The significant monuments are densely located in the town center and disperse 

gradually into the surrounding town.  
 

The conservation list of the Fine Arts Department includes heritage buildings inside 

Nan’s town wall and the vicinity:  

 Name Location Inscription date 

1 Town wall Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

2 Wat Phayaphu (Buddhist statute) Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

3 Wat Pratat Changkam Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

4 Wat Suantal Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

5 Wat Phayawat Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

6 Wat Kukam Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

7 Wat Pratatkaonoi Muang Nan 
24 October 1944 

Book 61 section 65 

8 Wat Huakuang Muang Nan 
12 August1980  

Book 97 Section 123 

9 Wat Phumin Muang Nan 
24 January 1980 

Book 97 Section 10 

10 Nan National Museum Muang Nan 
22 April1986 

Book 103 Section 65 

Table 4-4: the inscribed heritage buildings in Nan’s old town area 

Source: http://www.gis.finearts.go.th/fad50/fad/display_data.aspx?id=0003798 

The inscription of heritage buildings in Nan’s old town started in 1944, the year 

marking the start of serious inventory list-making for heritage buildings and 

monuments by the Fine Arts Department in Thailand. However, the Fine Arts 

Department added only three more heritage buildings onto Nan’s inscribed 

conservation list, in 1980 and 1986, after which no other heritage buildings have 

been added. One reason for this is the lack of manpower in the Fine Arts 

Department, with only two or three officers who have expertise in conservation. 

Another is the fact that the 7th Fine Arts Department in Nan has the responsibility 
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of overseeing the heritage buildings of four provinces of the Northern region. These 

factors result in Nan’s conservation authorities being unable to adequately oversee 

conservation in the area. Nevertheless, the inscribed heritage buildings are generally 

in good condition at present. Several buildings have been restored, renovated, and 

maintained under the conservation plan, such as the restoration of Wat Phumin in 

2004 and the renovation of the landscape surrounding the remaining part of the 

town’s wall in 2006. It is however to be noted that the predominant focus of the 

inscribed heritage buildings is on religious and semi-secular buildings. This focus has 

meant that several secular buildings have been left to deteriorate, to a point where 

some of them have had to be renovated and converted into modern buildings. This 

has caused a loss in the number of heritage buildings, thus failing to fulfill decisions 

around the town’s development history. 

 

The value of the heritage buildings of Nan has been accepted at a national level, as 

they have unique character and a high degree of authenticity. The town center is an 

historic area, with evidence of long settlement, thus confirming the importance of 

the town in the upper Northern region. The town center contains several highly 

significant heritage buildings and monuments. These factors provided the stimulus 

for government authorities, the private sector, and the local community of Nan to 

take action to collect the relevant historical information and evidence, in the areas 

of archaeology, culture, tradition, and society, as well as to develop appropriate 

policies with a vision to conserve Nan as a pivotal cultural heritage town in Thailand 
(Group, 2005, pp. 1-1). The same factors also stimulated the decision of the 

conservation and development of Rattanakosin Island and old town committee to 

proclaim Nan to be one of the 78 old towns of Thailand (Group, 2005, pp. 1-1). 

This information forms the basis for determining the significance and value of the 

heritage buildings of Nan at a national level.  

 

With the encouragement of government, the private sector, and local communities, 

the level of conservation and the overseeing of heritage buildings in the municipality 

have increased considerably since 2005. The laws and regulations for controlling 

construction in the town center, with the aim of preserving the aesthetic and unique 

characteristics of heritage buildings, have been included into the Master plan for 

sustainable conservation and the development of Nan’s old town (Thanakwang, 

2011, p. 20). 

 

The heritage buildings of Nan have had a strong relationship with community over 

a long period in history. As stated previously, most of the significant heritage 

buildings are religious buildings (see Table 4-4) and had a strong effect on town 
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planning and the way of life of Nan’s local people. The long-term location of the 

important temples in the town center gives a good indication of their importance as 

the spiritual center of the populace, and their long-term existence makes them a 

priority for  town planning and conservation.  

 

The town of Nan can be traced back to 1854 but the first settlement was in fact long 

before that. However, Nan has occupied its current location since 1854. Most of the 

heritage buildings (temples) also show evidence of construction before 1854 as the 

town center was the area which had the oldest settlement of communities. Wat 

Phumin, the most important temple in Nan was built in 1596, while Wat Suantal was 

built in 1406 (N. I. Committee, 2006, p. 13). 

 

Improvements to Nan’s town planning began in 1854 in the era of King 

Anantawararitthidej, who decided to move the town to the current location  (N. I. 

Committee, 2006, p. 12). He also planned the town in a traditional format, the basis 

of which remains the form of the town center of Nan today. For this reason most 

of the important heritage buildings are located in the middle of the town center. 

Even though, nowadays, most of the town wall has been demolished, the other 

heritage buildings and the town layout still remain the same. These factors have 

influenced the reasons for Nan being chosen to be an old town of Thailand and 

consequent encouragement from various sectors for inscription onto the World 

Heritage list. 

 

At present, there are ten heritage buildings, which are inscribed on the conservation 

list of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand (T. F. Department, 2013a). Most of the 

inscribed heritage buildings have their historical evidence recorded systematically. 

However, after 1986, the Fine Arts Department ceased registering heritage buildings. 

 

The heritage buildings which are semi-secular and secular have been conserved in 

fewer numbers. Most of them, particularly, secular buildings were demolished for 

town development. There are very few studies of the forms, styles, and historical 

details of these types of buildings. The rest of the secular buildings are those that 

were built after the 19th century. Therefore, the study of Nan’s heritage buildings and 

their historical value has been discontinuous and is not complete. 

 

It can be seen that the heritage buildings and town planning of Nan are unique and 

have a highly traditional form. Nan’s layout reflects traditional local planning, based 

on the symbolic system where each building has its own meaning and is placed in its 
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own particular location. The Royal Palace, the main square, and important temples 

(Wat Phumin, Wat Pratatchangkam) are located in the town center, which is the 

administrative and spiritual center (Group, 2005, pp. 4-4). Nowadays, government 

offices, which are modern administrative centers, and important temples are sill 

located in the town center. The 2nd revised comprehensive plan for Nan includes, 

however, a prospective plan to decrease the area taken up by government sectors in 

the town center and to relocate some buildings outside the urban area. This area will 

be converted to a conservation area (Group, 2005, pp. 4-9,6-4).  

 

In 1987, the Royal Palace, which was previously converted into a government office, 

was re-purposed as the National Museum of Nan (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 8). Several 

government buildings, however, are still located in the surrounding area but future 

planning intends to re-purpose these as a conservation zone. The religious heritage 

buildings will, of course, maintain their own function and location in the town. The 

most important public space is the main square in front of Wat Phumin, which today 

still functions as the location of the traditional festivals but is now supplemented by 

new modern activities, such as morning exercise and a temporary local market, thus 

becoming a part of daily life. These activities demonstrate the adaptation of heritage 

buildings to serve modern functions, not related to the religious rituals of the past. 

In this way, heritage buildings can retain their primary function and maintain a 

relationship with their community, even though their position in symbolic ritual is 

decreasing. 

 

Conservation management of the site 

Nan’s physical conservation has applied construction control measures as a tool for 

controlling the environment in the environmentally protected area. The measures 

aim to build Nan as a living town and develop on its unique history, artistry, culture, 

and tradition (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 56). In October 2007, a draft announcement 

regarding the conservation and development of Nan’s old town was put forward by 

the old town committee. It was forwarded to the Rector of Nan’s Department of 

Public Works and Town Planning to make recommendations to the Minister of the 

Interior, for them to issue a declaration on the control of building construction in 

the old town area of Nan. One year later, in 2008, Nan’s Department of Public 

Works and Town Planning arranged a public hearing for local people. The Ministry 

of the Interior subsequently issued a draft announcement regarding the conservation 

and development of Nan’s old town, in particular the control of building 

construction in the old town. As an implementation plan it combines several 
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important measures, such as defining the building construction control area inside 

the town wall as a strict conservation area. There are three controlled zones: 

1. The town center which is limited to constructing buildings not over six meters 

high and also prohibits the construction of factories, places for fuel storage, 

cemeteries, hotels, theatres, markets, and billboards (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 

57). 

 

Map 4-10: the town center 

Source: adapted from Nan living old town, p.57  

1 Km 0.5 0 
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2. In the town wall conservation zone, in the area 20 meters on either side of 

the town wall, no construction is allowed except for residential buildings not 

over six meters in height (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 58). 

 

Map 4-11: the town wall 

Source: adapted from Nan living old town, p. 58 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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3. In the residential area in the old town, no construction is permitted of 

buildings over 12 meters high, buildings with an area over 1,000 square 

meters, buildings for fuel storage, cemeteries, hotels, theatres, markets, and 

billboards (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 58). 

 

Map 4-12: Business area (residential area) in the old town of Nan 

Source: adapted from Nan living old town, p.58 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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The control measures include limiting the construction of buildings surrounding 

religious buildings, most of them temples, to a distance of 20 meters for any 

buildings over six meters in height (Thanakwang, 2011, p. 63). 

 

Map 4-13: Religious buildings in the old town of Nan 

Source: adapted from Nan living old town, p.63 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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In addition, the control measures limit roof forms by prohibiting the construction 

of those which are not in keeping with local traditional forms. Additionally, the 

colors of the roofs are limited to earth tones or colors such as brown, gray, or red-

brick etc., which are in harmony with the natural surroundings (Thanakwang, 2011, 

p. 63).  

 

Figure 4-16: the roof forms of traditional heritage buildings in Nan 

Source: Nan living old town, p.63 

 

The overall matter of conservation control of physical heritage in Nan is given its 

due priority by government authorities, the private sector, and the local community, 

all of which contribute to the restoration of the remaining heritage buildings in Nan 

back to good condition.  

 

Decentralization and conservation management in the collaborative process 

in Thailand  

Even though the government has tried to decentralize governance since 1997 by 

attempting to encourage local communities in the decision-making process, as well 

as providing subsidies to local communities, the conservation budget has been 

allocated much lower funds than the development budget. The organization of the 

governance system in Thailand has been very complex and even though there has 

been decentralization, the central government can still be seen to be directing the 

system across departments, authorities, or organizations down to local authorities. 

The annual revenue of local authorities is in fact still dependent on the central 
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government. Thus, decentralization in Thailand has only developed in a limited 

fashion, as some parts of governance are still overseen by the central government. 

 

Nan has also been confronted with the same issue, that of conservation management 

and practices being dependent on central authorities. Overall, the private sector and 

the communities of the Nan municipality do not play the main role in conservation 

management. The community has been invited to participate in the decision-making 

process regarding town-planning policies, but it must be noted that most of the town 

projects are not initiated by the community. Conservation management and projects, 

in general, are initiated by government authorities, who then invite communities to 

give their opinions. An example of this process is the creation of Nan’s pedestrian 

area, an initiative of the Provincial Department of Culture who invited local people 

in the Hua Wieng Tai area to join in and then requested cooperation from the Nan 

municipality to complete the project. After a period of time, the local authority 

allowed the communities to run the project  independently. A key element in 

conservation in living heritage sites is the concept of community stating their needs 

to government authorities, who then facilitate meeting those needs. However, recent 

implementation of conservation in Nan still indicates a strong dependency on state 

authorities. 
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4.3.2 Sustainable urban development of Nan 

The study of sustainable urban development can be categorized into three topics: 

quality of the environment, economic opportunity, and social well-being.  

 

Quality of the environment  

Firstly, the quality of the environment focuses on the efficiency of land use and 

resources on the site as well as the management of transportation, waste, and 

pollution. 

 

Land use in Nan  

Town planning in Nan previously developed from local customs. However, from 

the mid-19th century, when Nan merged with Thailand to become one of the remote 

provinces of Thailand, a lack of both interest as well as money was evident from the 

central government. Thus Nan started to grow uncontrollably as less attention was 

paid to town planning. The changes in the government system also impacted on the 

area, with a loss of local control, for example around land use. The following topic 

will outline the change in land use from the past to the present. The diversity of land 

use is significant as it can increase optimization as well as create a variety of activities 

in the study area(Boonyanupong, 2002, pp. 2-15)  

 

Land use  

Area 

Percent Square kilometres 

High density residential and commercial area 0.24 4.44 

Medium density residential and commercial area 0.41 7.59 

Low density residential and commercial area 1.68 31.11 

Industrial area 0.03 0.56 

Official place  0.65 12.04 

Academy 0.3 5.56 

Religion 0.22 4.07 

Agriculture and vacancy  1.87 34.63 

Total 5.4 100 

Table 4-5: Land use in the Nan municipality 

Source: Boonyanupong, 2002, p. 2-15 . 

Land usage in the area covered by the Nan municipality is semi-urban and semi-

rural. In the heart of town, the land has been used for religious purposes, state affairs, 

education, and residential and commercial activities.  The most significant historical 

and cultural buildings are located in the town center, surrounded by the town wall. 

The land was owned by royalty and their descendants but in the present day, most 

of the lands in Nan are owned by the Office of Treasury and the Department of 
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Religion. Private ownership of lands and buildings occurs mostly in the surrounding 

area of the historic city, inside the town wall. Most of these properties take the form 

of two or three storey row houses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 4-14: land use map of Nan (study area)  

Source: Final report of Master plan for preservation and development the old city of Nan 

Urban development plan of Nan 

The development plan document of Nan, 2015-2018 (revised version)  states that 

Nan should develop within a frame-work of integrated development leading to 

sustainable development, whilst balancing the management of environment and 

natural resources. This includes things such as increasing the number and amount 

of forests, water, wild animals, and increasing opportunities for Nan’s local people 

to be drug-free and crime-free. Additionally, the scope of the development plan 

involves local people being economically self-sufficient, respecting local norms, 

culture and tradition. The latter is to be concurrent with their aim to become a 
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Cultural World Heritage site, and thus an important tourism destination, and the 

gateway to neighboring countries such as Lao PDR, Vietnam, and China (South  

China). There is also an emphasis on economic development and increasing 

productive efficiency by having indicators, which can be evaluated periodically. This 

strategic plan enables Nan to be a province with a sustainable and efficient ecology, 

and a future as a living town with a quality society (P. O. O. Nan, 2013, p. 95).  

 

The vision outlined above has been Nan’s development strategy since 2003 and will 

continue to be until 2018. There are three main sustainable development strategies, 

which support both the original and new economic bases: 

1. Maintaining Nan’s local cultural base  

2. Maintaining the natural resource base by revitalizing and managing natural 

resources in a sustainable way 

3. Creating safe environments for the people in Nan and in the surrounding 

border areas  

(U. P. Committee, 2013, pp. 1-9)  

 

In order to adhere to the development plan, a second revision of Nan’s urban 

comprehensive plan will be announced in 2014. The plan indicates the proportional 

land usage needed to comply with the above strategies:  
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Land usage The first revised 
version of Nan’s 
urban 
comprehensive plan 
in 2000 

Percent The second 
revised version of 
Nan’s urban 
comprehensive 
plan 

Percent 

Low density residential 
area (yellow) 

7,364 29.26 7,265.83 27.53 

Medium density 
residential area (orange) 

1,914 7.60 1,902.82 7.21 

Business and high density 
residential area (red) 

428 1.70 430.75 1.63 

Industrial area (violet) 208 0.83 0 0 

Temporary industrial area 
(lavender) 

137 0.54 0 0 

Rural and agriculture area 
(green) 

11,100 44.1 12,969.11 49.14 

Open space (light green) 113 0.45 165.05 0.63 

Education institute (olive 
green) 

656 2.61 652.03 2.47 

Conservation area (light 
brown) 

73 0.29 109.75 0.42 

Temple (light gray) 344 1.37 362.54 1.37 

Official building (blue) 486 1.93 566.20 2.15 

Miscellaneous 2,345 9.32 2,618.09 9.92 

Total 25,168 100 26,390.14 100 

Table 4-6: land usage in Nan’s second urban comprehensive plan  

Source: Nan’s second urban comprehensive plan, pp. 4-15 

 

Map 4-15: Nan’s comprehensive urban plan of 2000 (left), revised version in 20136 (right) 

Source: Final report of Master plan for preservation and development of the old town of Nan 

(left), and Nan’s office of public works and town planning (right) 

                                           
6 According to Nan’s development targets, when reconsidering the conservation plan, the 
government sector found that land use planning volume number 72 (1989) released by town and 
country planning Act 1975 had expired in 1994, so it was extended to 2010. 
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In order to respond to the strategy, there is a plan to increase the land use in the 

green, conservation, religious building and government office areas in the second 

urban comprehensive plan. In addition, the plan reduces the proportion of 

residential and business areas in the town. The above changes in the proportions 

indicate the direction Nan’s urban development is taking, in other words, not 

focused solely on economic growth but on the development of the town whilst 

conserving local heritage. However, Nan’s urban comprehensive plan was issued in 

1989 by the Department of Town Planning, in the Ministry of the Interior. This 

department has since changed its name to the Department of Public Works and 

Town Planning, and is part of the central government authority. Currently, Nan’s 

plan is before this department to be overseen and revised, as is required by law every 

five years.7 

 

Nan’s first comprehensive urban plan was completed in the year 2000 by the 

Department of Public Works and Town and Country Planning in Bangkok, not by 

local authorities, and planned for use for a maximum of five years, as prescribed by 

law. This first plan has already been extended twice and expired in 2010, according 

to an interview between the researcher and a Town Planning Analyst (staff) at the 

Nan Office of Public Works and Town & Country Planning. The newly completed 

second comprehensive plan will be finished in 2013. So, the old version of the plan 

is still being used, but land use in the town is constantly changing. While the 

formulation of the second revised version started in 2005 and was not finished until 

2013, it has not yet been officially announced as it is still in the process of being 

approved by the Ministry of the Interior in Bangkok. Even though the second 

version of the plan is aimed at sustainable development, it is evident that the staff is 

both unprepared and lacking in knowledge in urban development planning. 

 

  

                                           
7 However, owing to the lack of staff and knowledge in urban planning, the urban comprehensive 
plan of Nan has been extended to use the old version until 2010 and the new plan is just a revision. 
This plan is still in the process of being revised and approval from the Ministry of the Interior in 
Bangkok is still being awaited.  
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Roads and Transportation 

The main roads in the Nan municipality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 4-16: the map shows the main roads and their length in the Nan municipality  

Source: author adapted from (Boonyanupong, 2002)  
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The roads of historical significance are Suriyapong Road and Phakong Road. They 

cut through the area, which is located in a cluster of highly valued historical buildings. 

Additionally, there are Anantawararitidej Road, Sumonthevarath Road, the south 

ring road, and the west ring road, which are roads along the ancient town wall. The 

commercial roads are Sumonthevarath and Anantawararitidej Roads cutting through 

the main commercial district of Nan. The important roads related to traditional and 

cultural activities are Phakong, Anantawararitidej, Sumonthevarath, and Suriyapong 

Roads running alongside the Nan River. Inside the town wall, the important road 

connected with Nan’s historical places is Suriyapong Road, which connects the Nan 

river and the renovated waterfront, which forms part of the Nan river project. 

Phakong Road connects with Suantal temple, one of the most significant temples in 

Nan. Sumonthevarath Road links to tourism facilities such as hotels, restaurants and 

shops. From a study by the Social Research Institute of Chiang Mai University in 

2002, the traffic volumes inside Nan’s historical town wall are summarized as 

follows: 

 

Name of junction Traffic volume (vehicles per day) 

Rajanubal school junction 16,100 

Kukam temple-Srimuang garden 

junction 
16,200 

Nantaburiwittaya school junction 12,900 

Huakuang temple junction 10,200 

Sripanton temple junction 18,800 

Mahawong-Mahayod Road junction 23,300 

Anantawararitidej-Phakong Road 

junction 
25,300 

Note: the proportion of cars to motorcycles is 51:49 

Table 4-7: traffic volumes in Nan, municipal area 

Source: Boonyanupong, 2002, pp.3-83 

The same study analyzed the traffic levels in Nan’s historical town, which did not 

have heavy traffic, and concluded that the traffic network could stand additional 

vehicles.  

 

Drainage and waste water treatment 

A drainage water system for the Nan municipality caters to the whole town. Drainage 

water is drained to brooks. The drainage area is around 1.4 square kilometers (around 
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29 percent of the total drainage area). The remainder drains into the Nan River. 

Generally, drainpipes have a diameter of 0.40 meters mixed with some 2.00 x 2.00 

square pipes. The system of drainpipes covers around 50 kilometers. There are 16 

waste water treatment ponds and 5 pump stations in the Nan municipality. There is 

also a waste water treatment plant, which gathers waste water from every community 

(28 communities) in the municipality. It is situated on the riverside at the southeast 

end of town out of the municipal zone and covers 320,000 square meters 

(Boonyanupong, 2002, pp. 3-87).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 4-17: the map of the waste water treatment in Nan, Thailand 

Source: adapted from Boonyanupong, 2002, pp.3-88 

1 Km 0.5 0 
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Waste water is drained from three main sources: 

 1. Household waste water 2. Industrial waste water, the majority of the water used 

coming predominantly from processing industries, such as the noodle factory. 3. 

Waste water from the agricultural sector such as livestock farms. An examination of 

the Nan River by the Third Regional Environmental Office and the Ninth Health 

Environmental Center of Pitsanulok reported that the water quality in the Nan 

municipality meets level 3 of the quality standard. This means that the water is usable 

but contains some contamination, so it can used in agricultural activities 

(Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 240). 

 

The drainage and wastewater treatment system in the Nan municipality is oversized 

for the requirements of daily treatment. Normally, the treatment supports only 18% 

of recent full scale treatment (U. P. Committee, 2013 , pp. 5-9) . Nevertheless, the 

water pipe network system has still needed some support to cover the whole town 

owing to extra waste water draining more quickly into the treatment plant (helping 

to increase the quantity of waste water at the treatment plant) (Boonyanupong, 2002, 

pp. 3-92). 

 

Waste disposal 

Waste disposal landfill in the Nan municipality is located in Nan-Tungchang Road, 

Tambon Phasing, Amphur Muang. The site is 5 kilometers from the municipal zone. 

The municipality collects around 40 tons of waste per day, which is disposed as 

landfill over an area of 96,000 square meters. The landfill site is owned by the 

municipality, with the following allocation of land: office buildings 24,000 square 

meters, trash pile 36,800 square meters, waste water treatment 35,200 square meters, 

with the remainder a sewage disposal plant. This landfill site was estimated to last 

the municipality until 2013. Additionally, the site gathers the waste from 4 other 

municipalities: Wiengsa, Pua, Chiangklang, and Nongdang. Future predictions state 

that the site will be insufficient for the volume of waste which is growing year by 

year and will increase even further as the tourist industry grows (U. P. Committee, 

2013, pp. 5-7).  
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Cultural and natural landscape 

 

 

Map 4-18: the town’s expansion in the period 1954, 1977, and 2002  

Source: Final report of Master plan for the preservation and development the old city of Nan 

 

From map 4-18, it can be seen that the old town’s expansion in the past decade has 

caused changes, with an urban sprawl developing. However, the advantages of 

location, slow economic growth, and strong social relationships between the local 

people have all ensured minimal changes to certain town characteristics, such as its 

unique urban identity and architecture. However when it comes to the natural 

landscape of Nan there has been steady change, as seen in the statistical data, which 

indicates that the main business of the town remains the agriculture and forestry 

sectors. These make a considerable impact on the natural landscape as can be seen 

from the almost 50% deforestation, which occurred between 1973 and 1998.   
 

 

Figure 4-17: deforestation in Nan from 1961 to 1998 

Source: adapted from Chareunmuang, 2004 
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Summary of environment quality of Nan 

The urban area of Nan has light traffic, with the transport lines coping well with the 

volume of traffic. At present the waste management system can carry the waste 

volume for the whole town. However, the problem of deforestation in the remote 

areas, which lie outside of the scope of this study, is exacerbated by the burning off 

which takes place as part of the deforestation process and causes smoke pollution 

to drift into the urban area of Nan.  

 

Positive diversity can be observed in Nan’s land use, demonstrating that it is a town, 

which has a balance of production and consumption, and a certain degree of self-

reliance. Unlike other cultural tourism towns, Nan appears not to connect with the 

tourism business. Public facilities and utilities in the town can support the 

population, and appear to be able to continue on for some period of time in the 

future. However, the conservation and development policies of the town are 

executed together. This has led to the demolishing of historical and high value 

buildings in the commercial area to serve commercial purposes. Therefore, the town 

now presents a combination of an old and a modern town.  
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4.3.2.1 Economic opportunity  

This section aims to study the sustainability of the local economy in Nan’s 

development process by focusing on the economic activities, and the average income 

of Nan’s population. 

 

Economic structure of Nan 

 

Figure 4-18: gross province product (GPP) of Nan from 2003 to 2008 

source: (Jaijan, 2008) 

From the above figures, the trend shows a gradual increase in Nan’s economic 

situation, as can be seen from the GPP figures from 2003 to 2008. By 2008, the GPP 

of Nan reached 24,262 million Baht. The highest segment of Nan’s GPP was 

agriculture, which reached a peak at 9,212.00 million Baht, and the smallest GPP 

segment was household workers at 62.00 million Baht. The GPP of Nan increased 

over 2007 by 3,002.60 million Baht, which translates to an increase rate of 14.12% 

compared with the former year. The segment which had the highest increase was 

the agriculture segment, whose GPP rose by 2,126.40 million Baht. Conversely, the 

industrial manufacturing sector increased by only 302.90 million Baht and the 

wholesale and retail revenue of Nan increased by 267.20 million Baht. 

 

The continued economic upturn in Thailand enabled the government to solve 

poverty problems and try to redistribute income to local communities. The policy 

became part of a national agenda from the 5th Economic and Social Development 

Plan  (1982-1986) to the current plan (2012-2016). Consequently, the number of 

Million Baht 

Year 
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people living in poverty in Thailand is decreasing gradually. There were 22.1 million 

poor people in 1988 or 42.3% of the population of the whole country, which 

decreased to 5.1 million or 7.75% in 2010.  

 

 

Figure 4-19: average income per capita (Baht per year (30 Baht per dollar)) of Thailand and Nan, 

from 2000 to 2010 

Source: National statistical office of Thailand 

 

The average income per capita in Nan was found to be lower than the average of 

the whole country. In 2010, the average income per capita in Nan was 54,701 Baht 

per year. Compared to the average national income of 150,118 Baht per year, Nan 

fell well below in 2010 and continues to do so. The emphasis on agriculture in Nan 

is a major factor in this discrepancy, as it performs below other economic sectors.  
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Figure 4-20: population over the age of 15 years in Nan. The colors indicate the working 

population by age and occupation in 2011.  

Source: National statistical office of Thailand 

 

Around 40-60% of Nan’s population work in agriculture and forest related fields. 

The break down of occupations indicates that the service industry has increased 

significantly year by year, with 18-20% of all workers in that field. The artisan and 

related fields make up around 13-14% of the labor market in Nan. Even though the 

municipality’s policy is to try to promote the tourism business, and it has indeed 

grown of number of tourists, the related service industry has not yet had an effect 

on the diversity of occupations. 

 

Summary of  economic opportunity in Nan 

It can be said that Nan has a self-sufficiency economy that has a diversity of 

economic activities, since the town show the movement of every sector of economic 

types. The main economic is on agriculture field which provide quite a high level of 

self-sufficiency. However, since this town is located far from the economic center 

of Thailand, it makes Nan’s economic grows quite slow which causes to the average 

income of Nan’s population is below average.  
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4.3.2.2 Social well-being of Nan 

This topic will focus on the quality of life of local people by investigating the 

percentage of population fluctuation amongst local people, a potential reflection of 

local people’s sense of belonging Their education levels will also be examined and 

the quantity of physicians per capita. 

Nan’s population in overview 

 
Figure 4-21: population figures for each district of Nan province 

Sourece: National statistical office of Thailand

 
Figure 4-22: percent of population change in each district in Nan 

Source: National statistical office of Thailand 
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The figures above show the changing rates of population in Nan province, with 

some areas showing a decrease and some areas an increase in population. However, 

when averaged over the total number of people, each district has a changing rate of 

around only one percent. This rate shows a very small change in the population when 

compared with the actual number of people (the average district population is 

around 30,000 people) and a high degree of constancy. Amphur Muang Nan District 

is the business and economic center of Nan province; it has many historic sources 

and is the cultural center of the province. However, the district has a population 

density of only 87.9 persons per square kilometer, which ranks number 4 below 

Chiang Klang, Pua and Phu Piang respectively. The statistics show that the 

distribution of the population in Nan is not gathered only in the town district 

(Amphur Muang Nan). They also show that the average change in population rate 

is less than one percent, specifically in the conservation zone. The figures show that 

Nan’s population is quite stable, indicating a positive sense of belonging in the local 

people.  

 

Education level 

 

Figure 4-23: population aged over 15 years old who have jobs, categorized by level of educational 

attainment 

Source: National statistical office of Thailand 
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Figure 4-24: education level in Nan province 

Source: National statistical office of Thailand 

 

Education level represents another important factor in human development and has 

a bearing on the knowledge and understanding of conservation in the Nan province. 

The pie chart (Figure 4-24) shows the population over the age of 15 years of age 

who make up the Nan work force. The majority of them have an education level 

higher than elementary school. It shows the literacy rate of population in Nan meet 

the standard but it cannot be said that Nan’s population has high education level 

because only around 30% have an education level higher than secondary school.  

 

Public Health 

There are 14 infirmaries in the whole of Nan province, and there is only one main 

government hospital with 53 physicians, which is located in Nan old town ( Office, 

2012). Additionally, the whole province has 113 physicians, with an average of 4,212 

patients per physician. The average for the whole country of 2,893 (Office, 2010) 

might indicate a lack of medical staff in Nan. However, upon closer examination it 

can be seen that in the old town area, the area for this study, the number of people 

attending the main hospital was 99,492 in 2013, producing a ratio of one physician 

per 1,875 people (N. P. P. H. Office, 2013). So for the area of this study it can be 
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concluded that there is an appropriate number of medical staff for the population, 

indicating a slightly higher public health standard than the average for the whole 

country. 

 

Social activities in Nan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 4-19: 28 communities in the Nan municipality 

Source: author 
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The Nan municipality has 28 communities, most of which maintain a faith in 

Buddhism and its long cultural inheritance. A close relationship exists between 

Buddhism and cultural, traditional, and community life in Nan, especially in relation 

to religious traditions such as Than SalakaPat (Offerings to monks by Drawing 

Lots)9. In addition, traditional music, dance, songs, rituals, and handicrafts are of 

Buddhist origin, such as the carving of Buddha statues. The city also has some local 

gurus who have kept local wisdom in the local language. Nan’s communities in the 

municipal zone have heritage resources, which are preserved by community 

management, such as wooden Buddha statues, dance, and local festivals. Some 

communities have made collections of community heritage resources and founded 

local museums such as the Ban Pra Kerd Temple Museum, which is operated by the 

elderly in the community. In May 2011, the Thai government announced Nan as one 

of ten creative cities in Thailand by naming it “Nan the Living City”. Some examples 

of social cooperation in creating cultural activities are as follows (Ongsavangchai, 

2012):   

 

1. Boat racing in the Nan River is a traditional festival that has a renowned and 

long history. The festival is related to the same festival in Luang Prabang in 

Lao PDR, where boat racing is arranged in a similar fashion and time, between 

September to November. Each temple is represented by its own community 

and has its own boat to race. The boat racing is believed to have started in 

1359 when Phaya Karn Muang moved the town to Chae Haeng and initiated 

the race.  
 

 
Figure 4-25: boat racing in Nan’s river 

Source: Nan Cultural Heritage Atlas 

 

                                           
9 Than Salaka Pat is a tradition of offerings to monks by drawing lots. It is called Boon Khao Salak 
or Boon Khao Sak by Isan in the north-east, and Taan Kuay Salak or Kin Kuay Salak in the north. 
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2. Offering alms to monks during the New Year festival has occurred every year 

in the square in front of Phumin temple. The New Year festival at Suan Tal 

temple is a very popular one amongst community groups and is attended by 

many every year. 

 
Figure 4-26: New year festival at Suan Tal temple 

Source: http://www.thaipackagetour.com accessed on June 2013 

 

3. Than Salaka Pat Festival (Offerings by Drawing Lots) is held during 

September at Prathat Changkam Waravihan temple, the first temple to start 

the festival, followed later by other temples because of the importance of 

Prathat Changkam Waravihan temple as the temple of the ruler of Nan in the 

past. 

 
Figure 4-27: Prathat Changkam Waravihan temple 

Source: http://nanvisit.com/forum/index.php?topic=33.0 accessed on June 2013 

 

http://www.thaipackagetour.com/%E0%B8%9B%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B0%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%9E%E0%B8%93%E0%B8%B5%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%95%E0%B9%8C-%E0%B8%88%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%A7%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%94%E0%B8%99%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99-%E0%B8%9B%E0%B8%B5-2555,751.html
http://nanvisit.com/forum/index.php?topic=33.0
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Nan has a level of positive social well-being which emerges from the good 

relationship between the community and its heritage buildings. Empirical surveys 

(analysed previously in this chapter) indicate the positive elements of intangible 

heritage, which can be conserved and passed on as traditions and cultural heritage 

from generation to generation. However, the initiative of the community in 

encouraging cultural and traditional activity is not really recognized. From an 

interview at the Provincial Department of Culture, it was indicated that cultural and 

traditional activities are normally initiated by government authorities and that the 

community only responds to the requests for help made by government authorities, 

rather than creating their own community initiatives.  

 

Summary of social well-being in Nan 

Overall Nan’s population is rather stable, in that there is not much fluctuation or 

movement of the local population. However, Nan is faced with the problem of low 

education levels with over 70% of the population not having secondary school 

education, thus having an overall effect on its labor force. In comparison with other 

provinces Nan’s education levels appear lower and longer term. In 2003, however, a 

report from the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) found that Nan 

has the highest index of participation in Thailand. The UNDP uses such things as 

proportions of people voting, involvement in civil processes, numbers of groups in 

private sectors, and percentages of participation of households in community 

activities, in order to establish their index. Therefore, even though the educational 

level of Nan is rather low, overall the group integration of local people is high. A 

further factor in this is the very low percentage of the population that leaves or 

moves to other communities, indicating that Nan’s population has a high attachment 

to their hometown. They participate in organized social activities and from it gain 

enjoyment and a strong sense of community.  

 

Although the ratio of people to physicians in Nan is lower than the country average, 

it was previously observed that when the high usage of the town hospital is 

considered, the statistics alter to indicate a better average ratio than in the rest of the 

country. It can thus be assumed that the area considered by this study has an 

adequate standard of public health and that Nan maintains an appropriate quality of 

life, which is up to the standard of the rest of the country. It is however somewhat 

important to note that local people who live outside the study area (rural area) still 

have a quality of life which is below average for the country. 
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4.3.3 Intrinsic data 

4.3.3.1 Social network analysis 

In order to determine the relevant stakeholders a two-part approach is taken. The 

first part applies the snowball technique and the latter part studies authority 

management in Nan. The snowball technique started from a consideration of the 

main policy-making authorities of the town. An intensive examination of the state’s 

structure found that it is the Provincial Department of Culture (PDC), which has 

the main role in the support and coordination of significant cultural projects in the 

Nan municipality. The study began by interviews with this main authority and the 

distribution of a questionnaire to officers there. From the results it was possible to 

establish the relationships between authorities and determine the diversity of 

stakeholders. The research finally determined that there are  11 main stakeholders, 

which work conjointly in conservation management in Nan. 

 

4.3.3.2 Stakeholders in the Collaborative network in Nan 

11 stakeholders in Nan comprised of:  

 

Provincial Department of Culture (PDC) (central government) 

Office of Public Works and Town & Country Planning, Nan (DPT) (central 

government)  
Office of Treasury Nan (TDN) (central government) 

Nan National Museum (NNM) (central government) 

The Fine Arts Office 7th Nan (FDN) (central government) 

The Nan Chamber of Commerce (NCCO) (private sector) 

Provincial Administrative Organization Nan (PAON) (local government) 

Nan Town municipality (NTM) (local government) 

Designated areas for sustainable Tourism Administration (DASTA) (public 

organization) 

Hug Muang Nan, Nan Private Foundation (NPF) (private sector) 

Nan conservation committee (NCC) (regional government)10 

 

  

                                           
10 Abbreviations used in this research are based on the author’s notes and are not formal 
abbreviations of organizations 
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4.3.3.2.1 Function of stakeholder authorities in Nan 

Provincial Department of Culture (PDC) (central government) 

Following ministerial regulations of the Ministry of Culture (book 2), 2011(S. S. O. 

O. T. P. S. O. M. O. Culture, 2011), its function is as follows: 

1. Collaboration and acting as representative of the Ministry of Culture in the 

provincial area as well as coordination and support of religious, artistic and cultural 

activities in the provincial area. 

2. Encouraging knowledge development and learning centers in religion, arts and 

culture in the provincial area. 

3. Conducting, protecting, and amending problems of reduction in culture by 

coordinating with state and private authorities. 

4. Compiling a strategic plan regarding religious, artistic and cultural issues in the 

provincial area. 

5. Encouraging, supporting, and coordinating the operation of a provincial cultural 

council, a district cultural council and a sub-district cultural council as well as other 

relevant authorities, which operate religious, artistic and cultural activities in the 

provincial region. 

6. Coordinating or supporting the operation of relevant or assigned authorities. 

The main function of the PDC is to coordinate with other relevant authorities in 

Nan with regard to religious, artistic, and cultural issues as well as to work on projects 

which are relevant to cultural conservation in Nan, and finally to draw up a budget 

from the Ministry of Culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-28: organization chart of the Ministry of Culture 

Source: author 
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The Ministry of Culture belongs to the Office of the Prime Minister. The 

Department of Cultural Promotion is under the Ministry of Culture and the 

Provincial Department of Culture (Nan) is under the Department of Cultural 

Promotion. It can be seen that most of the cultural relevance authorities are under 

the umbrella of the Ministry of Culture. The following offices thus coordinate 

conservation in Nan: the Fine Arts Office 7th, which is under the Fine Arts 

Department in Bangkok (headquarters), the Ministry of Culture, the National 

Museum and occasionally the Department of Religious Affairs, which joins in as 

most of the monuments in Thailand are religious buildings.  

 

Office of Public Works and Town & Country Planning, Nan (DPT) (Central 

government) 

The main role of this authority is to plan for and monitor any changes in land use 

They also carry out surveys, analyze population data (including economic, social, and 

environmental data), and prepare urban development projects as well as consult on 

relevant urban issues ( Office of Public Works and Towns & Country Planning, 

2 0 1 3 ) . To prepare a comprehensive plan in Nan, the emphasis is placed on urban 

conservation, which plans and frames the conservation practices by categorizing 

them into several zones as well as specifying urban area usage. From those job 

descriptions, the DPT occasionally needs to collaborate with other conservation 

authorities in Nan. 

 

Nan’s Office of Public Works and Town & Country Planning belongs to the 

Department of Public Works and Town & Country Planning in Bangkok and the 

Department is under the Ministry of the Interior. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4-29: organization chart of the Ministry of the Interior 

Source: author 
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The office of Treasury Nan (TDN) (central government) 

The office in Nan is under the control of the Treasury Department in Bangkok. The 

department belongs to the Ministry of Finance. The Office of the Treasury is located 

in 75 provinces over Thailand. The main role of the office is to evaluate property 

value and manage state property and its land use in every province in Thailand. To 

allocate any part of state property for conservation purposes, the Office of the 

Treasury is required to enumerate which properties are state, private, or royal 

properties in order to make any plans for renting, buying, or using the property in 

any manner (T. Department, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 4-30: diagram shows the organization chart of the Office of the Treasury 

Source: author 

Nan National Museum (NNM) (central government) 

The recent building of Nan’s national museum was at the royal bidding of the King 

of Nan, Prajaosuriyapongpalitde. Subsequently, his heir devoted the building to the 

state to renovate the building and donate it to Nan prefecture. The building was 

converted into a museum in 1974 and in 1985 formally became the National 

Museum of Nan. The building is used to store information for local history and 

holds a collection of valued Nan artifacts. The Nan National Museum also conducts 

conservation projects in Nan, such as exhibitions or special activities which are 

related to conservation practice (Group, 2005, pp. 4-23). It belongs to the 

Department of National Museums under the Fine Arts Department and the Ministry 

of Culture. The museum has an equal level of authority to the Fine Arts department 

7th Nan except that it belongs to a different department (M. O. Culture, 2013). 
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Figure 4-31: diagram shows the organization chart of the National Museum Office 

Source: author 

The FineArts Office 7th Nan (FDN) (central government) 

The Fine Arts Office 7th Nan is a state authority. Its role is to protect, conserve, 

maintain, rehabilitate, create, distribute, research, develop, and inherit any arts and 

heritage property of national cultural significance and belongs to the Ministry of 

Culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-32: diagram shows the organization chart of the Ministry of Culture 

Source: author 

 

The Fine Arts Office 7th is one of 15 Fine Arts offices in Thailand. There are 9 

authorities belonging to the Fine Arts Department (headquarters) on the same 

hierarchical level. Most of them are located in Bangkok (T. F. Department, 2013b). 
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Figure 4-33: organization chart of the Fine Arts Department 

Source: author adapted from (T. F. Department, 2013b) 

 

Any conservation projects which are undertaken in the Fine Arts Office 7th Nan will 

be the responsibility of the Fine Arts Department (headquarters) in Bangkok and 

will be subject to their authority. Recently, the Fine Arts Office7th Nan was given 

the power to oversee the four provinces of Lampang, Phayao, Phare, and Nan. 

However, there was no increase in the number of permanent staff who work in this 

department, only 2-3 persons with the remainder being temporary staff. To deal with 

new conservation projects, the department usually hires private conservation 

companies to complete the work and advise the department. 
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The Nan Chamber of Commerce (NCCO) (private sector) 

The Nan Chamber of Commerce has been registered since June 1984. The chamber 

was founded as an initiative of a gathering of businessmen, industrialists, and 

merchants with support from the Thai government under the Act of Chamber, 1966. 

 

The Nan Chamber of Commerce was founded by the private sector and has the 

objective of encouraging business and industry to reach national standards. The 

Chamber works to protect the interests of the public in Nan, as well as encouraging 

the commercial sector at provincial, national, and international level. It aims to 

develop the local economy in collaboration with local authorities, the government, 

and neighbouring countries (Commerce, 2013).  

 

Previously, the chamber had a representative on the Nan Conservation Committee 

and has donated money for publicity for urban conservation and tourism projects. 

Noticeably, most of the members in the Chamber run businesses in the municipal 

area (the focus area of this research) so the focus of their concern in conservation is 

in this area. 

 

Provincial Administrative Organization Nan (PAON) (local government) 

The Provincial Administrative Organization is a form of local government, which 

has been in operation since the adoption of the Thesaban Organization Act of 1934. 

The act allowed the establishment of a provincial council and the election of 

provincial representatives by local citizens to consult with the provincial Governor. 

Later, there was the Provincial Council Act of 1938 which was separate from the 

Thesaban Organization Act of 1934 but a provincial council still existed and kept 

the same role to consult with the provincial Governor. Pragmatically, the provincial 

Governor never consulted with the provincial Council until the adoption of the 

Provincial Administration Act of 1955. The Act allowed the establishment of the 

Provincial Administrative Organization as both a corporation and a branch of local 

government. It has the power to operate provincial activities and other forms of 

local government activities in the provincial area, which is located outside the 

municipal area.  

 

The structure of the Provincial Administrative Organization (Act of 1955) can be 

categorized in two sections. Firstly, the administration section has a provincial 

Governor at its head and its role is to administer provincial activities, to set up and 

expend an annual budget, and to govern provincial officers. The section has a deputy 

governor as the Chief Administrator of the Provincial Administration Organization 
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and a Chief District Officer to be the head of the Sub-district. The Chief of the Sub-

district governs the officers of the Provincial Administrative Organization who work 

in that sub-district. Secondly, the Provincial Council section has a role as a legislative 

committee, which comprises provincial council members who are elected by citizens 

from each district. Each province has different numbers of provincial council 

members depending on population. The provincial council elects one of the council 

members to be President of the provincial council and one to be a Vice President to 

operate meetings. The council has a duty to enact provincial and expenditure 

legislation, monitor works of the administration section, and consult with the 

provincial Governor about local operations, so that the provincial Governor or the 

Chief of the local Governor’s office is kept informed. 

 

The Provincial Administrative Organization follows the rules on administration of 

the Provincial Act of 1955 ("The Provincial Administration Organization Act," 

1955), which is made up of the office of the Chief of Regional Government and 

comprises the provincial Governor, the Deputy Governor, the local Inspector, the 

Provincial Secretary, and the Chief District Officer or Minor District Chief Officer, 

all of whom are government officers of the Ministry of the Interior and are 

recognized as administrative chiefs at every level of the Provincial Administrative 

Organization. The Governor positions act as regional and local government 

representatives simultaneously. This complicated system comes from the central 

government, which requires central government officers to have a second role in 

consulting local people. This also serves to economize on the budget of the local 

administrative organization. The system thus makes local administrative 

organizations into something more akin to semi-regional-local governments than 

local governments. At present, the Provincial Administrative Organization adheres 

to the Act of Provincial Administrative Organization of 1997. The organization 

appears to be more like local government because of more recent  decentralization. 

In this process the organization has become both a corporation and local 

government by having the power to conduct interior activities of the provincial 

administration i.e. provincial areas including sub-district council, sub-district 

administrative organization, and municipal areas ("The Provincial Administration 

Organization Act," 1997). The Act of the Provincial Administrative Organization of 

1997was revised in 1999 and stipulates plans and procedures to decentralize local 

government (see Section 17). Significant items in the 29-item act include the 

educational management plan, the tourism promotion plan, the protection and 

disaster relief plan, and the plan for installing and monitoring sanitary systems and 

waste disposal. The power to operate is focused on a comprehensive view of a whole 
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district or province, which takes precedence over sub-district administrative 

organizations and other local government organizations. 

 

 

Figure 4-34: diagram shows the organization chart of the Provincial Administrative Organization 

Source: author 

The recent structure of the Provincial Administrative Organization can be 

categorized by the Act of 1955 into 2 sections: 

1. The administrative section has a Chief Executive, or chief administrator, who is 

elected directly by provincial citizens as per the Act of Provincial Administrative 

Organization, Book 3, 2003. This structure is modeled on that of Bangkok and its 

aim is to help the provincial administration have a strong and independent character, 

with strong administrative capabilities over the region.  
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The treasury management of the Provincial Administrative Organization gains its 

main revenue from value-added tax, car tax, local maintenance tax from tobacco 

retail stores and oil retail stores, hotel guest fees, and subsidies from the government, 

for example. To spend the revenue, it has to arrange regulations for annual 

expenditure or additional expenditure. Its regulation is similar to other types of local 

government, under the Ministry of the Interior and the provincial Governor. For 

example, a provincial Governor is responsible for annual expenditure budgets, for 

other matters of the Provincial Administrative Organization committee, such as 

human resource management at a provincial level, can dismiss incompetent 

members of the Provincial Administrative Organization council, and can dissolve 

the organization to arrange for reelections, for example (Organization, 2013). 

 

Nan Town municipality (NTM) (local government) 

The State Administration Act of 1991 Section 70 stipulates that local government 

administration be organized by ("The State Administration Act ", 1991): 

1. Provincial Administrative Organization 

2. Thesaban (municipality) 

3. Sukhaphiban (sanitation district) 

4. Other forms of local government required by law  

 

A Thesaban (municipality) is one of the local authorities required by law and has 

functions by law varying on the size, as set out in the table below: 
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Type of Thesaban Duties 

Thesaban Tambon  
(sub-district 

municipality) 
(section 50) 

 

(1) maintain order 
(2) maintain land and water thoroughfare 
(3) keep pedestrian areas clean and dispose of waste 
(4) prevent and suppress contagion 
(5) supply fire extinguishers 
(6) provide education for population 
(7) encourage the development of women, children, 

youth, elderly, and the handicapped 
(8) foster arts, norms, local wisdom and local  

traditions 
(9) other duties which are required by law to be the 

duties of thesaban 
 

Thesaban Muang (town 
municipality) 

(section 53) 
 

(1) doing activities which are mentioned in section 
50 

(2) providing clean water or water supply 
(3) providing for a slaughterhouse 
(4) providing and maintaining a place for the sick 
 (5) providing and maintaining drainage 
(6) providing and maintaining public toilets 
(7) providing and maintaining electricity or 

alternative choices of lighting 
(8) allowing the operation of pawnshops or local 

loan offices 
 

Thesaban Nakorn (city 
municipality) 

(section 56) 
 

(1) doing activities which are mentioned in section 
53 

(2) providing and maintaining mother and child 
welfare 

(3) other necessary activities related to public health 
(4) controlling hygienic condition of food stores, 

theatres, and other entertainment spots 
(5) managing residential areas and reconditioning 

run-down areas 
(6) controlling markets, docks, and parking lots 
(7) urban planning and supervising construction 
(8) tourism promotion 
(9) other alternative activities adherent to section 54 

 

 

Table 4-8: Types and duties of a Thesaban 

Source: the Thesaban act of 1953 revised version of 2000(http://www.kpi.ac.th/wiki/index.php) 

  

http://dict.longdo.com/search/slaughterhouse
http://www.kpi.ac.th/wiki/index.php/%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B3%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%88%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%99%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B5%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%A8%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A5
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A Thesaban has other functions assigned by the Act of Planning and 

Decentralization to Local Government, 1999. As for conservation and cultural 

encouragement, these form part of making plans for local development, tourism 

promotion, maintaining of local arts, tradition, wisdom, and culture as well as 

encouraging community participation in local development. 

 

Nan’s municipality is the size of a Thesaban Muang (section 53) and part of its 

function according to the law is to lead the community to participate in decision-

making processes, including those related to being a center of local conservation and 

cultural encouragement.  

 

 

Figure 4-35: diagram shows the organization chart of municipalities 

Source: author 

 

The municipality is a relatively autonomous local government, which is dependent 

on central government to a certain extent. It has duties within the framework of the 

law but it can be autonomous in other ways, such as policy development or 

determining the direction of provincial development. The mayor and local 

councilors are elected as part of this local administrative arm. 
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Nan’s local policies can be categorized into 6 aspects: 

1. The promotion of good local governance of the municipality 

2. The promotion of the  longevity policy 

3. Emphasis on tourism promotion for increased income and maintenance of 

local cultural identity as a sustainable tourism asset 

4. The promotion of education and Nan’s development as an intelligent 

community 

5. The promotion of good quality of life and social quality 

6. The development of basic structures to meet corresponding community 

needs 

Recent emphasis in the municipality has seen the promotion of tourism and 

conservation of monuments and social and cultural issues, as the main policies (N. 

M. Office, 2013). 

 

Designated areas for sustainable Tourism Administration (DASTA) (Public 

organization) 

DASTA is a public organization founded by the Thai government as one of three 

government institutions comprising government agencies, state enterprises, and 

public organizations. It was established in 2003 in accordance with a royal decree to 

establish Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism Administration (Public 

Organization) as part of the Office of the Prime Minister, independent of other 

ministries. As a public organization its goals include flexibility and promptness in 

operation as well as integration of stakeholders to work in unity and cooperation.  

 

DASTA functions to formulate policies and administrative plans in designated areas 

for sustainable tourism and coordinates with government agencies in central, local, 

and civil sectors. The aims of this collaborative approach are to develop sustainable 

designated tourist areas, which maintain a balance between economic, social, and 

environmental factors. Additionally their goals are to encourage return tourism by 

maintaining the beauty of tourism destinations, providing appropriate environments 

with fine cultural heritage and traditions as impressive tourist destinations in 

Thailand. According to the royal decree establishing DASTA in 2003 (published in 

the Royal Gazette, page 2, Issue 120, Section 49, dated the 2nd of June, 2003), the 

objectives and areas of authority of DASTA have been defined as follows: 

1)  Objectives 

    (1) Coordinating tourism administration with government agencies, state 

enterprises, local administrative organizations, or other state units with authority, 

or assigned to administer tourism at national, regional or local levels. 
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    (2) Coordinating the use of authority by government agencies, state enterprises, 

local administrative organizations, or other state units with authority and duties 

concerning the development of the economy, society and community, town 

planning, tourism environment, or law and order, in order to integrate sustainable 

tourism administration. 

    (3) Promoting and supporting environmental development and conservation for 

sustainable tourism 

    (4) Promoting the use of the potential of various agencies both in the public and 

private sectors in developing markets for tourism 

    (5) Promoting and supporting local people and communities to participate in the 

conservation and development of tourist destinations in their own communities 

    (6) Promoting and supporting local administrative organizations and local 

communities to appreciate and nurture local art, traditions, wisdom, or admirable 

cultures 

    (7) Promoting the compilation of tourism information 

    (8) Promoting the development of areas with potential in tourism, so as to 

create employment and uplift the quality of life and livelihood in the localities  

 

2) Authority 

    (1) Drawing up and presenting policies and strategic plans for the administration 

of designated areas for sustainable tourism to the Cabinet 

    (2) Setting operational plans so as to achieve the objectives of the policies and 

strategic plans 

    (3) Giving advice and suggestions, as well as joining in to solve problems or 

overcome obstacles in the administration of sustainable tourism in each designated 

area 

    (4) Following up and evaluating the results of the administration of sustainable 

tourism in each designated area 

    (5) Proposing solutions to the Cabinet or the Minister for consideration and 

decision in cases of problems or obstacles concerning the coordination of tourism 

administration in designated areas 

    (6) Applying to the Cabinet for approval or allocation of budgets for tourism 

administration and development 

    (7) Approving investment and financial plans of the organization 

    (8) Announcing designated areas with the Cabinet's endorsement and proposing 

to the Minister the appointments of consultative committees in those designated 

areas 

    (9) Supervising the operation and general administration of the organization, as 
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well as issuing rules, regulations, announcements or terms and conditions 

concerning personnel and asset management of the organization, and welfare or 

other privileges of practitioners in the organization 

    (10) Conducting any other matters of continuous necessity so as to achieve the 

objectives of the organization ((DASTA), 2013)  
 

Presently, there are seven designated areas for sustainable tourism in Thailand (May 

2013) and Nan was announced as the 6th one of these in May, 2012. Nan has a town 

development vision as a living town, which conforms to the concept of a living 

heritage site, as set out in the operational guidelines for the Implementation of World 

Heritage Conservation. The guidelines refer to historic towns, which are still 

inhabited, and headed towards development and conservation, as is Nan. The 

elements of a living heritage site appear intact in Nan and it has a conservation policy 

in accordance with living heritage conservation, which encourages conservation and 

the development of the town simultaneously. 

 

DASTA’s office is located in the conservation zone of the Nan municipality. The 

organization functions as the coordinating center for sustainable tourism in Nan. 

However, Nan’s policies on the direction of tourism development and heritage 

conservation focus around the same issues, thus making DASTA one of the centers 

of conservation coordination in Nan. Before the establishment of DASTA, the 

conservation budget and planning were rather disorganized with no clear-cut budget 

classifications, especially considering the fact that tourism and heritage conservation 

are very relevant in Nan. Recently, a model scheme for tourism promotion has been 

put forward, using some of the data from the 2003 conservation plan, as it links the 

data from different organizations and is one of the positive determinants of a 

sustainable conservation network. 

 

Hug Muang Nan, Nan private foundation (NPF) (private sector) 

Hug Muang Nan, Nan is a private foundation started in 1990 by Prakru 

Pitaknantakun, Aranyawat temple. It has led an initiative of local communities, 

NGOs, local government, and environmental authorities to revitalize the forest in 

the Nan province, vast areas of which were being deforested. Initially, the 

foundation deployed a building in Aranyawat temple as an office but later extended 

to a house in front of the temple as its permanent office. The foundation is made up 

of local people of every age and occupation from agriculturists, school teachers, and 

physicians, to local officers. They unite to exchange experience of the public sector’s 

works in self-management. The office is operated by volunteers from diverse groups 
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of people interested in heritage conservation in Nan. The Nan private foundation 

uses a co-learning process that does not dominate but rather facilitates responses to 

the actual needs of the local community. It is quite unique and has thus become the 

current prototype for local organizations in the heritage conservation of several 

living communities in Thailand (H. M. Nan, 2013). 

 

Nan Conservation Committee (NCC) (regional government) 

The committee is a cooperative effort between local government and the private 

sector. Starting as the Committee on Conservation and Development of Krung 

Rattanakosin and Old Town, it then became the Nan conservation committee in 

order to manage approaches, measures, master plans, and regulations in the 

management of Nan’s old town. According to records of the Council of Ministers 

(September 2005), the provincial Governor was the Chairman and the members 

comprised representatives from both government and private sectors. The aims of 

the committee are to develop the mechanism and integration management process 

for the old town, by working on regulations, plans, and management plans which 

encourage conservation and development of Nan’s old town by means of 

community participation. Some of the projects include landscape and town 

environment improvements, promotion of eco-tourism and a commercial 

community which acts in accordance with the ambience and lifestyle of Nan’s old 

town (Sodbhiban, 2013). The committee comprises government, local government, 

the private sector, and public organizations. However, the main actors in the 

committee are the provincial Governor as Chairman, the Deputy Governor as Vice 

Chair, and the heads of the provincial government authorities, thus making this  

committee similar to the regional government in conservation management in Nan 

province. 
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4.3.3.3 The relationship between stakeholders in Nan, Categorized by type 

of authorities 

From a holistic view, it can be seen that Nan’s stakeholders can be categorized 

according to the jurisdiction of authorities. There are 5 groups of stakeholders: 

1. State stakeholders comprise the provincial Department of Culture, Nan’s 

Office of Public Works and Town & Country Planning, Nan’s Office of the 

Treasury, Nan’s National Museum, and the Fine Arts Office 7th Nan 

2. Private stakeholders comprise Nan’s Chamber of Commerce and the Nan 

private foundation 

3. The public organization is Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism 

Administration DASTA (Nan branch) 
4. Local authorities comprise Nan’s Town municipality and Nan’s Provincial 

Administrative Organization 
5. The Regional authority is Nan Conservation Committee (members of the 

committee come from regional government staff) 
The different structure and administration of authorities (stakeholders) has been 

demonstrated in detail in the sections above. The categorization of stakeholders can 

help in assessing the diversity of expertise of each authority, which can be useful for 

analyzing cross-boundary exchanges in the stakeholder analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-36:Grouping of stakeholders 

Source: author 
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4.3.4 The performance of collaborative networks and the influential 

stakeholder  

 

Figure 4-37: The diagram shows the relationship among stakeholders in the conservation 

management of Nan. It comprises 11 mains stakeholders. 

Source: author (calculated by using UCINET 6 and Netdraw) 

Size 11  

Density 0.545 Network closure 

Centralization 55.56% 

Diversity 5 Heterogeneity 

Cross-boundary exchange 0.733 

 

Table 4-9: summary of collaborative network performance of Nan’s conservation stakeholders  

Source: author(calculated using UCINET 6 and Netdraw) 
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Figure 4-38: diagram of diversity and cross-boundary exchange of Nan’s conservation stakeholder 

groups (5 groups) 

Source: author(calculated by using UCINET 6 and Netdraw) 

The density can be calculated from the formula: l/n(n-1)/2 when l = number of links 

and n =number of actors. A maximum of 55 links (connections) can be made by the 

11 authorities. The result shows that the connection of 11 selected authorities has 

30 links. The density can be calculated using the formula as 30/55 = 0.545. It can be 

seen that the flow of communication and information across authorities in Nan is 

rather high but is still not fully effective.  

 

From grouping stakeholders of a similar background to analyze cross-boundary 

exchanges, based on the study of the state’s structure and decentralization system, 

the 11 authorities (stakeholders) relevant to Nan’s conservation practices can be 

categorized into five groups. Internal communication needs to be closely studied 

when applying the “cross-boundary exchanges” idea to analyzing the network. The 

stakeholders are grouped in five different background groups, and the results show 

that the exchanged information across authorities reaches 0.733 by calculating cross 

links from different backgrounds of five groups of stakeholders divided by the 

overall links in the network, thus 22/30 = 0.733, when 22 = links across different 

backgrounds of organizations in the network of Nan. With the maximum possible 

value being 1, the holistic view of the value of exchanging information among 

different groups of stakeholders is rather high. The value indicates a positive trend 

in relationships across authorities.  
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Where the research categorized groups of stakeholders into five groups, the state’s 

structure has only three groups. The two additional groups are public organization 

and local organizations, which play an additional role in Nan’s conservation network. 

This indicates that there is certain level of decentralization in the Nan local area. 

 

Network closure is evaluated by density and degree of centrality. It can be seen that 

the conservation network of Nan has a density value of 0.545, where the maximum 

possible density value is 1. Therefore, the actual value shows a high level of density 

in the network. The density value is used for indicating the number of 

communication links inside a network. If the value reaches 1, it means the whole 

network has the potential to connect completely. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-39: network with highest density at 1 

Source: author 

The above diagram indicates a network density of 1, where the whole network does 

connect completely, demonstrating the strength of the network’s connections. The 

advantage of high density is a network that is quite stable and difficult to collapse. If 

one connection becomes jammed, the network can communicate or exchange 

information via other channels, and benefits from the fact that new exchanges and 

new activities are constantly being created in the network. 
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Figure 4-40: diagram shows the characteristics that should be the highest density of Nan’s network 

at a density value of 1 

Source: author 

From figure 4-37 it can be seen that some authorities have rather high 

communication with other authorities, whilst some authorities are part of the 

conservation network but communicate less with other authorities, such as the 

Office of the Treasury Nan (TDN), Nan Private Foundation (NPF), and the Nan 

Chamber of Commerce (NCCO), for example. The result points out the advantages 

for any authority in having several communication channels, so that any direct break 

in communication can be made up for using alternative channels. However, the 

Office of the Treasury Nan, Nan Private Foundation, and the Nan Chamber of 

Commerce tend to stay out of the Nan conservation network as they obviously have 

fewer connections than other authorities. A community-based conservation 

approach clearly requires community participation, but two local organizations in 

the conservation network tend to participate less in the network. This issue is 

concerning as the behavior of the actual network goes hand-in-hand with a living 

heritage approach. To build better network performance, local organizations need 

to be encouraged to communicate more with other authorities in the conservation 

network in order to meet the achievement of conservation management in terms of 

community participation. 

 

Centralization of Nan’s conservation network has a value of 55.56%. In general, the 

degree of centrality is used as the main evaluation of network closure. The centrality 

score is calculated from direct connections of actors (members) with other actors in 

a network. The more connections, the higher the centrality score. Connections in an 

actor’s network can be illustrated in a star shaped formation. 
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Figure 4-41: network illustrated as a star-like shape 

Source: author 

A network that has a star-like connection demonstrates the centrality of an actor 

with whom other actors in a network connect. Apart from this connection, it  is not 

possible to connect through other channels. Activities in this network have to 

depend on the center actor to coordinate. The star-shaped structure indicates a 

centrality value of 100%. The form of this network makes evident any lopsidedness 

of information, resources, or other factors in the cross exchange network. Some 

positions in the network also show the expediency with which  information is 

exchanged. Table 4-10 presents the degree of centrality of every actor (stakeholder) 

in the conservation network in Nan. It can be seen that the Provincial department 

of culture has the highest degree of centrality. 

  Degree NrmDegree Share 

1 PDC 10.000 90.909 0.164 

8 DASTA 8.000 72.727 0.133 

2 DPT 7.000 63.636 0.117 

5 FDN 7.000 63.636 0.117 

10 NCC 6.000 54.545 0.100 

11 PAON 5.000 45.455 0.083 

7 NTM 4.000 36.364 0.067 

4 NNM 4.000 36.364 0.067 

9 NPF 3.000 27.273 0.050 

3 TDN 3.000 27.273 0.050 

6 NCCO 3.000 27.273 0.050 
 

Table 4-10: degree of centrality calculated by UCINET 6, showing overall degree of centrality in 

the conservation network in Nan 

Source: author 

Looking at the overall picture of Nan’s conservation network, the provincial 

Department of Culture has a position in the center of the network by receiving 

information from every stakeholder in the network. This figure shows the high 

centrality value of some stakeholders in the network, which can make the overall 

picture of the conservation network in Nan have a slightly high centralization value. 
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The Conclusion of Nan’s conservation network performance  

The evaluation comes from four variables: density, centrality, diversity, and cross-

boundary exchange. It can be summarized in the matrix below: 

 

Figure 4-42: network performance of stakeholder’s in the Nan conservation network  

Source: adapted from Carlasson and Sandstrom, 2008 

The network closure score is evaluated by using density and centralization. For the 

Nan conservation network this score is slightly high. There are also high scores for 

heterogeneity of the network, which are evaluated using diversity and cross-

boundary exchange, which are also high. The high heterogeneity score shows high 

diversity of information in the network.   

 

Applying the relationship between network structure and qualities in the 

collaborative system, the Nan conservation network’s performance is good. The 

level of network diversity is high, enabling actors to access a variety of information. 

In addition, the high level of network closure can develop the decision-making 

process between a variety of actors in the network. The system can help to decrease 

conflicts in decision-making processes. 

 

Noticeably, network closure scores, as defined by Janssen et al in their research 

(Janssen, 2006), are better when a network starts with high centrality, which  creates 

in this type of network, access to various 

resources (e.g. knowledge) is improved. 

However, high transaction costs and 

difficulties in making priortities and managing 

conflicts between different interests hamper 

the policy process.

High levels of heterogeneity promote access 

to diversified knowledge. At the same time, 

high levels of closure improves the internal 

decision-making process by lowering 

transaction costs and fostering effective 

conflict resolution mechanisms.

This kind of network structure hampers the 

governance process by obstructing the 

prospect of dealing with collective action 

problems in an efficient manner. It is also less 

likely to access knowledge and new ideas 

promoting innovative solutions to the problems 

faced.

The ability to make decisions and solve 

conflicts at low transaction costs is possible 

within this network. However, the process of 

knowledge mobilisation is likely insufficient, 

which affects the ablity to find innovative 

solutions.
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convenience of coordination because there are fewer main actors and thus fewer 

conflicts between equal actors. In the long run, however, Crona et al (Bodin, Crona, 

& Ernstson, 2006), point out that a network with high centrality has negative effects 

for long term planning and problem-solving in the network. The centrality of the 

network has an effect on conservation management planning, as the position of any 

actor in the network affects data circulation, movement of resources, and 

information exchanged within the network. The position has advantages for the 

central actor but decreases the role of other actors in the network. Therefore, if the 

network is to be sustainable in the long run, the network structure would be best to 

reduce its centralization factor. 

 

The Nan conservation network has rather high centralization and density values. 

The network tends to have a positive performance in the beginning stages as 

explained by Janssen et al. However, to increase long-term sustainability it needs to 

reduce its centrality score by reducing the role of government sector organizations 

such as the Provincial Department of Culture, the Designated Areas for Sustainable 

Tourism Administration, the Office of Public Works and Town & Country 

Planning, Nan, and the Fine Arts Office 7th and encouraging private sectors to join 

and play a larger role in the conservation network. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

Heritage conservation in Thailand has been a long-term element of the history of 

Thailand. Society, culture, tradition, religion, and politics have all had an impact on  

conservation practices. Thailand began a process of unification of the country in the 

era of King Rama V, at the end of the 19thcentury, developing the objective of 

creating clear-cut borders, as it was under pressure from western colonial powers in 

Southeast Asia at that time. Unification enabled the creation of the modern, 

centralized system of government with its center of power in Bangkok, the capital 

of Siam. By means of negotiation, Siam successfully united the country but, in 

exchange, lost almost forty percent of its territory to France and accepted various 

changes to Siamese society, such as government systems, western culture, and 

modern education systems.  

 

The study of conservation development in Thailand in Chapter 3 demonstrated that 

the country before the unification had traditional conservation practices, which were 

not concerned about authenticity value or integrity value. When the influence of the 

west arrived in the colonial period, however, authenticity and integrity values became 

the main factors applied by government conservation authorities in the new 

conservation approach in Thailand. This approach later came to be known as the 

so-called conventional approach.  

 

In 1911 the main conservation authority, the Fine Arts Department,  was founded 

and became the sole government conservation authority, which has overseen and 

registered all of the heritage buildings of Thailand. The authority has its headquarters 

in Bangkok and has 15 branches located in the provinces. Since the founding of the 

Fine Arts Department, the conservation practice of Thailand has become based on 

the centralized system, which depends on command from headquarters in Bangkok, 

and on the conventional approach as the main approach for conserving the heritage 

buildings of Thailand, since it is the international standard conservation practice. 

This systematic centralized network has lower operational costs, as it does not 

require a participation process.  

 

This research focuses on Nan in Thailand as a case study of two aspects of living 

heritage: the conservation and development aspects of the town. The conservation 

aspect of the town demonstrates the attempt by local communities and local 

authorities to try to self-manage conservation in their town, despite occasional 

conflict with the Fine Arts Department. From 1997, however, changes to the 

constitution regarding decentralization to local government and community, enabled 
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community to come together, under the law, to manage conservation, thus forcing 

authorities to accept local stakeholder input as a lawful part of the town’s 

conservation practices. This change has driven the direction of conservation practice 

in Nan, where the focus is not only on the degree of authenticity and integrity value 

of heritage buildings but where more attention is also paid to local development. 

The aim of this research has been to develop this information with its own focus on 

changes to the conservation and development dimensions in order to demonstrate 

attributes of living heritage in Nan, Thailand.  

 

One noticeable issue for this town is that Nan is not a full-scale conservation project 

on international standards. For this reason, Nan has flexibility in its land use. In 

some business areas, the conservation environment has changed to become a regular 

business district like other major cities in Thailand. In Nan this can lead to a loss of 

identity or of the value identity of the site and for this reason some areas of the town 

have altered when it comes to physical heritage. In addition, the stakeholders of main 

influence in conservation practice and planning in Nan are the state authorities, the 

local organizations, and the local communities. However, in practice, most of the 

processes stay in the hands of state authorities, as the involvement of the local 

communities generally cease at the stage of presenting the idea11.  

 

Annual municipal statistics in Nan show a balance of revenue and expenditure, with 

no surplus for use in conservation (Charoenmuang, 2004, p. 248). Compared with 

cities where UNESCO is engaged in full-scale conservation, such as Luang Prabang 

in Lao PDR, Nan will not have the same quality of conservation of its physical 

aspects, as it has a limited budget in comparison. Nan, however, has a point of 

difference, and that is a high level of community participation, which drives its social 

dynamic resulting in more resilience with social change and greater maintenance of 

local cultural traditions as part of its heritage, from the past to the present. 

                                           
11 Conservation practices such as landscape improvement in front of Nan’s town wall are executed 

by communities and the private sector but for the execution of plans for the major physical aspects, 

such as infrastructure improvements, logistical improvements, or public works, these remain 

predominantly the responsibility of government authorities. 
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Morning market in Nan around 1980 

Source: (Nantouring, 2010)  

Morning market in Nan in 2011 

Source: (Manikul, 2011) 

 

 

Boat racing in Nan in 1982 

Source: (Admin, 2011) 

Boat racing in Nan in 2011 

Source: (Phaisan, 2011) 

 

Table 4-11: Examples of changes in physical heritage showing the continuation of traditional 

activities  

Source: above 

The town’s development is also affected by another factor, that of the quality of the 

population. The rate of change of the population in Nan is rather low (less than one 

percent). This demonstrates that the town has developed a positive trend of passing 

down social traditions and culture from generation to generation, as a result of local 

people’s continued inhabitation of the same society and long-term practice of old 

traditions. A sense of belonging is developed, which helps the people treasure their 

community, whilst also making strong connections with heritage buildings and thus 

community identity. However, regarding conservation, the government 

conservation authority (the Fine Arts Department) has had to face its own lack of 

human resources owing to the lack of budget and to be confronted with a 

discontinuity in knowledge regarding conservation practices in its own area of 

responsibility. The staff has not been able to develop the level of knowledge from 

generation to generation that local people have. Therefore, as seen in this 
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comprehensive study, to allow the government authority to remain in charge of 

conservation practice as in the past is not appropriate as local people seem to have 

developed a stronger sense of conservation and a better developed understanding of 

knowledge of their local heritage than government authorities.  

 

The urban development plan of Nan’s old town has not undergone a continuous 

process of study, thus meaning that the comprehensive plan is not in accord with 

the actual changes in the town. One of the plan’s objectives was to enable a 

compromise between the conservation and development dimensions, something 

which is also in accordance with this research in regard to sustainable living heritage. 

However, due to the slow process of announcing the plan, the issued plan does not 

concur with the actual development situation of the town. Some of the physical 

heritage in the business area has already changed with the construction of  modern 

buildings, thus significantly affecting the comprehensive conservation plan.  

 

However, trends in conservation policies and management in the living heritage site 

come from the collaborative decision-making processes of the town stakeholders. 

With this collaborative network comprising authorities from the government sector, 

the local authorities, and local community groups, the network controls and sets the 

policies and management of the town’s comprehensive plan. This research relies on 

the idea that the patterns of the basic structure of the collaborative network affect 

the efficiency and sustainability of the collaborative process. The network also 

impacts on the decision-making process owing to influential actors (stakeholders) 

leading policy making of the whole network. The methods involved in this process 

can be analyzed by means of two main indicators: network closure and network 

heterogeneity. 

 

In the beginning of the research, the framework was based on the hypothesis that 

Nan has a high level of community participation, a factor which caused the creation 

of the bottom-up approach in the collaborative process. Conversely, the results of 

the social network analysis (from UCINET 6) indicate that Nan is characterized by 

top-down intervention in the collaborative process. The Provincial Department of 

Culture (PDC) is the most influential actor in the collaborative network of Nan and 

has as its objective cooperation between the related organizations in religious, 

artistic, and cultural activities. The second most influential actor, the government 

tourism authority, the Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism Administration 
(DASTA), has as its objective the promotion of sustainable cultural tourism in Nan. 

Both influential actors in the network produce a town management trend focusing 
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on conservation of cultural heritage and sustainable cultural tourism. However, the 

actual authority, which oversees conservation management, the Fine Arts 

Department with its conventional conservation approach, is ranked fourth in 

influence.  

 

In summary, some indicators reveal positive development dimensions in Nan, such 

as a positive level of environmental quality and a diversity of economy. However, 

the average income of local people is below average indicating that overall economic 

opportunity in Nan remains at a mediocre level. The education level and proportion 

of people per physician are both somewhat low but still meet the acceptable levels. 

Conservation in Nan is still practiced through top-down intervention, whereas 

comprehensive policy-making now needs to be a collaborative process, which 

focuses on conservation alongside cultural tourism. 
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5 Pai, an example of local community-led influence  
 

 

5.1 ViengTai, Pai District, Maehongson Province, Thailand, an 

example of the community-led approach  
Considering the idea of a living heritage approach, which allows a local community, 

regarded as “long term custodians” of living heritage sites, to lead policy-making in 

the participation process, leads to the question of the shape a living heritage site will 

take, when the community-led approach is applied.  

 

Vieng Tai, Pai District in Thailand is a clear example of decision-making by the local 

community. The character of Pai as a town is different to Nan and Luang Prabang. 

Where Pai is a natural attraction, Nan and Luang Prabang are cultural heritage sites. 

This town is a prime example of the community-led approach developed from the 

pressure of tourist development in Thailand 

 

ViengTai, Pai district is one of the most popular tourist attractions in Thailand. Its 

recent recognition and popularity with tourists has caused dramatic changes to the 

physical and social urban dimensions of the town.  

 
Figure 5-1: Vieng Tai, Pai district in Thailand 

Source: http://goo.gl/K5ixSh accessed on 27/11/2013 
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Pai is a small district located in the Northern part of Maehongson province of which 

Viengtai is a sub-district and attracts many tourists. This area has been developing 

gradually since the 1940s, during World War II in fact, when the Japanese built the 

road to Maehongson by cutting through the Pai district (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 155). 

Maehongson province is a remote area surrounded by mountains, making access to 

the province difficult. The building of the roads opened up transportation to and 

from other towns, also leading to growth in tourism in Maehongson. Maehongson 

underwent further change when regional branches of the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand and private tourism sectors from the Central region of Thailand began to 

promote domestic tourism in the 1980s. Maehongson, which is rich in natural 

resources and prominent architectural heritage, was impacted by the influx of 

tourists to the town (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 155). 

 

In 1987, the Thai government officially announced the promotion of tourism in 

Maehongson, starting with an implementation plan as part of the 6th economic and 

social development plan (1987-1991). In the same year, they announced a tourist 

campaign, a Visit Thailand Year, which was promoted inside and outside Thailand. 

Since then Maehongson has also been promoted as a major tourism destination. 

Consequently, road number 1095 was built to link Chiang Mai (the main province 

of the Northern region of Thailand) with Maehongson. Flight numbers from Chiang 

Mai to Maehongson were also increased, making the small town into a main tourist 

hub with a large increase in tourist numbers (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 156). The 

number of new guesthouses and hotels built hardly cope with the influx of tourists. 

Thai and foreign tourists not only visit Maehongson’s town center but also the 

Viengtai sub-district in Pai, which is rich in natural resources and a traditional rural 

social structure. The majority of tourist groups in this town were foreign backpackers 

as opposed to the tourists visiting Maehongson’s town center who were high-end 

tourists. Foreign backpackers often came from word of mouth recommendations 

and the Lonely Planet guidebook in the 1980s (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 159) making 

Pai a starting point for the tourist boom in this area. 

 

1997 was a year of considerable development for Pai when a group which called 

themselves the “artist” or “creative” group moved from Bangkok to run tourist 

related businesses in Pai. Urban and local culture were combined and a new industry 

emerged with previously non-existent types of businesses in Pai, such as postcard 

shops, coffee shops, and photo shops. Local identity was highlighted by these 

groups, who captured the local atmosphere with their own products to sell to 

tourists. These new business models helped to open Pai up for a wider range of 

tourism than the previous backpacker tourism of pre 1997. It was then promoted in 

Thai tourist magazines, and other media, such as radio and television, portraying an 

image of a tranquil town located in an area rich in natural resources, with a traditional 
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rural social structure and generous local people (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 159). These 

advertisements have helped Pai to become the new tourism destination for Thai 

people as well.  

 

Pai has changed constantly in terms of physical and social structure. These  changes 

started in 1997, at the same time the government introduced changes to Thai political 

structure from centralization to decentralization. The new constitution in 1997 

emphasized the decentralization of power from the capital to local authorities, 

elected by local people, and has brought changes to the civil service structure to give 

more power to local authorities. The Tambon (Sub-district) Administration 

Organization was created as well as encouragement for local communities to 

participate in local policy-making.  

 

Two years after the new constitution, the Thai Government enacted the Power 

Decentralization Act of 1999, which has changed the political landscape of Thailand. 

This Act established a dual system of state and local administration. In the 

centralized system, before 1997, the state administration was under the chain of 

command system in which local authorities were subordinate to the Minister of the 

Interior in Bangkok (the central power of Thailand). The villages were managed by 

being divided into Tambon (Sub-districts), which comprised ten small villages. The 

head of the Tambon is the Kamnan. The head of each small village is under control 

of the Kamnan. The Kamnan works as a representative of the smallest local unit 

(village). The higher levels of administration above Kamnan (Amphur (District) and 

Province) have officers sent directly from the central authority to oversee the 

Amphurs and Provinces without a local election process (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 

163). 

 

According to the Act of 1999, government authorities started the process of 

decentralizing power to the local administration. Consequently, the Pai municipal 

area has elections for both municipal council members and mayor. Each Tambon 

can also vote for their own representatives to administrate their own sub-district. 

This administrative system was issued under the constitution of 1997 and the Act 

1999 and is called a Tambon Administrative Organization (TAO). In Pai, There are 

seven Tambons (Sub-districts) (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 164). Each of the Tambons 

can elect Tambon council members, have their own employees, as well as elect their 

own Chief TAO Executive. Thus, the Pai Municipality is overseen by both central 

authorities from the government as well as by two local authorities: the municipality 

and the Tambon Administrative Organization. 

 

The main reason the artistic or creative groups from Bangkok moved to Pai was the 

economic crisis in Thailand in 1997, when many companies in Bangkok were shut 
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down. Consequently, with high levels of unemployment some younger people took 

the initiative to seek out opportunities in Pai. Most of these young people worked in 

advertising or the arts. One of the reasons they remained in Pai was their discovery 

of what they saw as integrity and purity in the natural environment. They provided 

a new image for Pai as a remote rural town surrounded by rural ambience. In the 

meantime, the town itself has adopted a more urban flavor in the form of coffee 

shops, postcard shops, and local art shops, most of which were rented or bought 

from local people and run by this new group of people.  The success of these new 

activities spread by word of mouth so that new investors have seen the opportunity 

in Pai and come to run small businesses such as food stalls, souvenir shops, and 

second-hand bookshops (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 170). The younger generation, who 

wanted to experience the romantic ideal of a town in the midst of nature, has 

developed this ideal.  

 

Meanwhile, investor groups from Chiang Mai, the main commercial centre in the 

northern region, came to survey Pai and bought waterfront land. According to local 

people the land is considered wasteland due to its frequent flooding. However, for 

tourism purposes, the stunning views from this land suited the building of hotels 

and restaurants. Consequently, there has been a dramatic rise in the price of these 

lands. Local people have also realized that the local landscape has economic value, 

with former wasteland turning into high value property. The tourist boom in Pai 

since 2001 has seen the new local young generation concentrate on generating 

money from tourism whilst neglecting the issue of conserving local heritage 

(Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 171). An example of the changing attitudes of some the local 

young people is the demolition of their traditional local wooden houses and 

construction of concrete row houses to rent out to outsiders or investors as the latter 

attract much higher rents.  

 

This change has resulted in a degradation of the cultural landscape of Pai from its  

past image of villages in the midst of nature. In addition it directly affects tourism in 

Pai. This issue has put the investors, who contributed to the promotion of tourism 

in Pai since 1997, in conflict with the local younger generation, who have played a 

part in changing the cultural landscape. The protest has centred around the issue of 

the conservation of the wooden houses in order to keep Pai’s identity, and thus 

maintain the tourism business. Nevertheless, new concrete row houses have 

continued to be built constantly to supersede the local wooden houses.   

 

Whilst the local younger generation in Pai ignore the issue of local heritage 

conservation, outside investors have turned their focus more to the conservation 

issue and are trying to stop change occurring. Their attempts, in 2001, however, did 

not succeed owing to several changes occurring in Thailand. In 2001, Thailand had 
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a new prime minister, Taksin Shinawatra (2001-2005), who presented several policies 

to stimulate Thailand’s economy. One of those policies was the stimulation of local 

economies including a model to build up small businesses or SMEs (small and 

medium, enterprises), which allowed small businesses to obtain loans more easily. 

As a result, there was an expansion of small businesses in Pai, to respond to tourism.  

 

Other factors for change include the promotion of Pai in the Visit Thailand 

campaign managed by the Thailand Tourism Organization, which promotes 

domestic tourism for Thai people. In 2004, there was the Tsunami in the Indian 

Ocean, which directly affected tourism in the south of Thailand. Some investors 

from the south moved to run tourism businesses in Pai, which was already booming, 

at the same time. In addition, some big investors from the central region came to 

build a five star hotel in Pai at that time (Lortanavanit, 2009, p. 172). The factors 

above indicate the flow of enormous amounts of money into the tourist industry in 

Pai from 2001 to 2004, making resistance very difficult, especially in view of the 

preference of the young generation of local people for tourist development over 

local heritage conservation.  

 

The issue of decentralization to local authorities also created in Pai a counterbalance 

of the three above-mentioned authorities (one central authority and two local 

authorities). However, the Thailand Tourism Organization promoted Maehongson, 

leaving Pai out of the tourism promotion plan initially. Pai, as a result, lacked a long-

term plan for the town’s expansion. This was compounded by the fact that the two 

local authorities, the locally elected municipality and the TAO, also agreed with the 

local young generation’s emphasis on tourist development as opposed to local 

heritage conservation. These perspectives have resulted in present day Pai being 

faced with a changed urban physical environment.  

 

In the short term, Pai may develop urban activities to support the full range of tourist 

businesses. In order to reduce the local conflict, it is preferable to provide an 

opportunity for local communities and/or local representatives to be a part of the 

decision-making process, rather than allow the state alone to lead and make decisions 

regarding town activities and future planning directions. However, decisions to date 

have tended to focus on the needs of the local people, which have changed physical 

aspects of Pai for the worse instead of improving the situation. In contrast, if the 

central government were to be in control as before the 1997 constitution, Pai would 

probably revert to being a fairly undeveloped rural town in a remote area. The living 

standards of people in Pai would stay below urban standards. Even though 

government authority might assist in conserving the physical local heritage of Pai, it 

is would not be sustainable as it would cause conflict with the local people, who have 

their own needs which government policies cannot fulfill. 
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Figure 5-2: the conservation direction in response to the needs of tourists1 

Source: author 

 

The above diagram shows patterns of decision-making when the local people act as 

tourist agents. Local people in this model participate in the collaboration process 

and gain influence in the collaborative network but in the bargaining process they 

don’t act for their own needs but for tourist’s needs instead. Therefore, for this 

research project, this kind of model cannot create a sustainable model for a heritage 

site. Even though the town can succeed in encouraging the local people to join in 

and lead policy-making in their own community, the town still has to face with the 

problem of losing their own heritage.  

                                                           
1 From above diagram, tourists play as indirect actors who are involved in the decision-making 
process by influencing local residents. Tourism is one of the main income sources that can 
strengthen socio-economic security and is directly related to physical aspects of living heritage 
sites. Therefore, the conservation of physical aspects is one of the methods that can attract tourists 
to visit the sites and increase socio-economic security for the area. In the meantime, if the sites are 
not increased in number, the diversity of income sources and times of economic depression will 
affect tourism, and the decision-making process will be forced onto local-residents, who already 
rely on the needs of tourists. When the process develops to the stage of decision-making, local 
residents will act as tourist agents. This is not an appropriate conservation method and the sites 
cannot respond to the actual needs of the long-term custodians. Thus, the additional indicator in 
the social dynamic framework is the diversity of income sources, which can make local residents 
economically self-sufficient, where tourism is only one of such sources of income. If local residents 
act as tourist agents, tourists as short-term users, who have no long-term experience in 
conservation practice, will have an unwarranted influence on conservation planning. Conservation 
development in living heritage sites will respond only to the tourist business and sites of all kinds 
will face problems. The site has a chance to become an ‘open museum or a modern city’ depending 
on the policy direction and the imbalance in living heritage attributes. 
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5.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the research found that in the collaborative process, the 

encouragement of local community participation is a means of helping reduce 

conflict between the conservation experts and the community. It is the method, 

which can respond effectively to the true needs of local communities and assist to 

drive social mechanisms in the appropriate direction. However, to be sustainable in 

a living heritage site, the role of stakeholders who join in the collaborative process 

should be equal. Also, the heterogeneity of stakeholders who join in should be high 

in order to gain more information and sources to solve more complex problems. If 

the local community were left alone to lead the decision-making, the same problem 

as happened in Pai in Thailand might be encountered because of the lack of a 

negotiation process with other stakeholders who also take part in the collaborative 

process. The lead of the local community will respond only to the main interests of 

the local community but may indeed neglect the needs of others who are also 

custodians of a heritage site. 

 

Therefore, Pai can be used for as an example for explaining two critical points of 

this research. Firstly, the focus on the development dimension might cause 

deterioration in the physical heritage of a given town, in this case, Pai. Secondly, the 

local community leading the collaborative process might not be the answer for 

sustaining a town’s living heritage attributes. 
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6 Luang Prabang, the living heritage site under pressure of 

being World Heritage 

 

 

6.1 Luang Prabang, World Heritage Site 
Luang Prabang old town is the capital of Luang Prabang province in Lao 

PDR. The town is closely related to Nan in Thailand (the main case study) in 

terms of the setting and both towns share some common historical 

background together. Luang Prabang old town was built on a small peninsula 

at the confluence of the Mekong and Khan Rivers. The town is located in a 

majestic and scenic position against the backdrop of forested mountains. This 

is similar to Nan, which is located in a remote valley of the Nan River, 

surrounded by mountains. The two towns flourished on the basis of their 

natural resources and both have unique heritage buildings. In 1995, Luang 

Prabang was inscribed on the World Heritage list and has been a World 

Heritage town since then. Nan is also one of the old cities of Thailand. Many 

monuments and historic buildings in this town are listed on the National 

Heritage List of Thailand. Both of them are living heritage sites in the 

definition of this research. 

 

The focus of this chapter is on the matter of balance between development 

and conservation in Luang Prabang after several years of having been listed 

as World Heritage. The research also makes a thorough study of the 

conservation organizations, including collaborative relationships between 

them, referred to in this research as collaborative networks. 

6.1.1 Brief history of Luang Prabang 

The impact document, which was published by UNESCO, Bangkok in 2004, 

notes the significant events in the brief history of Luang prabang as follows:  
Precise information about Laotian history dates from the fourteenth century, 

when King Fa Ngum conquered and united the regions of today’s Xieng 

Khouang, Khorat Plateau (in northeastern Thailand) and Luang Prabang to 

establish the Lane Xang Kingdom, or the ‘Land of One Million Elephants’. 

King Fa Ngum adopted Theravada Buddhism and accepted the golden Prabang 

statue – an image of the Buddha – as a gift from the Khmer Kingdom to the 

south. Luang Prabang, which derives its name from this sacred Buddha image, 

became the capital city of the Lane Xang Kingdom. In the sixteenth century, 

under the rule of King Setthathirat, the capital moved to Vientiane because 
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Luang Prabang was considered vulnerable to attack by the Burmese. In spite of 

the move, Luang Prabang remained the kingdom’s religious and spiritual centre. 

The city’s dozens of temples, filled with hundreds of sacred Buddha images, 

continued to thrive. The first European travellers arrived in Lane Xang 

Kingdom during the reign of King Sourigna Vongsa (1638-1695). After the 

death of the king, the land was divided into three separate kingdoms: Luang 

Prabang in the north, Vientiane in the centre and Champasak in the south. In 

1752, Luang Prabang sided with Siam as they anticipated a Burmese invasion. 

However, Luang Prabang was captured shortly after the Burmese sacked 

Ayutthaya. In 1778, Siam supplanted Burmese rule in Luang Prabang and 

controlled the city until the late nineteenth century. In 1887, the city was sacked 

by Haw Chinese bandits, called the Black Flags, and many sacred Buddha 

images, temples and historical documents were destroyed.  After this loss, Luang 

Prabang continued to hold special importance locally, remaining the home of its 

own royal family. And in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries Luang 

Prabang emerged as an important place for artistic training. It was during this 

period that King Sisavang Vong (1904-1959) undertook numerous 

preservation, restoration and beautification projects in the city. The late-

nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries saw the expansion and development of 

the French colonial territories in Indochina. The French established a presence 

in Luang Prabang with the signing of the Franco-Siamese treaty of 1893, which 

transferred a vast and varied region to French administration. From 1893 to 

1907 a series of Siamese-French treaties were negotiated that resulted in the 

Siamese relinquishing control over the land lying east of the Mekong River. It 

was around this time that the French united the Lao principalities under colonial 

rule and the present boundaries of Lao PDR were created through joint 

commissions with China, Great Britain (for the 7 introduction to Luang 

Prabang, Lao-Burmese border) and Siam (now Thailand). To the French, Laos 

was more important as a buffer state than anything else. It never provided the 

economic riches of Viet Nam and French physical presence was minimal. In 

1940, only 600 French citizens lived in the country. In 1941 the Japanese 

occupied Indochina and at this time Thailand reoccupied parts of Laos that it 

felt had been unfairly taken from them during Franco-Siamese negotiations in 
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1904. In April 1945 King Sisavang Vong declared independence but when the 

French returned to Laos the protectorate was reinstated. During this period the 

Lao Issara (Free Lao) movement grew in popularity and strived to uphold the 

April 1945 declaration of independence. In 1946 the movement split into three 

factions: one faction supporting full independence on their own terms, another 

supporting independence through negotiation with the French, and the third 

allying itself to Ho Chi Minh’s movement in Viet Nam.  

Laos eventually received full sovereignty in 1953. By then the Lao Issara faction 

that supported Ho Chi Minh had gained prominence and became known as the 

Pathet Lao (Land of the Lao). By this time Kaysone Phomvihane, who was to 

become Secretary-General of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party and the first 

Prime Minister of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) had 

emerged as an important figure. From 1953 until 1975, when Lao PDR was 

formed, the history of the country was one of constant struggle and shifting 

alliances. Domestic politics were shaped by global geo-political forces as the war 

in Viet Nam secretly spilled over into Laos. On 23 August 1975, the Lao 

People’s Revolutionary Party was declared the ruling party of the new Lao 

People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). Vientiane came under the control of 

Lao PDR on 2 December 1975. Upon the formation of the new government, 

Sisavang Vatthana (the son of the late King Sisavang Vong), who was still 

residing in Luang Prabang at the time, relinquished the throne (UNESCO, 

2004, p. 6).  
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6.1.2 Luang Prabang in present day 

The town of Luang Prabang is an agglomeration of villages, each a separate 

administrative area, with the combined populations of these villages totaling 

around 46,000 (Shinobu YAMAGUCHI, 2009). Luang Prabang Province, of 

which the capital is the town of Luang Prabang, has a population estimated at 

around 400,000 (UNESCO, 2004, p. 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1: Luang Prabang, past (above) and present (below) 

Source: (Ackhavong, 2008, p. 72), author, taken in May 2013 

 

The town is located in a remote location allowing the town to remain 

protected from external forces such as globalization and thus able to keep the 

integrity of its heritage intact. Nowadays, Luang Prabang has become one of 

the only remaining historically authentic places in Asia (UNESCO, 2004, p. 

8). 
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6.1.3 The development of Luang Prabang becoming a World 

Heritage Town 

The idea of conserving Luang Prabang started from the coordinated effort of 

several internal and external conservation organizations in Lao PDR. An 

extraordinary meeting of UNESCO in Mexico in 1981 was the first meeting 

concerned with the conservation of Luang Prabang town. In this meeting, 

Lao representatives agreed with the benefits of revitalizing Lao culture as 

advantageous to the development of Lao social values and of the country 

itself. Therefore, the idea was presented to the Lao authorities, resulting in 

the government instigating a cultural decade for the development of Lao 

culture as part of its national development. (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 116). 

Furthermore, Lao PDR joined as a member of UNESCO on the 20th of 

March, 1987 and the Lao government requested experts from UNESCO to 

guide the conditions to be listed in the World Heritage list as well as making 

an inventory of monuments in Laung Prabang town. From the preliminary 

information gathered from the survey after 1987, the Lao government 

proposed Luang Prabang old town in Luang Prabang province as an area with 

a high potential of becoming a World Heritage Site. There was a hurry to 

inscribe Luang Prabang old town as a World Heritage Site owing to the town 

being in the process of modern economic development, with heritage 

architecture in the town being demolished in response to the growth of the 

tourism industry (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 117). Therefore, in 1988, the Lao 

government presented the Master plan of Luang Prabang town to UNESCO. 

However, the plan was rejected since the master plan was lacking a 

participatory process to include the local people. In the following year, the 

Lao government and UNESCO cooperated to prepare the Master Plan of 

Luang Prabang old town. The plan was therefore a coordinated effort of Lao 

officers and foreign experts. A survey was conducted to gather information 

on the architectural condition of both religious and secular buildings, 

wetlands, and the natural environment. These were brought to the 1993 

meeting between the Lao central government, local government, the 

provincial governor, local people, monks, and foreigners in Luang Prabang. 

This meeting of around 100 people provided a common understanding for 

the Master Plan of Luang Prabang old town. The draft was finished by the 

end of 1994 and submitted to UNESCO in the same year. On the 1st of 

December, 1995, UNESCO announced Luang Prabang old town to be a 

World Heritage Site and in February 1998, Lao government officials 
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announced Luang Prabang Old town to be a World Heritage Town 

(Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 118). 

Table 6-1: heritage preservation practices in Luang Prabang since 1987  

Source: adapted from Impact, p. 41
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While reviewing the documents during the Luang Prabang old town nomination 

process, the committee found that the authenticity level of religious buildings was 

higher than that of secular buildings. The World Heritage committee also found that 

the holistic view of the town landscape and urban fabric was still at a very good level 

of authenticity. Furthermore, the town demonstrated integration of diverse 

communities i.e. rural and urban, royal family and religious, sacred and secular, which 

form part of the geographical definition that the World Heritage Committee used 

for listing the town as a World Heritage site. The old town of Luang Prabang was 

inscribed onto The UNESCO World Heritage List in 1995. The town was noted to 

be exceptional, a successful fusion of the traditional architectural and urban 

structures and those of the European colonial rulers of the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Its unique townscape is remarkably well preserved, illustrating a key stage in the 

blending of two distinct cultural traditions. The protection area under The World 

Heritage Convention covers a broad area, not only the historical town area, but also 

the banks of the Mekong and Khan rivers on the other side of the peninsula 

(UNESCO, 2004, p. 42).  

 

6.2 The methodology 
The methodology of this research aims to study the living heritage attributes of Nan, 

a living heritage site in Thailand. In Chapter 4, the research investigated the living 

heritage attributes and trends in the living heritage attributes of Nan by basing it on 

the methodology in Chapter 2 of this research. However, there is the question of 

whether Nan can keep its living heritage attributes when it becomes a World 

Heritage site, under systematic conservation and international standards. Is there any 

impact on living heritage attributes, which need a balance of conservation and 

development to allow for some changes to heritage buildings? To answer this type 

of question, this chapter applies Luang Prabang, Lao PDR as the case study to 

understand the circumstances of being a living heritage site under the pressure of 

being a World Heritage Site.  

 

The methodology for the case study in Luang Prabang in Lao PDR is the same 

method for Nan. The research accumulated data from extrinsic data, which aims to 

study the comprehensive balance of the conservation and development dimensions 

(living heritage attributes), and intrinsic data, which aims to study the trend of living 

heritage attributes in the collaboration process. 
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6.2.1 Extrinsic data in conservation dimension 

 

6.2.1.1 Physical condition 

Luang Prabang old town presently is a World Heritage Town. To consider the 

physical aspects of the town, the research investigates not only the physical layout 

and the physical quality of heritage buildings, but also the town environment. 

A Master Plan for Heritage Preservation 

In 1996, Lao PDR’s cabinet approved the master plan for Luang Prabang old town. 

The plan was prepared in 1994 by the Institute of Technical Studies and Town 

Planning which is part of The Ministry of Communication, Transport, Post and 

Construction (UNESCO, 2004, p. 42).  The area of the plan covers 5 hectares (0.5 

square kilometers) of the town. The town can be separated into conservation and 

non-conservation zones. The master plan was developed by local authorities to 

create a framework for heritage preservation and development control. The first part 

of the plan is for the area defined as the center of the conservation zone, 1.4 hectares 

(0.14 square kilometers), and includes the historic peninsula of the town. This area 

includes several Buddhist temples, administration buildings influenced by French 

architecture, Chinese row houses, and traditional wooden houses. The banks of the 

Mekong and Khan River across from the peninsula are protected under the 

regulations of this plan as well (UNESCO, 2004, p. 42).  

 

Map 6-1: conservation zone, categorized by town’s land use 

Source: retrieved from presentation documents of director of la Maison du Patrimoine, Luang 

prabang (10 January 2013) 
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The outcome of heritage regulations helps to decrease the demolition of historic 

buildings. The interior and exterior of renovated historic structures are strictly 

controlled according to previous architectural styles and include the façade, roof 

forms, materials, plastering techniques, and colors. Visual obstructions and signs are 

not allowed. Electric wire, telephone wire, and pipelines have to be hidden and 

concealed. The areas, which are not conserved have more flexibility in land use and 

development. Those areas are divided into suburban areas, riverbank settlements, 

economic zones, agricultural and natural zones, and expansion areas (UNESCO, 

2004, p. 43).  

 

Built Heritage 

The heritage value of Luang Prabang is derived from its rich architectural 

endowment: the individual buildings, their elaborate embellishments and their urban 

assemblage.  The vernacular and colonial architectural influences can be traced both 

in monumental and secular structures (UNESCO, 2004, p. 23).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 6-2: layout plan of Luang Prabang old town 

Source: (Patrimoine, 2001) 

 

Luang Prabang’s urban layout is preserved in living form. The ancient Tai settlement 

pattern is known elsewhere only from archaeological remains. The planning 

principle is distinctive owing to its having no defined urban core. The town is 

comprised of a cluster of small villages. Each village has a temple at its center, which 

is usually named after the village. The villages are arrayed very closely along the banks 

of the two rivers. The resulting proximity of each village temple thus creates an 
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impression of a continuous string of temples along the central east-west axis of the 

town. During the French colonial period (1893-1954), nineteenth century European 

and hybrid European-Laotian architecture was introduce to Luang Prabang. 

Nevertheless, the original town layout was retained and is still apparent till the 

present day. The temples of Luang Prabang still dominate in the townscape of Luang 

Prabang owing to their height, central location and size (UNESCO, 2004, p. 23). 

 

The types of architecture in Luang Prabang’s old town can be categorized into three 

types. 

 

Religious Architecture 

Buddhist temples and monasteries are the most important cultural architecture in 

Luang Prabang. Over the centuries, Buddhism has played a significant role in terms 

of belief and religion in Luang Prabang, its faithful consisting of both royal families 

and local villagers, offering their funds and efforts to build temples. The monastic 

compounds are the focal point of community life in Luang Prabang and serve two 

traditional functions. First, as a center of religious and community activities, second 

as a place for gathering and preserving the community’s cultural heritage. 

Furthermore, the temple complexes provide tranquil spaces for children to play and 

adults to relax. The function of temples is rather similar to that of public parks in 

other communities (UNESCO, 2004, p. 24).   

 

Religious buildings in Luang Prabang normally contain a number of architectural 

elements. Generally, they contain a Sim (ordinary hall), a That (reliquary stupa), a Sala 

(open-sided room used for meetings, dining and casual ceremonies), a ho la khang 

(bell tower), a ho klong (drum tower), and a ho tai (manuscript library). Part of the 

compound is dedicated to sangha (Buddhist fellowship), and contains Kuthi (sleeping 

quarters for the monks) and a well for bathing. Most Buddhist temples provide space 

for funeral services, owing to the Lao and Thai practice of cremation rather than 

burial. In addition, Buddhist temples also have That monuments which contain the 

ashes of monks and devotees. Finally, the grounds of monasteries often contain 

school buildings, shrines to local spirits and a shed to house the long boats used by 

the community in boat racing on festival days (UNESCO, 2004, p. 24). 
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Figure 6-2: layout plan of Buddhist temple in Luang Prabang (Vat Xieng thong) 

Source: adapted from IMPACT, 2004, p.25  
 

Religious architectural Styles 

The architectural style of Luang Prabang temples can be classified into 4 main types 

as follows: 

- The earliest temple architecture 

- Luang Prabang style 

- Xieng Khouang style 

- Vientiane (close to Thai style)  

 
Figure 6-3: Vat Wixun, Luang Prabang 

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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The earliest temples of Luang Prabang are typified by Vat Wixun or Vat Prathat 

Makmo, which was built in 1512 by Phothisarat. The present structure is a 

reconstruction of the original and was built in 1898 after the original building was 

demolished by The Black Flags in 1887. The original building was built from wood, 

whereas the reconstructed building was made of bricks and plaster (UNESCO, 2004, 

p. 26). 

 
Figure 6-4: Vat Xieng Thong 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

 

Luang Prabang style is characterized by a multi-tiered sweeping roof that represents 

the Cosmological levels in Buddhist doctrine. The doctrine can be clearly seen at Vat 

Xieng Thong, which was built in 1560 by King Setthathirat. Today, Vat Xieng Thong 

has become the distinctive temple in terms of beauty and integrity that represents 

the style of Luang Prabang temples, which were elegantly decorative and made by 

royal-trained artisans (UNESCO, 2004, p. 26).  
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Figure 6-5: Xieng Khouang style has a low, sweeping roof. The style of roof is not as complex as 

that of the Luang Prabang style. 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

 

 
Figure 6-6: Vientiane style has been influenced by Thailand’s temples from the central region. 

The temple is characterized by tall, narrow walls with shorter eaves. 

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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A variety of materials, construction and decorative techniques are applied in temple 

construction, unlike traditional secular dwellings, which are limited to impermanent 

materials such as wood and bamboo. The temple is built using a combination of 

materials such as wood and masonry. The foundations and walls use masonry and 

the roof structure uses wood. Pillars are normally made of wood, encased in brick 

and plaster. Most notably, the temples are lavishly decorated. Door panels, hanging 

screens in the portico area, and gable ridges are adorned with wood cravings of floral 

and religious motifs (UNESCO, 2004, p. 27). 

 

Secular and semi secular Architecture 

The early dwellings in Luang Prabang, similar to vernacular houses throughout Lan 

Xang and nearby kingdoms (also in Nan, Thailand), were built from wood and 

bamboo. A light-weight structure of bamboo and wood was constructed, with panels 

of woven bamboo strips used for infill. Thatched roofing provided protection and 

was the main material used, and then replaced when the material wore out. The 

construction techniques of local dwellings are consistent throughout different levels 

of society. Higher status was demonstrated through the location, larger size, and 

higher quality of construction materials (UNESCO, 2004, p. 27). 

 

A new style of secular building was introduced from 1893 to 1907 when France 

gradually occupied the Lao administration. The French later had a domestic 

influence on administration construction through the introduction of European 

construction techniques and materials such as brick, which was limited to high-level 

buildings like temples and not used for regular buildings. Nevertheless, the French 

did not build using direct imitations of French architecture in Luang Prabang, but 

developed an architectural style from Vietnam and produced designs inspired by 

vernacular temple architecture and secular wooden structures that were more 

appropriate to the tropical climate of Laos. As a result, a new trend in Lao 

architecture developed, based on the integration of European and Chinese 

construction techniques with indigenous domestic architecture. The Laotian royalty 

and aristocracy, who previously lived in wooden houses, moved to new masonry 

residences. One example is Luang Prabang National Museum, which was built 

between 1904 and 1909 and serves as a fine example of the French inspired 

architecture that was popular at that time. This building is in the semi-secular 

building category (UNESCO, 2004, p. 28). 
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Figure 6-7: the Luang Prabang National Museum  

Source: author (sketch by author) 

 

By rather indirect means, the French introduced some Chinese architectural 

elements and urban styles to Luang Prabang. Vietnamese laborers were imported to 

build French public works. These laborers settled near the foot of the peninsula and 

formed their own commercial district, which was built using brick and plaster. The 

Chinese-style shop houses face the street, with living accommodation on the upper 

floors. All of these architectural styles can still be seen in Luang Prabang to this day 

(UNESCO, 2004, p. 28). 

 
Figure 6-8: Villa Santi is a colonial-era house that has been renovated and converted into an 

upmarket guesthouse. 

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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Figure 6-9: Chinese-style shop houses, which were introduced into Luang Prabang via imported 

Vietnamese builders 

Source: author (sketch by author) 

 

These row houses are secular heritage buildings, which function for merchandizing 

and accommodation. A group of these is located in the so-called Chinese district and 

is inscribed on the World Heritage list owing to the fusion of local Lao traditional 

architectural style and French colonial style (the World Heritage criteria ii,iv,v and 

the comment of the committee at that time)(UNESCO, 2004, p. 42) 

 

The comprehensive view of the physical urban structure of Luang Prabang 

Luang Prabang was listed on the World Heritage list in 1995. The criteria to be 

classified as a World Cultural Heritage site include a high value of authenticity and 

integrity of heritage buildings and the value of heritage assets needs to reach the 

Outstanding Universal value (UNESCO, 2005). Luang Prabang became a World 

Heritage site because of the high quality of its heritage buildings as well as its well-

preserved townscape. The architecture and urban structure are unique, forming an 

aesthetic fusion of the Lao traditional architectural style and French colonial style. 

The inscription of Luang Prabang includes the whole town, and not just particular 

heritage buildings (Suntikul & Jachna, 2013, p. 58). 

 

There are four protection zones in Luang Prabang, with each zone having a different 

protection level. They comprise of ZPP-Ua (preservation zone), ZPP-Ub 

(protection zone), ZPP-N (nature and scenery zone), and ZPP-M (monasteries zone) 

(Suntikul & Jachna, 2013, p. 58). 
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The urban area (old town) of Luang Prabang is in the high protection degree zone. 

The protection covers the heritage buildings, urban structure, and natural 

environment. Most of the heritage had already existed in the inventory list and had 

also been measured and surveyed before the enlisting of the town in 1995. There 

have also been significant conservation projects at national and international levels 

that have been initiated in this town since then (see Table 6-1).  

 

The comprehensive view of heritage buildings in Luang Prabang 

 
Figure 6-10: Vat May in Luang Prabang 

Source: Louis Delaporte and Francis Garnier 

 
Figure 6-11: Vat May, Luang Prabang, on site survey 2013 

Source: author (sketch by author) 
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The drawing of Louis Delaporte (Delaporte, Garnier, & Tips, 1998) in 1868 shows 

the old style of Vat May compared to the present day. As can be seen, the physical 

aspects of the building are similar now to those of the past. There has been some 

change of materials that have decayed periodically, such as earthen tiles being 

changed to ceramic tiles. The other change has been the new roads and the area’s 

development with a night market function. 

 

The exterior and structure of Vat Xieng Thong was recorded in 1919 and it was still 

well-preserved in 2013, except for the additional decoration of gilded carved 

wood on the exterior and interior walls of the temple (Singyabuth, 2008). The 

atmosphere of the temple is well-kept but the most changed area is the temple court 

as the building material has been changed from sand to concrete. 

 

Residential buildings built in the local wooden house style as well as many of the 

colonial buildings are still kept intact in Luang Prabang, owing to the successful 

conservation practice of la Maison du Patrimoine. The town has kept the heritage 

buildings in integral form, which shows the strength of conservation in this town 

and the preservation of its historical atmosphere until the present day. In some area 

of the town, almost sixty percent of the buildings are original historical buildings and 

some historic buildings can be traced back to 1900.  

 

In general, the urban structure and heritage buildings of Luang Prabang, after being 

listed on the World Heritage list, are well-conserved and in very good condition. 

 

6.2.1.2 Summary of heritage building quality investigation 

The history of Luang Prabang can be traced back to 698 A.D. when the town was 

first established. It is believed that this town is historically related to Nan in Thailand 

as the rulers of both towns (around 690 A.D.) were related. The town of Luang 

Prabang has developed gradually. The town was the capital of the Lanchang 

Kingdom until 1560 when King Sethathirath decided to move the capital of Laos to 

Vientiane, which has since become the capital of Lao PDR.  

 

However, Luang Prabang remains significant as the old capital and for the fact that 

its heritage buildings and unique urban structure have been preserved. Since being 

inscribed on the World Heritage list in 1995, the town has been conserved 

systematically, with surveys conducted and inventories of all heritage items and 

buildings taken. Until the present, the physical development and history of the urban 

structures and heritage buildings of Luang Prabang have been under constant study. 
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They have attempted to maintain former patterns, styles and original materials in the 

conservation process according to the historical evidence (UNESCO, 2004, p. 48). 

For example, the religious heritage buildings of Luang Prabang can be traced back 

to the 16th Century. The semi-secular and secular buildings have been conserved 

according to historical evidence in their 19th century style of architectural fusion and 

are representative of the constant and systematic conservation of each heritage 

building in Luang Prabang according to its historic period. 

 

The aesthetic and unique nature of the town plan, heritage buildings and the natural 

environment of Luang Prabang are accepted at an international level. Luang 

Prabang’s heritage has outstanding universal value, with the level of authenticity and 

integrity in physical heritage meeting the World Heritage criteria. And leading to its 

selection as a World Heritage site in 1995.  

 

It has been noted previously that the heritage buildings of Luang Prabang can be 

categorized into three types: religious buildings, semi-secular buildings, and secular 

buildings. Investigations by the World Heritage committee before the town’s 

inscription found that the religious buildings were in better condition than the other 

two types of buildings (UNESCO, 2004, p. 42). Since their listing, the urban 

structure and heritage buildings of Luang Prabang have been well-conserved. Several 

conservation projects have been undertaken by several countries thus contributing 

to the overall aesthetic value of Luang Prabang in urban structure and heritage 

building, which meets international standards of conservation since 1995.   

 

In Luang Prabang from the past till the present, Buddhism has had a major influence 

on the way of life of local people, thus making the religious buildings (temples) the 

most significant heritage buildings. Consequently, when conducting investigations 

of heritage buildings, it has been found that the quality and condition of religious 

buildings is of a higher quality of preservation and conservation than other types of 

heritage buildings. Moreover, the inscription as a World Heritage site created stricter 

guidelines regarding construction and regulations in the conservation area. The 

regulations control the construction of new temples. Since 1995, the number of 

temples in the town has remained almost the same and they have been consistently 

well conserved by the conservation authorities of Luang Prabang.  
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Noticeable issues for conservation in Luang Prabang 

In the past, in Luang Prabang (and in the Southeast Asian context), religious 

buildings have always been located in the center of town or near the community 

center. These locations became a focus of community social activities in most 

traditional festivals, but nowadays such activities, for example the tradition of local 

people giving alms to the Monks, serve a different purpose today, that of tourism. 

The local people have now become a kind of “middleman” between the temple and 

the tourist. They sell materials to tourists so that the tourist now gives the alms and 

performs the ceremony, instead of the local people. In addition, the yearly boat race 

has gradually turned into a performance for the tourists instead of being a traditional 

festival, which used to be a demonstration of community unity (Singyabuth, 2008, 

p. 137).  

 

In addition, the strictness of construction control by la Maison du Patrimoine and 

government conservation authorities has resulted in complex regulations, which 

require a great amount of time for the consideration and approval of any 

construction or conservation requests (Charoenmuang, 2002). Such issues and those 

mentioned above have gradually lessened the sense of belonging of the communities 

and local people who own the heritage buildings in their own communities. As a 

result, local people began to move out of the conservation zone resulting in the 

social relationship between local people and heritage buildings in Luang Prabang 

becoming less important. The decrease of the numbers of local people has also 

resulted in less local support for the community temples (Luang Prabang is divided 

into 29 communities and each community has its own temple, as is the case in Nan 

in Thailand). This has a flow-on effect in the form of fewer alms from community 

groups to the monks and novices in the community temples (Boccardi & Logan, 

2007, p. 21). 

 

Within the urban structure of Luang Prabang the location of heritage buildings is 

strictly fixed. The town center, for example, is the location of important political and 

spiritual centers, such as the royal palace and Wat Pratat Phusi. However, local 

perspectives have changed as a result of social changes such as significant numbers 

of local people moving out, strict conservation regulations, and the increase in tourist 

numbers. The spiritual value of symbolic heritage has decreased and been 

commodified for tourism. The royal palace was turned into a museum and Wat 

Pratat Phusi has become a place for tourists to view the sunset, repurposing symbolic 

heritage buildings and thus altering their traditional political and spiritual value. 
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Figure 6-12: Royal palace in the function of a museum  

Source: author   
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6.2.1.3 Conservation management 

Trends in conservation in Luang Prabang 

Nevertheless, the intense level of conservation of Luang Prabang since 1995 has 

made heritage buildings in the conservation zone achieve a very high standard of 

care. Accordingly, conservation since 1995 under the cooperation of UNESCO, 

Alteliers de la Peninsule of France and the foundation of la Maison du Patrimoine 

(the organization which is directly in charge of cultural heritage of Luang Prabang) 

has allowed a holistic view of the conservation approach and conservation projects 

in Luang Prabang in the form of the conventional approach.  

 

Luang Prabang is a World Heritage town which meets criteria ii, iv, and v as the 

comment of the committee demonstrates: “Luang Prabang represents, to an exceptional 

extent, the successful fusion of the traditional architectural and urban structures and those of the 

European colonial rulers of the 19th and 20th centuries.  Its unique townscape is remarkably well 

preserved, illustrating a key stage in the blending of two distinct cultural traditions”.  This 

comment indicates their focus on heritage buildings of Luang Prabang old town.  

 

Compliance with regulations 

To preserve Luang Prabang old town in integral form under the definition of World 

Heritage Site, it needs to enact conservation regulations as well as define zonings 

and land use into the following categories: conservation area, economic area, 

expansion area, agriculture area, forest, river, and residential area. These 

conservation controls are overseen by the Provincial Committee for the Preservation 

of Historical, Cultural and Natural Heritage.  

 

The urban planning law has been applied for land use control in conservation areas 

and conservation regulations are emphasized in the details of construction control 

in the old town. An example of conservation control is that of a high-density 

residential area in the town center, where it is prohibited to have industrial activities 

such as depots, agriculture, craft, airports, forests, logistics, and offices. Other areas 

can have more or less activities depending on the priority of heritage conservation. 
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Map 6-3: activity areas in Luang Prabang old town 

Source: retrieved from presentation documents of director of la Maison du Patrimoine, Luang 

prabang (10/01/2013)  

 

The Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural 

Heritage inspects the construction permission process in the conservation zone. It 

is appointed by the provincial Governor and comprises 11 representatives from the 

Lao government authorities, with the Vice Provincial Governor as the chairman and 

the head of the District Department of Communications, Transport, Post and 

Construction as the Vice Chairman. The other nine representatives are the Deputy 

Chief of the District Department of Communications, and representatives of the 

Town Governor, the District Department of Ministry of Planning and Investment, 

the Fire Police department, the District Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry, the District Office of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the District 

Office of the Ministry of Health, the Chief and Deputy Chief from the Department 

of Urban Housing. Noticeably, the committee comes from central government 

authorities an none from the private sector or the local community. All applicants 

applying for construction permission in the conservation zone have to submit the 

application to la Maison du Patrimoine (Urban Housing office) first. Once the 

application is approved, the applicant must then submit the application to the 
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committee for its consideration.  From the statistics of the Urban Housing Office, 

from 1997 to 2002, there were 475 requests for building approvals in a total area of 

82,427 square meters. 442 buildings belonged to private owners (even the buildings 

which belong to government authorities have to request permission). 161 

applications were initially denied but then approved after amendments were 

submitted. The majority of buildings constructed without permission were 

demolished (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 145).  
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The consideration process for granting permission takes around 45 days and can be 

demonstrated in the diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-13: diagram of requesting construction permission of Luang Prabang old town 

Source: Charoenmuang, 2002, p.146 
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Lao PDR’s government organizations participate in the construction control 

processes in Luang Prabang but the main organization with the expertise in 

conservation practices is la Maison du Patrimoine. Lao officers who work in this 

foreign organization earn a salary from the Lao government but the budget for 

conservation projects is subsidized by international funding. 

 

Most of conservation projects are led by foreign experts with the result that 

conservation projects cannot be undertaken in urgent cases, as meetings need to be 

scheduled and funding approved by these foreign experts. In urgent and critical 

cases, therefore, it is very difficult to resolve problems expediently. For example, in 

cases of conflagration or inundation of historic buildings, there are lengthy delays as 

a result of waiting for external experts to approve repairs and provide subventions.  

 

There are also the problems of discontinuity of skilled workmanship in the Lao 

conservation organizations, including management problems. For example, in the 

beginning of 1995 the French had supported Lao architects to survey Luang Prabang 

old town according to their practices in conservation, which meant a short period of 

supervision of the work and then leaving local experts to complete the work. 

However, the local trained experts were dismissed or resigned later because of 

discrepancies in the organization management of la Maison du Patrimoine. Recently, 

la Maison du Patrimoine has had to train new graduates to work in the conservation 

field and have had to re-commence the process. Another problem was that of the 

employment of new officers, who were not graduates in the related conservation 

field (such as irrigation engineers, financial staff), who did not have the relevant 

skills. Once again the human resources development plan had to start from scratch 

to develop the new staff to meet the knowledge criteria, in order to be able to do 

without the foreign experts and oversee their own heritage projects (Charoenmuang, 

2002, p. 192). 
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Budget for conservation projects in Luang Prabang 

After Luang Prabang old town was inscribed on the World Heritage list, the Lao 

government saw the value of the nation’s heritage and enacted significant laws and 

regulations applying to the conservation of the nation’s cultural heritage. Recently, 

the economic development plan includes an approach to Lao national cultural 

heritage as part of the nation’s development (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 126). Luang 

Prabang has gained assistance at the international level in conservation through la 

Maison du Patrimoine, which has a duty to consult and assist in conservation 

problems, its funding coming from the French and European governments with  

UNESCO providing the budget for certain publications and conferences. However, 

the Lao officers who work for la Maison receive their salary from the Lao 

government. 

 

Conservation funding from European countries comes, as stated, from the French 

government, the European Union-Italy, UNESCO, and cooperation funding from 

Chinon, France, amongst others, as well as assistance funding from Belgium from 

1996-2001. Luang Prabang received assistance funding of 3.5 million euros to 

renovate 5 historic buildings and from 2002-2004, received 5.5 million euros to 

preserve the whole heritage town. The annual budget allocated by the Lao 

government is only enough to renovate a single temple per year, thus falling well 

short of requirements to meet international conservation standards. 

 

In summary, the conservation budget of Luang Prabang old town depends 

predominantly on external funding resources, with the central government providing 

very little finance for conservation and the local government having no capacity to 

find financial resources for the conservation management of the town. 
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A comprehensive picture of conservation management in Luang Prabang 

The conservation management of Luang Prabang has been constructed after 1995. 

The town has been overseen by Lao government authorities and has gained 

assistance from international organizations. Lao PDR and France have also 

cooperated through La Maison du Patrimoine, which is in charge of overseeing 

conservation standards in Luang Prabang. 

 

The conservation management plan of the town can be divided into four zones, with 

each zone having different levels of conservation. The highest level of conservation 

is in the old town of Luang Prabang or zone ZPP-Ua. 

 
Map 6-4: ZPP-Ua 

Source: Saveuy, appendix III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-14: An example of conservation regulations of the old town Luang Prabang 

Source: Saveuy, appendix III 
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Figure 6-15: An example of approved architectural style for a new building in the old town 

Luang Prabang 

Source: Saveuy, appendix III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Prohibited architectural styles in the old town Luang Prabang 

Source: Saveuy, appendix III 

 

Construction regulations in the conservation area state that new buildings should be 

at least 1.5 meters from the boundary of the land, which itself must be at least eight 

meters wide. The distance between buildings should be at least three meters, where 

several buildings are in the same area. The characteristics of the façades are also 

controlled by construction regulations, which also state prohibited architectural 

styles and permitted building colors, such as natural or earth tones (see appendix III). 

 

Control of construction in the conservation zone is very strict. The process of 

gaining construction approval has become more complex and is meant to take about 

45 days but in reality, it might take longer than six months or one year for the whole 

process of approval, renovating, restoring, and/or construction to be completed.   
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Conservation management in Luang Prabang has become very effective in practice 

and strict in regulation. These controls mean that the physical heritage of Luang 

Prabang has been well maintained since 1995. Conservation management is fully 

controlled by government authorities and La Maison du Patrimoine. The private 

sectors and local communities barely join in the decision-making process regarding 

conservation management in the town. Although the government sector has asked 

some local tourism investors to give their opinions about conservation regulations, 

those opinions do not appear to be the main concern of the government authorities 

when issuing new conservation regulations, and their suggestions seemed to have 

been largely ignored (Suntikul & Jachna, 2013, p. 63). The internal management of 

conservation authorities also faces the problem of local human resources 

development.  
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6.2.2 Extrinsic data in sustainable development  

The extrinsic date can be divided up into 4 sections: Environmental quality, 

Economic opportunity, Social well-being, and Urban development planning. 

6.2.2.1 Environmental quality 

Development of Land use Planning in Luang Prabang 

The planning and scoping of land use in Luang Prabang is based on a decree issued 

in 1994, which had planned the Heritage protection zone (ZPP) to be the boundary 

of town conservation.1  

 
Map 6-5: The Heritage Protection Zone according to the 1994 Decree. This is the area actually 

inscribed on the World Heritage List. No buffer zone was provided.  
Source: Reactive Monitoring Mission to the Town of Luang Prabang World Heritage Property, 

p.10 

 

After being listed in 1995, Luang Prabang renewed the land use system with the aid 

of the collaborative work of several countries, UNESCO, the City of Chinon and 

the Centre Region of France, with funding from the French Development Agency, 

the European Union and UNESCO. The land use plan, called Plan de Sauvegarde et de 

Mise en Valeur (PSMV), was however still based on the former plan of the pre-existing 

Luang Prabang Urban Plan and ZPP. This plan was officially approved in 1999 by 

the Lao Government, and a special managing authority, la Maison du Patrimoine 

(MDP - or Heritage House). There is a difference in two plans, as the ZPP plan 

limited conservation to the area on the World Heritage list but the PSMV expanded 

                                                 
1 a decree issued by the Ministry of Information and Culture and the local authorities of Lao PDR 
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the scope to include natural surroundings, thus expanding the area of Luang Prabang 

old town to 708.53 Ha. 

 

The PSMV divides the conservation area into four main zones (Boccardi & Logan, 

2007, p. 11) 

a) Safeguarded Zone (Secteur sauvegardé – ZPP-Ua, 67.12 ha); 

b) Protected Zone (Secteur protégé – ZPP-Ub, 151.32 ha); 

c) Natural and Landscape Zone (Secteur naturel et paysager – ZPP-N, 545.66 ha); 

d) Monasteries (Secteur des Monastères – ZPP-M, 16.43 ha). 

 
Map 6-6: the four main conservation zones in Luang Prabang old town 

Source: Reactive Monitoring Mission to the Town of Luang Prabang World Heritage Property, 

p.11 

 

The document “Revision of Luang Prabang Master plan 2010” by Mr. Adisack 

Sithideth (see appendix IV) demonstrates that the town development of Luang 

Prabang after 2010 aims mainly to preserve the agricultural area of the town. The 

plan did not allow for any construction nearby, but the expansion of tourism in 

Laung Prabang has meant an explosion in the construction of guesthouses and new 

hotels outside the conservation area, thus decreasing the agricultural area of the 

town. 

 

In addition, there are plans to construct a drainage system that connects to the 

Mekong River, plans for new roads from the airport to the town center and other 

plans, such as developing Wat Pratat Phusi as the town viewing center and plans for 
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construction on the bank of the Mekong and Kan rivers, amongst many others. All 

such plans affect conservation in the town.  

 

 

Map 6-7: land usage plan of Luang Prabang in 1996(left) and 2005(right) 

Source: Adisak, appendix IV 

 

Since 1995 expansion can be observed in Luang Prabang’s land use plans to cover 

both sides of the banks of the Mekong River and cover the nearby agriculture area. 

In 2005 the buffer zone was expanded whilst the town center was not allowed to 

develop any modern urban activities (see appendix III). The urban activities in Luang 

Prabang old town do not meet the needs of local people, who live in the modern 

world and who have been strongly influenced by neighboring countries, particularly 

Thailand. Attempts to build modern urban activities such as theatres and department 

stores have failed, as they are not permitted in the conservation area of Luang 

Prabang. This forces urban growth to disperse around the perimeter of the 

conservation area, as modern forms of urbanization are more complex than those 

permitted in the town center. 
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Figure 6-17: the outskirts of Luang Prabang (showing more modern urbanization than the town 

center) 

Source: author, on April 2012 

 

Nowadays, Luang Prabang has less diversity in buildings types than before 

UNESCO came to make the inventory list (in 1995) (Dearborn & Stallmeyer, 2009). 

The provincial government’s Urban Planning Office has overseen the town 

development plan as well as basic facility construction. However, construction 

approval has also been overseen by La Maison du Patrimoine and re-examined by 

the Urban Planning Office (Suntikul & Jachna, 2013, p. 58). It can be observed that 

town planning gives first priority to the conservation dimension and then to the 

town development dimension, thus placing restrictions on development and stress 

on local people who need basic forms of development to cater to modern needs. 

 

Study of public facilities in Luang Prabang 

Currently, the rapid increase in numbers of tourists since the town’s inscription on 

on the World Heritage list has seen the Lao government keen to build a new 

transportation network, which has improved access to Luang Prabang. Additionally, 

improvements to the water supply system have provided convenient access to 

households, despite water quality problems, such as muddy water, sediment, and 

sub-standard chlorine usage.  

 

Furthermore, there is the construction of an additional Khan River bridge and water 

treatment funding from the ADB (Asian Development Bank). The research in “A 

study of city planning process in conserving Luang Prabang as a World Cultural Heritage City” 

of Duangchan (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 163), demonstrates that 80% of the 

population agreed that they have more convenience in their lives since the town was 

listed as World Heritage. 
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Interviewee Group More convenient 

Administrator and officer 90% 

Business groups involved in tourism 

business 

80% 

Local villagers 80% 

Total 83.3% 

Table 6-2: Agreement of living conditions of Luang Prabang 

Source: Charoenmuang, 2002, p.163 

 

Waste and garbage problems in Luang Prabang 

Up to now, Luang Prabang has had few problems with overflowing waste or garbage. 

However, the Urban Planning Office of Luang Prabang old town has not prioritized 

waste disposal at this point, so that the influx of tourists in Luang Prabang may cause 

problems of waste overflowing in the future. In 2010, the staff breakdown in waste 

disposal was as follows: 

 

Unit Number 

of staff 

1. Waste collecting unit (9 routes) 24 

2. Garbage bin unit 2 

3. Street and market control unit 5 

4. Administration unit 5 

5. Waste screening unit 1 

6. Market allocation unit 3 

7. Information unit 1 

Table 6-3: staff in charging of waste and garbage in Luang Prabang old town 

Source: Urban Planning Office of Luang Prabang, 2010 
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Luang Prabang’s old town is around 0.5 square kilometers in size, indicating that the 

numbers of staff who oversee waste and garbage are adequate. However, the fact 

that they only have two side loader trucks and one container car to cover nine routes 

has its shortcomings. Furthermore, there is no waste sorting as waste is dumped in 

open landfill or incinerated in the open, thus indicating potential air pollution issues. 

 

Problems with traffic 

Since 1996, the number of vehicles, particularly motorcycles, has grown increasingly 

in Luang Prabang. This rapid increase in numbers has caused congestion and 

disorder. Consequently, there has been an increase in traffic accidents. However, 

while the traffic problem is a concern in the eyes of thirty percent of tourists and 

tourism groups, only about ten percent of the local villagers of Luang Prabang were 

concerned about this issue and the administration sector paid very little attention to 

the issue (Charoenmuang, 2002, p. 178).  

 

A comprehensive picture of environmental quality in Luang Prabang 

The land use plan of Luang Prabang is focused mainly on the conservation 

dimension. There has been a great effort to decrease modern urban activities in the 

conservation zone. Consequently, the diversity of urban activities has gradually 

decreased, impacting directly on town development. Most local people agree that 

the development of transportation lines and public facilities makes life convenient 

for those living in the conservation area. The problems of waste and traffic nowadays 

have emerged as significant problems owing to the increase in the number of 

tourists. Despite this, the town still lacks effective modern procedures for waste 

management and is limited by conservation regulations as to its means of developing 

transportation solutions appropriate to modern life  

 

Overall, Luang Prabang’s management of land use and public facilities focuses on 

the conservation dimension. The plan has tried to control and preserve the physical 

heritage in its original form. Meanwhile, the town has also been faced with a growth 

in population and tourism and changes to modern urban activities. These factors 

tend to indicate that the town will encounter urban development problems in the 

short term. 

6.2.2.2 Economic opportunity 

In the past, Luang Prabang had a self-sufficient economy meeting the requirements 

of its local members. Before its 1995 listing, it had an agrarian system but has steadily 

changed over to an economy based on the tourism industry. 
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In 2005, the average salary of local government officers in Luang Prabang old town 

was 30 dollars per month, the mean salary of employees of Internet cafes, restaurants 

and guesthouses was 50 dollars per month, while the salary of civil workers was only 

two dollars per month (Team, 2005). By the year 2013, according to the author’s 

field survey, the salary of workers doubled and yet the average income of the local 

people in general was not keeping up with the high cost of living in Luang Prabang 

old town.  

 

Since the re-discovery of the town by tourists in the last decade, Luang Prabang has 

become the subject of an ever-growing tourist industry. After it was listed in 1995 

as a UNESCO World Heritage Site numbers increased dramatically: 30,769 foreign 

visitors in 1997 to 151,703 in 2005. Since 2000, the annual tourist numbers exceed 

the number of locals.  During the ten-year period, the number of accommodation 

establishments increased by over 700%, tour agencies by 300%, and restaurants by 

470%. Tourism has expanded, from being an emerging fringe industry to the number 

one ranked sector driving Luang Prabang’s economy – generating a demand for 

agricultural produce, construction of accommodation and restaurant services, 

transport, water, communication services, handicrafts and labour. Luang Prabang 

has become the second tourist destination after Vientiane, the capital of Lao PDR. 

 
Figure 6-18: the increasing of number of tourists in Luang Prabang from 1997 to 2006  

Source: Pro-poor Tourism and the value of Heritage in Luang prabang (Gujadhur, 2008) 

 

The boom in the tourist industry has also seen the diversity of occupations in Luang 

Prabang decrease with the main economic type shifted from self-sufficient 

employment, for example farming, to the service sector. 

 

According to the author’s survey of 2013, most of the population who lived in Luang 

Prabang old town wanted to participate in tourism related business jobs such as 

guide, hotelier, or even driver for tourists and had a goal to study tourism business 
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or foreign languages. The decrease in occupation diversity makes local villagers 

unable to survive on their own efforts. They are susceptible economically to any 

abrupt changes such as floods, economic crises, or other such issues, which can 

affect the number of tourists. The idea of the living heritage approach is to develop 

a conservation approach, which can truly respond to the actual needs of the 

communities themselves, but an over-dependence on tourism could work against 

this goal, and leave communities vulnerable or fractured.  

 

The summary of economic opportunity 

The focus on tourism by the local economic community is causing a decrease in local 

economic diversity. Goals of self-sufficiency become less attainable when there is 

such a level of dependence on tourism. Local people find themselves interested in 

developing urban activities, which respond directly to the needs of tourists. The 

change in perspective from heritage to commodities has had an influence on local 

decision-making processes, as many locals have become tourist agents. This narrow-

focused decision-making is likely to lead to the current economic opportunity, 

tourism, becoming unsustainable, as it does not respond to the actual needs of the 

local people. 

6.2.2.3 Social well-being 

As Lao PDR only collects national statistical data, collection of data in the regions 

and provinces cannot be completed in detail. The most up to date official statistical 

data of Lao PDR (Census) is from 2005, which will be used in this research in 

combination with data from field surveys. The study’s results will add to the official 

statistical data of 2005 by adding more details from field surveys, interviews, and 

some empirical data and will attempt as far as possible to provide up-to-date research 

information.  

 

Living situation 

Currently, Luang Prabang old town has a population of around 46,000 while the 

whole region has a population of 400,000 (Shinobu YAMAGUCHI, 2009). Luang 

Prabang old town has the highest population of 11 towns in the Luang Prabang 

region, with around 12% of the region’s population, of which it is the capital. 

Recently, the population in Luang Prabang has been gradually increasing for several 

reasons.  

 

Research by Chittaphong Ackhavong (Ackhavong, 2008, p. 121) indicates that the 

tourism factor has led to migration away from Luang Prabang, as a result of the high 

cost of living. The data from the fieldwork survey pointed out that the cost of living 
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of Luang Prabang old town is two to three times higher than the average in Thailand. 

The average salary in Thailand stands at 8,000-9,000 Baht while the average salary in 

Luang Prabang old town is only 1,200-2,000 Baht (30-50 Euro). The income of 

people in Luang Prabang is inverse to the increasing cost of living. Consequently, 

local people have emigrated from the inner-city to the other side of the bank of the 

Kan River, where they were able to survive more successfully by having a self-reliant 

economy (rice or vegetable cultivation). Meanwhile Luang Prabang old town has 

been transformed into a cultural tourist town, which depends on money in order to 

survive.  

 

There has been an increase in immigration of investors and business people, who 

are well versed in the tourism business and financial management and who also get 

support from the Lao government. This situation forces the emigration of local 

people, thus having an affect on social networks and social participation and 

decreases their sense of ownership of their town. The new groups of people are 

outsiders, who substitute for local people and break former social networks, creating 

new ones that are more concerned with economic tourism. They represent those 

whose core purpose is profit and are diametrically opposed to the previous local 

groups who were not profit driven. Local people and local settlement create cultural 

and traditional activities, which are related to daily life and form the core of 

community on which tourism draws.  

 
Figure 6-19: increasing trend of tourism related business in Luang Prabang 

Source: Pro-poor tourism in Luang Prabang(Gujadhur, 2008) 

 

Percentage of tourist’s increasing 

Year 
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The graph shows a rapid increase in restaurants and guesthouses owing to these 

businesses being able to be run by local people themselves (Southiseng & Walsh, 

2011, p. 53). The trend is to a change in the nature of business done in the town, 

which now tends to depend on tourism and sees residents turning to work that 

serves the tourist industry (such as guesthouses and boutique hotels). From the 

author’s visual research survey (2012), a dramatic increase can be seen in the number 

of guesthouses with a considerable number of new guesthouses on the outskirts of 

town located out of the conservation zone.  
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 Quality of Education 

 

 
Figure 6-20: access to education 2005 

Source: Laos National census, 2005 

 

Educational access statistics indicate 30.3% of the population of Luang Prabang has 

no education, whilst the figure is 26.4% for the whole country. 
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Figure 6-21: literacy rate for population age 15+ 

Source: Laos National census, 2005 
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The literacy rate of people in the Luang Prabang region is at 67.2% compared to the 

whole country average of 72.7%, whereas that of Luang Prabang old town is higher 

than this. Chansone Keomanivong’s research survey (Keomanivong, 2009) of 

education in Luang Prabang old town indicates: 18.3% of local villagers graduated 

elementary school, 42.8% high school, 22.8% gained a bachelor’s degree, and 1.5% 

a master’s degree (Suphanuvong University, in Luang Prabang, and has 2-3  lecturers 

who graduated with a doctorate (interview by author, 2013)). Around 15% of local 

people have no education at all. Luang Prabang old town, when compared with the 

whole region, has a higher education level. The same research shows that the 

occupations of local people in Luang Prabang old town are as follows: hotels, 

guesthouses, and resorts 43%, government offices 18%, logistics 14.8%, students 

8.8%, local guides 5%, restaurants 3.8%. Unemployment is at 1.8% and peasants 

account for 1.5%. The majority of occupations are involved in the tourism business 

and overall local villagers have an average income of 300,000-500,000 Kip (30-50 

Euro) per month. 

 

Even though, people in the town have has a higher education level, on average, when 

compared with the whole region, they still earn a rather low average income. Local 

people have high emigration rates in places such as Ban Xieng Mouane, which has 

lost almost half of its population, whilst there has been a steady immigration of 

foreign investors (Thai, French, Indian), and an influx of Lao workers or laymen, 

who are however not locals and come from other towns in the region or from other 

regions.   
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Public Health Standard of Luang Prabang 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-22: the number of physicians per capita in Lao PDR in 2012 (by province) 

Source: Laos Department of Organization and Personnel, Ministry of Health, March, 2012 

 

From the 2012 statistics, the number of medical staff in Luang Prabang was 904, 

number four of the 19 provinces in Lao PDR, but of these 66 are physicians while 

the rest (838) are medical support staff (Organization, 2013, p. 8). The proportion 

of physicians per capita in Luang Prabang in 2012 was 1 per 7,023, demonstrating a 

clear lack of physicians. The main hospital is located in the study area (urban area of 

Luang Prabang) and when compared with other areas of Luang Prabang, the study 

area can be counted as the area of easiest access to public health services. However, 

from an interview with local people (interview on site in 2013 by the author), the 

affluent patients choose to attend hospitals in Thailand instead of Lao PDR owing 

to better standards.  
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Social structure changes in Luang Prabang 

I understand the value and uniqueness of my house, but it is nearly falling down, I am afraid to 

live in it, it needs to be reconstructed, but I do not have money to buy the expensive traditional 

materials. With the money I would spend on traditional materials I could construct two new concrete 

houses, but I do not have this money. Who wants to conserve it, he is welcome, I do not care what 

kind and what size new house I have, what I care about is that there is no room for me to sleep.  

(Source: Data collection from Fieldwork in Luang Prabang, July, 2006 by 

Chittaphong Ackhavong (Ackhavong, 2008, p. 135)). 

 

The above statement is an example of basic needs, which need to be met before the 

local community is capable of understanding and being proud of their own heritage.  

 

An example of social structure changes in Luang Prabang 

Social structure changes have occurred in several areas of the conservation zone, as 

a result of heritage conservation and the tourists it attracts. The research of Supachai 

Singyabuth explained further in interview with Mr. Bunsanong Sangviseth (9th July 

2006), an architect of la Maison du Patrimoine, who pointed out that recently La 

Maison du Patrimoine was not overly concerned about physical cultural change, 

owing to la Maison du Patrimoine being able to manage and control not only the old 

architecture of buildings but also new construction. The greatest concern is on the 

physical structure of the town, which is “frozen” in Luang Prabang traditional style. 

This factor was key in the context of tourism, and was responsible for changes to 

the social structure in the conservation zone. Foreigners flocked to Luang Prabang 

old town and formed a new social group, displacing local people from their 

traditional social spaces, and having an effect on aspects of traditional culture.  

 

In response, the Lao PDR Government and la Maison tried to “peg local people” 

to stay in the conservation zone and live in their own heritage buildings. However, 

in this process the government could not provide occupations for them, as local 

people have no basic knowledge of the tourism business. For this reason, the 

government created the opportunity for local people to adapt their own houses to 

become guesthouses for tourists to try to avoid the foreigners renting heritage 

houses. Due to the high rental payments, in advance and in cash, these locals then 

found it easy to build a new house in the suburbs, and have money left over to start 

up a new tourist business, such as buying a pick-up to run a car service for tourists. 

The previous conditions forced many local people from inside the conservation zone 

to gradually move out of the area to “live a new life” which was appropriate with the 

new social form of Luang Prabang. From the statistics related to the conservation 
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zone, local people applied to repair their own heritage houses but only 2 in 10 houses 

were repaired for them to live in, the rest were repaired to become guesthouses or 

hotels. Moreover, when the applications were looked at closely, the owner of the 

house who submitted the application was only “an agent” for the foreigner who had 

already paid the rental to the owner and was preparing to run the business when the 

repairs were finished (Singyabuth, 2008, p. 134). 

 

Ban (community) Xiengmouane, representative of social change in Luang 

Prabang 

The same research by Singyabuth (Singyabuth, 2008, p. 135) included an interview 

with the community chief, Kaew Sompawan, (3 March 2006), who represents the 

area of Ban Xiengmouane in the conservation area and shows the most significant 

phenomena of social change. The rapid changes in this area reflect the speed with 

which tourism is occurring in Luang Prabang, as the area has become the foreign 

tourist district, especially since the government’s nomination of the Chinese market 

to be the “night market”, a nightlife center for tourists in Luang Prabang. This has 

had the effect of changing the population structure, as most local people are not 

prepared for tourism or dealing with foreigners, and lack both money and 

experience. As a result, foreign investors could see the opportunities available to run 

tourist businesses in Luang Prabang old town instead of local people. In 2006 Ban 

Xiengmouane’s population was 290 people with 120 heritage houses. Of this 

number the census indicated only 63 households. There were people who changed 

their houses into guesthouses (15 units) or restaurants (15 units), and those who let 

out their houses (30 units). From the previous generation of local people who lived 

in this area there were only 10 units left, the rest were a new generation of foreigners 

(Singyabuth, 2008, p. 135). 
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Map 6-8: communities in conservation area of Luang prabang, Ban Xiengmouane (red area) 

Source: Patrimoine, 2001 

 

Presently, Ban Xiengmouane has the largest percentage of local people in Luang 

Prabang, who are willing to move out of their own houses and let them to others. 

Normally, houses not on a main street have a rental rate of around 200-300 dollars 

per month and are generally leased for around five years. Houses with a shop 

connecting to the street are more expensive and generally leased for 10-20 years. 

Payments are made in full in either two tranches, or monthly. Local people generally 

use such payments on building a new house on the outskirts of the old town, often 

in the popular “Villa house” style in concrete and curved steel. Furthermore, any 

remaining money is often used to invest in small businesses such as construction 

material shops, a car pick-up service, or an investment in Vientiane or other regions. 

This phenomenon started in 1995 and emigration reached a peak in 2004. 

 

The population structure of Ban Xiengmouane has changed accordingly, with the 

proportion of the older generation now smaller than the new generation, most of 

whom are foreign, or outsiders with a different religion or culture. Half of them are 

French, Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai, and Indian. Most of them are business people, 

such as French businessmen who run western style restaurants and souvenir shops, 

Chinese who run grocery stores, Vietnamese who run handicraft shops, Thais who 

run tourist businesses, and Indians who open Indian restaurants (Singyabuth, 2008, 

p. 136). This type of social change has come on rapidly and has had a strong effect 

on the social system of Ban Xiengmouane, especially in the case of traditional 

0 200 500 M 
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philanthropies which depend on members of the village. Consequently, a state of 

cultural crisis in the village has occurred, for example, meetings regarding religious 

activities will only attract a few local people. Singyabuth’s research (Singyabuth, 

2008, p. 136) points out that the Ban Xiengmouane community is no longer bonded 

together with tradition and ritual but is now linked together with business ties and 

laws. Therefore, the chief of the village has had to obtain financial support by raising 

funds from new generation members, as they do not join in the rituals because of 

differences in culture and lifestyle. 

 

The situation in Ban Xiengmouane demonstrates a changing social structure, which 

can reduce the empathy and hence bonding of local people towards the heritage 

aspect of their town, as the demographic make-up of its members changes. Social 

mechanisms have altered as locals’ roles as hosts have changed to become agents of 

new foreigner groups. The changing activities cannot respond to the actual needs of 

the local community but only to certain stakeholders, who can take advantage of the 

heritage town, in particular businesses in the tourist industry. In addition, the 

regulation of conservation tends to put lengthy procedures in place for change, 

decreasing the sense of ownership locals feel for their town. La Maison du 

Patrimoine, for example, has a 45 days application process for new building or 

renovations (Charoenmuang, 2002). Locals are aware that they have little say in the 

process, which is operated and overseen by conservation experts, who may be open 

to local opinion, but still have the final decision making power. It is evident that 

attempts to maintain the tradition, culture and uniqueness of Luang Prabang through 

many conservation projects are being affected by the changing local social 

relationships and that the objective of conserving tradition and culture has indeed 

changed to benefit the tourist industry. 

 

This can be observed in the commodification of traditional activities for the tourist 

industry, such as no longer performing traditional dance and rice offering 

ceremonies to welcome official foreign visitors, and instead inviting them to a show 

in a restaurant. Even though the activity can have a similar objective of welcome that 

a traditional performance has, the actual objective of the performance is changing 

from expressing a welcoming feeling and fraternity between Luang Prabang’s people 

and the visitors, to gaining income and benefits from tourists. 

 

As previously stated, Luang Prabang is an example of town conservation under the 

conventional approach. Several factors have been discussed in relation to 

conservation in the town. Firstly, the participation of the local community in 
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conservation plans is at the listening and shared opinion level but the decision-

making process is still based on conservation experts. Secondly, the higher cost of 

living arising from the effect of increased tourism has caused many local people to 

move out of the conservation zone. Thirdly, the immigration of investors or new 

groups of people has caused the loss of social networks, including the works of 

conservation organizations, and has exacerbated the sense of segregation amongst 

the local Luang Prabang people. Lastly, the local people are unable to react and 

express their actual needs as long as the emphasis is on the needs of community 

responding to the needs of tourism, as has been discussed with Ban XiengMouane. 

However, the major advantage of the conservation system as a conventional 

approach has allowed the urban landscape and architecture of Luang Prabang to be 

well preserved, with its former historic atmosphere intact until the present day. 

 

 

Figure 6-23: (1927 and present day) the pictures show the conservation of Luang Prabang which 

has kept its atmosphere for almost 100 years  

Source : Patrimoine, 2001 

 

Even though Luang Prabang has conserved its urban physical elements and physical 

aspects of Luang Prabang have changed very little, the town cannot withstand the 

changes to its social structure. As observed, changes to the overall picture of the 

town are already in progress.  
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Figure 6-24: the same village (Ban Xieng Mouane) after 80 years 

Source: Patrimoine, 2001 

 

The comprehensive picture of social well-being in Luang Prabang 

Tourism has affected the settlement of local people, which can be seen from the 

high immigration and emigration rate in some conservation areas. This affects the 

social mechanisms of the town, such as the social network closure for local people 

and changes to cultural traditions as a result of the changing groups of people who 

live in the town. Tourism related business has become the main economic focus of 

the town and has led to a higher of cost of living. As Lao PDR cannot produce the 

required amount of good quality basic products, the town has been forced to import 

from Thailand to serve the needs of tourists. As a result consumer product prices 

have increased in Luang Prabang, thus a higher cost of living and forcing locals who 

do not conduct tourist related business to move out of town.  

 

Souphanuvong University is located on the outskirts of Luang Prabang old town. 

This university is one of the three main universities of Lao PDR (National University 

in Vientiane, Champasack University in Pakse, and Souphanuvong University in 

Luang Prabang). The university is located only around 10 kilometers from the town 

center. It is clear that the town has access to a high level of education, offering 

increased educational opportunity for local people. Overall, local people in Luang 

Prabang old town have a higher education level than in other provinces. Luang 

Prabang old town is close to the main hospital. Despite this, when comparing the 

population with available medical staff, the standards are lacking. Even though there 

is equality of access to public health services, inadequacies in the medical staff and 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Champasack+University
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equipment force the more affluent local people to attend hospitals in Thailand 

instead. In summary, the social well-being of local people in the study area is higher 

than in other provinces but the average income is still below the poverty line. There 

is still insufficient public health as well as a high rate of immigration of local people, 

which indicates the nature of the pressures under which local people are living.  

 

Current situation of Luang Prabang  

Empirical survey data indicates that there has been a large emigration of local people 

and even more immigration by investors and business people, who are either 

outsiders or foreigners and have moved in to manage the tourism business in Luang 

Prabang (Shinobu YAMAGUCHI, 2009).  The local people have moved out for a 

variety of reasons and land prices have increased owing to the demand from foreign 

investors who have moved in. The conservation regulations have caused the 

emigration of local people out of the conservation area because the owners of the 

heritage buildings cannot afford to maintain the old buildings under conservation 

standards set by la Maison. In certain cases, when the owners of timber buildings 

cannot appropriately restore the buildings to conservation standards, UNESCO 

would provide the money to rent the buildings and use them to serve UNESCO’s 

objectives for a period of 15 years, before returning them to the former owners 

(Ackhavong, 2008, p. 124). A formal report by the Lao government stated that 100% 

of the guesthouses were owned by local people, where in fact fewer than 50% of the 

hotels in Luang Prabang old town are owned by locals. In reality the guesthouses are 

under a kind of de facto ownership by outsiders or foreigners, who use the local 

people as agents to occupy the properties. Lao people tend to own small businesses, 

such as small restaurants, food vending businesses, or small guest houses, whilst the 

luxury hotels outside the conservation area tend to be owned by foreign investors, 

particularly Thai investors (Suntikul, 2011, p. 1071). The renovation of old houses is 

seen as threatening to traditional techniques of house construction (Suntikul & 

Jachna, 2013, p. 59) but to conserve and renovate old constructions threatens 

traditional life. The true effects of this aspect may not be as obvious as the physical 

aspects of renovation or construction, with the result that the heritage buildings of 

Luang Prabang are under constant renovation and adjustment. The enacting of 

conservation regulations since Luang Prabang’s inscription onto the World Heritage 

list in 1995 has changed the traditional dynamics. The capacity of locals to be in 

charge of changes to their own urban environments, according to their own local 

needs, has been interrupted by regulations and heritage conservation standards. This 

is difficult for local people who have lived in heritage buildings for generations to 

understand. The local people of Luang Prabang now tend to perceive heritage 
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conservation as a burden on local people for the benefit of others, workers and 

investors in the tourist industry (Gujadhur, 2008). 

 

Presently, Luang Prabang old town has less variety in the types of its heritage 

buildings than before UNESCO came to make a conservation inventory list and 

most of the heritage buildings are difficult to adapt to meet the daily life needs of 

local people (Dearborn & Stallmeyer, 2009). The heritage space of Luang Prabang is 

now valued as commodified space, where daily life activities are altered to promote 

tourist activities. In order to conserve the historic ambience, changes to the physical 

environment of the town have been frozen, turning the town into a museum instead 

of a living heritage town, where social development is appropriate for the needs of 

local people. 

 

Even if Luang Prabang can conserve the physical aspects of the town in intact 

condition, it is clear that the town’s activities have changed and have been 

commodified for tourism. Nan, on the other hand, has seen the physical aspects of 

the urban change, but the activity is being conserved. In the Luang Prabang business 

district, the Chinese market has been changed into a place for tourists, rather than 

locals. The “re-purposing” of old buildings, as foreign restaurants, coffee shops, or 

even the bicycle rental shops has no correlation with the former functions of Luang 

Prabang old town and its result is a loss of traditional social and cultural activities. 
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6.3 Intrinsic data 
6.3.1 Structure of critical institutions 

Luang Prabang administration 

Lao PDR is divided into 16 provinces and each province (khoueng) consists of 

districts (Muang) and villages (ban). An urban village is considered a town. Each 

province has one capital. Lao PDR has one special administrative area called Nakorn 

Luang. 

 

At the provincial level, the head of the province is the Province Governor who is 

nominated by the central government in a prime ministerial announcement. The 

Province Governor has the duty to mandatorily execute orders from central 

government policies. Then, there is the Chief of Administration and town 

development, with four main departments under orders from the Deputy Chief: the 

financial office, the operations office, the town’s protection and administration 

office, and the design and technique office. 

 

Noticeably, there is no government office, which directly oversees the cultural 

heritage of Luang Prabang. The development and administration office was only set 

up in 1997 and placed in charge of local services. This is similar to the work of a 

municipality in Thailand. Furthermore, the relationship at town level is the same as 

at province level, which is a top-down relationship. There are five organizations 

subordinate to the Prefect (Chao Muang): the town’s office, the accreditation office, 

the investigation office, the training and resources office, and the public 

organization. The next relationship is at village level, the lowest administration level 

in Lao PDR. Each village has a head of village (Nai ban) and three village committees 

comprising the committee for the protection of the peace, the social-cultural 

committee, and the economic committee. 

 

Luang Prabang’s head of village, who is elected by the villagers, communicates with 

the town party committee and its eight organizations/committees: the prefect’s 

office, the establishing committee, the controlling committee, the training and 

information committee, the young man committee, the federation of Mae Ying Lao 

(Lao women’s federation), the federation of commerce, and the nation building 

alliance. 

 

The organizations at department level which have offices in Luang Prabang are the 

Information and Culture Office of Luang Prabang, which is subordinate to the 

Department of Information and Culture, the Office of Communications, Transport, 
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Post and Construction, which is affiliated with the Department of Communications, 

Transport, Post and Construction, the Tourism Office of Luang Prabang, which is 

affiliated with the Department of Commerce and Tourism, and several others.  

 

The chain of command is a top-down one, with most policies coming from the 

central single-party government. The commands come directly from the Prime 

Minister to the Provincial Governor and General Secretary of the party, and then 

the provincial governor commands the heads of the village, the heads of the village 

command the nominated committee at village level, which forwards the command 

to the social-cultural committee, the economic committee, and the town’s protection 

committee. The smallest authority unit is the village. In the election of the head of 

village, normally, the villagers will not know the candidates as they come from other 

areas. 

 

The province and village administration, however, is in local government form. 

Pragmatically, the Provincial Governor and the head of the village have the capacity 

to control their area at a certain level. The Provincial Governor has the equivalent 

status to a minister and has the power to make decisions about incidents in their 

own precinct, to give direction on the province’s development and thus the  

development plan of the province. 

 

The conservation of Luang Prabang old town is overseen by the construction 

protection committee, which is a government authority. The committee considers 

the documents issued by la Maison and the urban planning office by agreeing to 

construction permission in the conservation area. The government authority 

emphasizes the conservation dimension of Luang Prabang in terms of conserving 

the originality, authenticity, and integrity of the town. The conservation experts 

consult on the conservation approach and encourage conservation projects, which 

mostly come from la Maison du Patrimoine. 

 

Nowadays, la Maison du Patrimoine has an autonomous administration system, 

which makes the organization work somewhat flexible. After the Lao government 

signs the assistance funding contract from foreign governments and foreign 

organizations and makes the funding available, it is sent directly to la Maison instead 

of to the province authority, to which la Maison is subordinate. La Maison 

cooperates with Luang Prabang province loosely, although this is not strictly 

mandatory. Even though la Maison can work flexibly, the organization has been 

condemned for its lack of transparency in matters such as assistance for building 
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repair, where villagers have thought the entire repair would be subsidized but in fact 

only part of it was. There are also internal conflicts in human resources, where retired 

staffs have been replaced by outside experts, causing local staff to resign.  

 

It can be seen that conservation in Luang Prabang is a balance of power between 

the government authorities and la Maison du Patrimoine. However, in a holistic 

view, local sectors are not taking part in the conservation network structure. 

Nowadays, the government sector still relies predominantly on la Maison, the most 

expert organization in Luang Prabang on conservation.  If the government is not 

able to manage conservation on its own in the long term, or does not find a way to 

encourage local communities to participate in the conservation management of 

Luang Prabang, problems might arise in the future around the sustainability of long-

term conservation planning 

 

6.3.2 Collaborative network of Luang Prabang 

The conservation practice in Luang Prabang has a process based on government 

authorities overseeing and encouraging it. This research studies the conservation 

structure by using the snowball technique to survey the actual conservation 

management network in Luang Prabang. It found that there are no private 

organizations joining the conservation network, except for the international 

conservation organization, la Maison du Patrimoine, which is itself funded by the  

French government, the EU and UNESCO.  

 

Luang Prabang is an example of a living heritage town, which has clearly applied the 

conventional conservation approach in its conservation practice. The main role of 

the local and international conservation experts is to lead and oversee the 

conservation of the tangible heritage of the town, its historic buildings and 

environment. 

 

There are eight main organizations, which oversee heritage conservation in Luang 

Prabang: 

 

The District Department of Communications, Transport, Post, and Construction 

(CTPC) 

The District Department of the Ministry of Planning and Investment, Luang 

Prabang province (DMPI) 

The District Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (DMAF) 

The District Office of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce (DMIC) 
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The District Office of the Ministry of Health (DMH) 

The Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural 

Heritage (PCHCN) 

Luang Prabang Provincial Department of Information, Culture, and Tourism 

(LPICT) 

La Maison du Patrimoine (LMP) 

 

Each organization has different structures, the details of which are as follows: 

 

The District Department of Communications, Transport, Post, and 

Construction, Luang Prabang Province (CTPC) 

The District Department of Communications, Transport, Post, and Construction, 

Luang Prabang Province, is the main actor as it is in charge of monitoring and 

inspection of construction. In addition, it is responsible for the implementation of 

decisions and notifications issued by the central government authority, as well as 

being the principal liaison with village authorities and mass organizations in plan 

setting and implementation of town planning, village sanitation tasks, and 

construction management tasks within the villages (Paul Rabé, 2007, p. 20). The 

Urban Housing Office and the Communication Office both participate in the 

conservation process. The former has the main duty of receiving construction 

permissions and consideration of the permissions, the latter has the main duty of 

collecting data, documents, architectural drawings, and detailed drawings of the 

town’s constructions and it works as the conservation resource of Luang Prabang 

town. 

 

The District Department of the Ministry of Planning and Investment, Luang 

Prabang province (DMPI) 

The Ministry of Planning and Investment is the government agency responsible for 

managing overseas investment, and needs to effectively manage a process that 

mainstreams environmental and social issues into the decision-making process. It 

does this by strengthening collaboration among relevant ministries, through the 

formulation of an inter- and intra-agency environmental working group as well as 

overseeing some part of the government’s land and property investment. At a 

regional level, there is the Office of Planning and Investment in the Luang Prabang 

region. The office’s duty is to execute the commands of the Ministry of Planning 

and Investment. 
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The District Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Luang 

Prabang Province (DMAF)   

The District and Municipality Agriculture and Forestry Offices (DAFOs) have the 

duty to implement, elaborate, guide and disseminate the law and regulations on plant 

protection, through coordinating with the local authorities and other concerned 

sectors within the district and the municipality, in order to enhance the public’s 

understanding and contribution to its implementation.  In addition, it also monitors 

and reports periodically on the outbreak of pests and the implementation of plant 

protection activities to the central government and the district and municipality 

administrations. The Office of Agriculture and Forestry is involved in conservation 

planning for Luang Prabang in particular, the wetlands and agricultural areas located 

in the conservation zone and those areas surrounding the town, which are a 

significant to the inscription of Luang Prabang onto the World Heritage list. 

The District Office of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, Luang 

Prabang Province (DMIC)  

The Ministry of Industry and Commerce is the government ministry responsible for 

governing and developing industrial activity and commercial activity in Lao PDR. It 

is responsible for regulating and promoting manufacturing, trade, import and export 

activity, and for representing Lao PDR and Laotian interests in the international 

business community. At the regional level and in Luang Prabang town, there is an 

Office of Industry and Commerce to receive orders from the Ministry and to execute 

to plan framed by the Ministry. The Regional Governor has a status equivalent to a 

minister and has the power to stop a plan from the central government. Thus, plan 

development is dependent on the Regional Governor’s agreement, and he consults 

with the Provincial Committee for Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural 

Heritage of Luang Prabang, of which the Deputy Regional Governor is the Chair. 

 

The District Office of the Ministry of Health, Luang Prabang Province 

(DMH)   

The District Office of the Ministry of Health is under the Ministry of Health, Lao 

PDR. The office has a role to take care of the basic health of the people of Luang 

Prabang as well as to investigate living conditions in order to bring them up to 

standard, in terms of hygiene and supervision of contagions, which could possibly 

occur in Luang Prabang town.  

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_ministry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commerce
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The Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and 

Natural Heritage  

(PCHCN)   

The Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural 

Heritage oversees heritage conservation and participation in the heritage value of 

Luang Prabang. The committee has a duty to control construction as well as 

construction permission requests in the conservation zone of Luang Prabang. There 

are 11 representatives of different organizations in the committee. The committee 

has to consider overall construction in the conservation zone by obtaining reports 

from the Urban Housing Office and la Maison du Patrimoine. 

 

The Luang Prabang Provincial Department of Information, Culture, and 

Tourism (LPICT) 

The Luang Prabang Provincial Department of Information, Culture, and Tourism is 

responsible for the promotion and preservation of Lao culture, statistics and 

information management, as well as site improvement of Luang Prabang. It oversees 

the activities of the National Museum of Luang Prabang and the school of Fine Arts. 

The Department also directs the Children’s Cultural Centre and the UNESCO-

supported Cultural Survival and Revival of Temple Arts training project.  The 

department’s role is to conserve the intangible heritage in Luang Prabang, which is 

of significance to the arts, culture, and traditions of Luang Prabang, and has to be 

conserved at the same time as the tangible heritage (UNESCO, 2004, p. 81). 

 

La Maison du Patrimoine (LMP) 

La Maison du Patrimoine was established as a joint venture between the Luang 

Prabang Provincial Department of Information and Culture and the French city of 

Chinon. It is supported by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the European 

Union, and the UNESCO World Heritage Centre (UNESCO, 2004, p. 43). 

However, La Maison du Patrimoine is not under the control of UNESCO, but 

reports to the Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and 

Natural Heritage (Suntikul, 2011, p. 1070). The objective of la Maison du Patrimoine 

is to ensure that the conservation practices in Luang Prabang are being carried out 

in accordance with international World Heritage standards. It functions as an 

advisory service in the issue of heritage conservation management to local authorities 

and communities (UNESCO, 2004, p. 43). Most of the construction in the 

conservation zone of Luang Prabang needs permission from the District 

Department of Communications, Transport, Post and Construction. Before 

granting the permission, the Department has to consult with the Department of 
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Information and Culture and la Maison du Patrimoine to re-check the regulation and 

appropriateness. 

 

It can be seen that la Maison du Patrimoine does not have direct power under the 

law but as it is the international organization with the finances and the manpower 

(conservation experts) from several countries such as France, Japan, and Denmark 

among others, the organization has a rather significant role to play in conservation 

practices in Luang Prabang. In addition, Lao PDR has a very limited budget for the 

development of the country, so the conservation sector constantly suffers from a 

lack of funds. However, la Maison du Patrimoine has become recognized and gained 

funding from international conservation organizations. It can therefore  work on 

conservation projects more effectively than the Lao government authorities. Even 

though it is a foreign organization, recently most of the officers hired have been 

Laotians who come from other regions or provinces of Lao PDR. La Maison du 

Patrimoine is thus characterized as an expert-led organization. As a result, some 

conservation plans for Luang Prabang are not in accordance with the actual needs 

of local communities. Some examples are the prohibition of cantilever canopies, the 

determination that building height should not be higher than the ridge of the temple, 

or even the specification of materials to build or renovate such as the obligatory use 

of earthen tiles instead of cement tiles. Most of these are somewhat in conflict with 

the actual situation of the town and with the economic conditions the local people 

have to endure.  
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6.3.3 Performance of conservation collaboration in Luang Prabang 

 
Figure 6-25: conservation network of Luang prabang 

Source: author, calculated by UCINET 6 

 

Size 8  

Density 0.321 Network closure 

Centralization 71.43% 

Diversity 2 Heterogeneity 

Cross-boundary exchange 0.333 

Table 6-4: performance of the collaborative network in Luang Prabang 

Source: author 

 

The density value of the conservation network of Luang Prabang is on average 

toward the low level, as can be seen by the following calculation: 9/8(8-1)/2 = 0.321 

when 9= links in the network divided by the maximum links. The network 

demonstrates that the organizations in the conservation network have 

communicated with each other to a certain degree but it is not extensive. There are 

some organizations, which are not connected with others in the network. This 

situation provides a great opportunity for some organizations to be the brokers and 

take advantage, becoming an influential actor in the network. The degree of 

centrality has a significantly high value at 71.43%, which indicates the high 

centralization characteristic of network communication in the conservation network 

in Luang Prabang. 
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Degree NrmDegree Share 

6 PCHCN 6.000 75.000 0.333 

1 CTPC 3.000 37.000 0.167 

8 LMP 3.000 37.000 0.167 

7 LPICT 2.000 25.000 0.111 

5 DMH 1.000 12.500 0.056 

2 DMPI 1.000 12.500 0.056 

3 DMAF 1.000 12.500 0.056 

4 DMIC 1.000 12.500 0.056 
Table 6-5: the degree of centrality value of the collaborative network in Luang Prabang 

Source: calculated by UCINET6 by author 

 

It can be seen from the network connection that the Provincial Committee for the 

Preservation of Historical, Cultural, and Natural Heritage is the center of the 

network because the committee is the organization, which grants permission for 

construction of new or renovated buildings in Luang Prabang. Considering the 

diversity value of the network, it can be seen that the main government authorities 

still need the resources and conservation data from la Maison du Patrimoine, an  

international conservation organization, not a local one. This issue emphasizes the 

importance of la Maison to the conservation network in Luang Prabang. 

 
Figure 6-26: diversity and cross-boundary exchange 

Source: author, calculated by UCINET 6 

 

The cross-boundary exchange value is calculated at 3/9=0.333 when 3=links across 

a different background of groups of stakeholders, divided by 9=overall links of the 

network. There are only two main groups from the central authorities and there are 

no local authorities or private sector groups participating in the conservation 
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network. This issue means that the overall heterogeneity value of Luang Prabang is 

rather low. The exchanged information between different groups is mostly from an 

expert perspective without the diversity of information from local perspectives. 

 

Figure 6-27: network performance 
Source: adapted from Carlasson and Sandstrom, 2008 

In conclusion, the conservation network performance of Luang Prabang old town 

has a rather high level of network closure but has rather low level of heterogeneity. 

Referring to Figure 6-27 from Carlsson and Sandstrom (Carlsson & Sandström, 

2008, p. 46), it can be seen that the network has the capacity to create a sound 

decision-making process as well as having a slight conflict in the network, as most 

of the decision-making process depends on the main authorities. There are few 

exchanges in the sets of information owing to the lack of resource diversity. There 

is a possibility that when the network is faced with complex problems, it might have 

difficulty in solving those problems or there may be a possibility of it having to 

depend on external resources all the time. The network shows a high level of 

centrality, which can cause a problem in the long run due to the network possibly 

having to depend too much on one organization and bringing benefits to only some 

stakeholders. It creates hierarchy in the network and forms a top-down approach 

network, which is not the approach sustainable conservation in a living heritage site 

should be adopting. 

in this type of network, access to various 

resources (e.g. knowledge) is improved. 

However, high transaction costs and 

difficulties in making priortities and managing 

conflicts between different interests hamper 

the policy process.

High levels of heterogeneity promote access 

to diversified knowledge. At the same time, 

high levels of closure improves the internal 

decision-making process by lowering 

transaction costs and fostering effective 

conflict resolution mechanisms.

This kind of network structure hampers the 

governance process by obstructing the 

prospect of dealing with collective action 

problems in an efficient manner. It is also less 

likely to access knowledge and new ideas 

promoting innovative solutions to the problems 

faced.

The ability to make decisions and solve 

conflicts at low transaction costs is possible 

within this network. However, the process of 

knowledge mobilisation is likely insufficient, 

which affects the ablity to find innovative 

solutions.
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6.4 Conclusion  
Luang Prabang, Lao PDR 

Since its inscription onto the World Heritage list in 1995, Luang Prabang has gone 

through a systematic process of conservation to a point where its heritage buildings 

and environment today are preserved in excellent condition. Inventory lists of every 

type of heritage were taken, including buildings and urban structures, as well as the 

natural environment such as forests and swamps. With the support of international 

conservation organizations, the physical aspects of heritage were overseen by foreign 

conservation experts. The conservation plan has focused mainly on heritage 

buildings, with additional plans to encourage the social, cultural and traditional 

activities considered by the experts as activities that would not deteriorate the World 

Heritage ambience. The approach has been a conventional conservation approach 

(see chapter 2), which is in fact opposed to the actual needs of local communities in 

the town in several ways. By looking implicitly to the needs of the development 

dimension for a decent quality of life, the overview of social activities in Luang 

Prabang still lacks such activities that support the needs of modern urban life. 

Attempts to provide modern activities or build modern constructions such as 

cinemas and supermarkets are forbidden inside the conservation area of Luang 

Prabang. This ban has contributed directly to urban sprawl with the population 

dispersing around the edge of the conservation area. These new areas have a higher 

complexity of activities and also more urbanization than the conservation area in the 

town center.  

 

The study area in Luang Prabang comprises 34 historic temples, around 400 historic 

buildings, and several swamps and forests, which are on the inventory list for 

conservation. The physical aspects of Luang Prabang have been kept intact. A 

comparison of the pictures in Figures 6-23 and 6-24 reveals minor changes only to 

the physical environment. Nan, in comparison, demonstrates noticeable changes in 

the physical heritage.  

 

The conservation capacity at this level depends on a conventional approach to 

conservation, in a full-scale operation. It relies on experts in varied fields from 

several countries as well as international funding for initiating the conservation 

projects. This situation raises some sensitive social, cultural, and traditional issues in 

Luang Prabang, which can be difficult for outside experts to address.  

 

An overview of the conservation network in Luang Prabang old town indicates an 

obvious top-down approach. There are eight main organizations participating in the 
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network while there are no local communities or any of the private sector joining in 

the decision making process. The diversity of the network can be categorized into 

two groups: the government authorities and one NGO (Non-Government 

Organization) called “la Maison du Patrimoine” (upgraded recently to become the 

Departement du Patrimoine Mondial). La Maison was the very first international 

organization to oversee conservation management in Luang Prabang and is still there 

today. The decision making in conservation projects depends mostly on la Maison 

du Patrimoine, as they have far more experts available compared with other 

conservation organizations from the Lao government. 

 

By applying a social network analysis, it was found that the conservation network of 

Luang Prabang has a high value of network closure and a low value of heterogeneity. 

When faced with conservation problems, this kind of network can lead to a less 

conflict between organizations, with rapid problem solving possible, as there are 

fewer organizations involved. However, the low level of heterogeneity brings the 

problem of a low number of information resources, so that when the network is 

faced with complex problems, such as social problems, this kind of network will lack 

appropriate information to solve such problems. Looking closely at the network, it 

can be seen that the inside information sources are the experts from the government 

authorities and la Maison du Patrimoine, which comprises international and national 

experts, but has no information exchange with local people or communities. This 

situation creates a conservation management format that can conserve the physical 

heritage in Luang Prabang from an expert perspective, while at the same time 

neglecting the actual needs of local communities who are not consulted as part of 

the decision-making process. 
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7 Research conclusion 

 

 

7.1 Overview  

The idea of modern conservation has been recognized since the Athens Charter and 

the Venice Charter. These Charters produced a concept of heritage values, which 

are treasured by humankind, of so-called ‘Universal value’. This valuing of heritage 

went on to develop world heritage discourse and impacted on the conservation 

perspectives of many countries worldwide, including the countries in Southeast Asia.  

 

Modern conservation has developed steadily over time. It started from a focus on 

conserving the authenticity value of heritage and went on to contend with the issue 

of over emphasis on physical aspects of conservation. As a result, heritage has been 

defined into two areas, tangible and intangible, and thus allows the inscribed heritage 

on World Heritage lists to be separated into two types of heritage. Firstly, tangible 

heritage, which is defined as physical heritage and secondly, intangible heritage, 

which is defined as abstract heritage, such as language, music, and dance. This 

perspective sets up a divided view on heritage, where in reality such strong divisions 

are not feasible. The next stage in developments saw Smith, Waterton, and Britta 

(Rudolff, 2007, p. 108; Smith, 2006, p. 44; Smith & Waterton, 2009, p. 44) propose 

a view of heritage as a process, which is both tangible and intangible and cannot be 

separated, in other words, a mutual concept in which both concrete and abstract 

heritage affect each other (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 2). This concept set up the view of 

heritage sites as either living heritage sites or dead heritage sites, where distinctions 

between the two were concerned with the interaction between physical heritage and 

community instead.  

 

The conservation approach in a living heritage site does not only look at 

conservation of the physical aspects of the site but is also concerned with other 

dimensions of the site. This kind of approach has been developed recently in 

Southeast Asia (by means of the ENAME charter and the living heritage approach 

adopted at the conservation conference in Thailand, 2008-2009). It can be seen from 

the conservation methods used in Thailand and Lao PDR, and even conservation as 

an international level, that new conservation perspectives are in constant 

development. 

 

Table 2-1 demonstrates the process of development of conservation ideas. Despite  

the constant developments in modern conservation, its objectives are still based on 
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experts’ perspectives. After 2003, however, the development process evolved to 

include local participation in the conservation process and the recognition of local 

wisdom in conservation practice. The conservation approach turned from expert-

based to community-based. The idea of community-based conservation that went 

on to create the living heritage approach, emphasizes local participation and attempts 

to give first priority to the community to give their opinions on conservation matters. 

 

The idea of the living heritage approach appears promising and sustainable, but it 

depends on a strong level of local participation. To analyze the level of community 

participation, a study of the process of collaboration was undertaken, including such 

aspects as the number, type, and structure of collaborative groups. This research 

used social network analysis and empirical data from field surveys to analyze the 

current condition of selected sites, looking at the social, economic, political, 

financial, and physical aspects of the site. The objective of the research was to 

investigate the living heritage attributes of living heritage site. The investigation has 

established a method of study and attempted to draw conclusions from its primary 

case study of the living heritage site of Nan, and in addition, provide some guidelines 

for sustaining living heritage sites in Thailand.  

 

Two case studies and one example have been undertaken in this research to 

understand the living heritage attributes of Nan in Thailand. The first and primary 

case study of Nan was analyzed using the methods developed in this research to 

understand the current circumstances of the site. The example of Pai in Thailand 

was studied for its practice of broadening the idea of community-led conservation 

in living heritage sites in Thailand, especially for potential changes in such sites when 

the community gained momentum in the collaborative process.  

 

The second case study of Luang Prabang, Lao PDR is used to understand changes 

in living heritage attributes in a site affected by the pressure of being a World 

Heritage site. This case study is used as an example of potential future changes in 

Nan, when it is chosen to be a World Heritage site, the current goal of the Thai 

government, Nan’s local authorities, and the local community. 
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7.2 The study results of the living heritage site in Nan, Thailand 

Nan, Thailand 

 

Study Area : 5.4 km2  

Communities: 28  

Population: 40,307(Committee, 2013, pp. 3-6)  

 

 

 

Table 7-1: Nan in Thailand  

Source: author 
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Nan, Thailand 

Nan is the case study in Thailand, which demonstrates an attempt to allow the 

participation of the local community in living heritage management. This process is 

similar to the “living heritage approach”, the ideal management approach for a living 

heritage site. However, this approach was only possible in the initial stages of the 

project, due to the political conditions and limited resources, and to the conservation 

approach of government authorities and the communities themselves. 

 

The living heritage approach needs the participation of stakeholders and local people 

who live in and around heritage buildings to collaborate in the process of drawing 

up the conservation and development plan. The approach aims to encourage local 

people to lead the management of their own heritage site, thus assisting the 

community to develop and create their own identities and social dynamic in the 

development process. Its aim is not only to conserve the physical heritage but to 

also push the development and conservation dimensions as better suits the modern 

day. 

 

This research investigates the living heritage attributes of Nan in Thailand based on 

the idea that a balance between the conservation and development dimensions of 

the heritage site can maintain its living heritage attributes. The study method can be 

categorized to be two main parts: extrinsic data and intrinsic data.  
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7.2.1 Extrinsic data of Nan  

Conservation 

dimension 

Description 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Physical 

condition 

-Being recognized at national 

heritage level 

-Urban structure and heritage 

buildings which have been listed as 

being in a good condition 

-Religious heritage buildings have 

been kept in a good condition 

-Conservation regulations have been 

issued in the conservation area 

(town center) 

-Rather resilient in conservation 

regulation compliance 

-Heritage buildings in business area 

close to the town center are 

demolished and replaced by modern 

buildings 

-Main conservation authority (the Fine 

Arts Department 7th) lacks  human 

resources and budget 

-List of heritage buildings does not 

cover every significant heritage 

building in Nan 

Table 7-2: The level of conservation dimension of the living heritage site in Nan in Thailand. 

Source: author 

 

7.2.1.1 The study of the conservation dimension 

The condition of the physical heritage of Nan is of an average level. Nan is one of 

78 old towns in Thailand, listed as the second old town in Thailand after  

Rattanakosin Island in Bangkok. The urban structure and heritage buildings have 

been well conserved; however, in the business area of Nan, in the middle of town, 

there have been some physical changes. Heritage buildings were demolished and 

replaced by modern concrete row houses in order to serve modern trading activities, 

thus physically altering the urban structure and heritage buildings of Nan. 

 

After 2005, the old town was classified as a conservation case study area and has 

been conserved since then. This has resulted in the conservation of Nan’s urban 

structure as well as some of the significant heritage buildings. However, the case 

study area has only registered certain, not all heritage buildings. Most of the well-

conserved heritage buildings are religious buildings such as temples. However, 

government authorities are less concerned with other types of heritage buildings 

(semi-secular and secular buildings). In summary, Nan old town has maintained parts 

of its built heritage and its urban structure but the approach has not been 

comprehensive. 

 

Conservation management in Nan has been well encouraged by several sectors, such 

as government, private, and local communities. A systematic conservation 
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management plan has been developed. Controlling construction in the conservation 

area in 2007 was one measure adopted to decrease the deterioration of heritage 

buildings in this town. However, the Fine Arts Department, the conservation 

authority overseeing conservation practices in Nan, is still faced with the problem 

of a lack of human resources. As far as the participatory process in conservation is 

concerned, government authorities initiate most conservation activities and local 

communities are only allowed to participate at the implementation stage. There is 

still a high dependency on local government authorities in conservation 

management. In sum, Nan’s conservation authorities have a lack of human resources 

and local budgets, an incomplete participatory process, and a high dependency on 

central government, all of which indicate that conservation management is hardly 

sustainable. 

 

Development 

dimension 

Description 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Environmental 

quality 

-Diversity of urban activities and land 

use 

-Sufficient basic urban facilities 

 

 

-Urban development plan of Nan is 

not up to date (the released plan is not 

in accordance with the actual urban 

changes) 

 

Economic 

opportunity 

-Variety of economic types in Nan 

 

-Town’s economic growth increases 

rather slowly 

-Local annual budget depends on the 

central government 

Social well-

being 

- Local people in the conservation 

area are satisfied 

-Sufficient education level of local 

people 

-Sufficient public health access 

-High attachment of local people 

creates a connection of community to 

heritage buildings, which translates 

into numbers of traditional festivals 

which are arranged in this town 

-Some noticeable issues for local 

people who live in rural areas of this 

province: they still have quality of life 

issues 

Table 7-3: the level development dimension of the living heritage site in Nan in Thailand 
Source: author 
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7.2.1.2 Sustainable urban development 

Nan’s environmental quality can be evaluated by looking at its land-use plan, basic 

facilities, transportation system, and waste management systems. The study area has 

the diversity of land use and sufficient basic facilities. Although, Nan is still facing 

the problem of smoke pollution due to the deforestation process, the problem takes 

place away from the studied area.  

 

In 2013, the second revised urban development plan was released. It proposed a 

balance between the conservation and development dimensions. However, Nan’s 

ongoing difficulties regarding town planning stem from the fact that there is a lack 

of skilled staff, an inability to keep up with the plan on a practical level, leading to  a 

lack of continuity and failure to keep up-to-date records of developments that are 

already occurring or have occurred.  

 

With regard to economic opportunity, the town generally has a diversity of economic 

activities, which provide sufficient opportunity for work for local people. The main 

economic base of the town is agriculture, which provides quite a high level of self-

sufficiency and thus represents a sustainable economic trend in Nan. However, as it 

is a small town, which is far from the economic center of Thailand, Bangkok, Nan’s 

economy grows fairly slowly. Also, the annual budget of the local authorities in Nan 

still depends on the central government. This makes it very difficult for Nan’s local 

authorities to initiate any new economic projects and can even lead to lost economic 

opportunities. 

 

Social well-being in Nan is positive. Population movement and loss is low, indicating 

a level of satisfaction of locals with their life in Nan. The education level of local 

people overall is low, but more than 90% of local people are literate, and this 

standard is on par with the whole country. The physician per capita rate in the study 

area meets the country’s standard, which represents the positive quality of public 

health in the town. 
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7.2.2 Intrinsic data 

 

 

 

 
 

Size 11  

Density 0.545 
Network closure 

Centralization 55.56% 

Diversity 5 
Heterogeneity 

Cross-boundary exchange 0.733 
 

 

  Degree NrmDegree Share 

1 PDC 10.000 90.909 0.164 

8 DASTA 8.000 72.727 0.133 

2 DPT 7.000 63.636 0.117 

5 FDN 7.000 63.636 0.117 

10 NCC 6.000 54.545 0.100 

11 PAON 5.000 45.455 0.083 

7 NTM 4.000 36.364 0.067 

4 NNM 4.000 36.364 0.067 

9 NPF 3.000 27.273 0.050 

3 TDN 3.000 27.273 0.050 

6 NCCO 3.000 27.273 0.050 

     
 

Table 7-4: The degree of centrality of collaborative networks in the living heritage site, Nan in 

Thailand 

Source: author 
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According to the empirical survey data, Nan comprises 28 communities, with 26 

temples which are important heritage buildings in the Kingdom. These important 

temples are located within the city wall zone, which is strictly conserved by 

government authorities:  the Fine Arts Department 7th. The study found that the 

communities in the study area have participated quite well in conservation practices 

and have two local organizations in the collaborative network for the conservation 

of Nan (NCC and NCCO). 2003 information from the UNDP (United Nations 

Development Programme) indicates that Nan has the highest rate of local 

community participation in Thailand, with a 79.5% voter turnout. This participation 

is also demonstrated by the high involvement of community groups in social 

activities and services (the main community group is the Hug Muang Nan 

Foundation). The empirical data also indicates a high level of community 

participation in the collaborative conservation process, suggesting a good potential 

role of community in actual conservation practices. However, the study of Nan’s 

collaborative network shows that it still has a top-down approach to conservation as 

it receives considerable guidance from related government authorities in 

conservation practices. A noticeable example is the Fine Arts Departments 7th, 

which is designated by the Thai government as the main organization in charge of 

conserving heritage buildings in Nan. Moreover, it has been ranked 4th of 11 

organizations which participate in the conservation collaboration network. 

 

The Fine Arts Department 7th has a permanent staff of only two to three employees 

(depending on seasonal rotation with the other Fine Arts Departments across other 

provinces). The staff in the organization oversees heritage buildings in four 

provinces, Nan, Phayao, Phare, and Lampang. The Fine Arts Department 

outsources its conservation projects to various private organizations, and 

replacements for staff are not engaged in case of absence.  These and other factors 

indicate that conservation practices in the department are not sustainable. 

 

It is important in living heritage sites that the conservation and development 

dimensions be enacted simultaneously to cater for both the development of social 

mechanisms of communities and the conservation of heritage buildings. However, 

the research shows that Nan’s conservation projects are usually initiated by the 

Provincial Department of Culture and Municipality of Nan and community 

cooperation is sought and/or obtained subsequently. The strong social 

characteristics of Nan’s communities and the resulting positive practical cooperation 

from them make a clear contribution to encouraging a positive attitude to their 

culture and to heritage conservation. However, it is also clear that the government 
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authorities focus on authenticity and originality of heritage buildings, whilst 

neglecting the social dimensions as they pertain to the town’s social needs. This may 

lead to conflict between conservation and development in the long run and the 

possibility that communities will turn against the government’s conservation 

policies.  

 

This issue can be observed in the summary of the conservation network of Nan in 

Chapter 4, which indicated a high centralization factor present in the network. 

Janssen et al explained that this might be appropriate in the initial period of the 

network and will assist in forming the collaborative system and good conservation 

management (Janssen, 2006). However, in the long term, the centralization value 

needs to be reduced to avoid potential domination or exploitation of the network by 

certain stakeholders. Subsequent decreases in the diversity of information and 

resources in the network can lead to difficulties in solving complex problems in the 

future. 

 

In Nan, the stakeholders who lead conservation initiatives are a group of 

government authorities, such as the Provincial Department of Culture, the 

Municipality, and Nan Office of Public Works and Town Planning (see details in 

Chapter 4). In order to create collaborative conservation in Nan consistent with the 

living heritage approach, it is therefore necessary to decrease the role of government 

authorities and encourage the local stakeholders or communities to participate more 

in the conservation network. Moreover, the communication and information 

exchange between both parties needs further development. In the process of the 

conservation of a living heritage site, it is essential that both the conservation system 

and the collaboration process between stakeholders and communities be 

understood, so that conservation management responds to the actual needs of local 

communities. Unless this occurs, the heritage buildings will be conserved, but at the 

expense of changes to community identity.  

  

7.2.2.1 The summary of collaborative networks and the analysis of 

influential actor/s 

The central actor in a collaborative network can influence decisions made by other 

actors (stakeholders) in the network, and they can also benefit inside the network, as 

other actors have to contact each other through them, the actor with the highest 

level of centrality, for the purpose of collaborating in any activities in the network.  
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By looking at policies and objectives of authorities at the center of the network (or 

the actors with the most centrality), we can anticipate the direction of decision-

making in the network. In a living heritage site, which considers both the 

conservation and development dimensions, the imbalance between the two 

management dimensions tends to create some changes in the living heritage 

attributes. 

 

The Provincial Department of Culture (PDC), which is the central government 

authority, has the highest centrality value in the collaborative network of Nan. It has 

both the authority and the duty to plan cultural strategies for the town of Nan, to 

collaborate on them, to support them in practice and to develop knowledge and 

awareness of religious, artistic and cultural traditions. (http://province.m-

culture.go.th/nan/file/work_organ.html)  

 

The second most central actor of Nan’s collaborative network is the Designed Areas 

for Sustainable Tourism Administration (DASTA). This organization has the 

objective of promoting sustainable cultural tourism. The third most central is the 

Office of Public Works and Country Planning. Its objective is to plan  town 

development. The fourth is the Fine Arts Department 7th which is the conservation 

authority. Noticeably, the third and the fourth most central authorities in the 

collaborative network have the same centrality values. 

 

To sum up, the objective of the PDC focuses on the development of religious, 

artistic, and cultural traditions in the study area. The DASTA aims to promote 

sustainable cultural tourism in Nan, including cultural heritage, by attempting to 

attract tourists. Meanwhile, the aims of the third and the fourth ranked authorities 

are the development and conservation dimensions respectively. In short, goal-setting 

and decision-making in Nan’s collaborative network seem to focus on the 

conservation of cultural heritage (by PDC) as well as heritage buildings for tourism 

(by DASTA). 

 

 

 

 

http://province.m-culture.go.th/nan/file/work_organ.html
http://province.m-culture.go.th/nan/file/work_organ.html
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7.2.3 The study’s conclusions from Extrinsic and Intrinsic data in the living 
heritage site in Nan old town, in Thailand 

The extrinsic data gives an overall picture of the living heritage attributes of Nan 

while the intrinsic data demonstrates the direction of those attributes (conservation 

or development dimension). According to the data, at present, Nan has an average 

level of conservation practice. The site lacks knowledge and human resources in 

conservation, lacks a sufficient conservation budget, and has an incomplete-register 

of heritage buildings. The sustainable urban development aspect of Nan 

demonstrates positive signs for almost every indicator except economic opportunity 

and continuity of urban development planning.  

 

The intrinsic data shows that the present collaborative network tends to focus more 

on the conservation dimension of cultural heritage and has a secondary objective to 

conserve cultural heritage and heritage buildings for tourism purposes. In the current 

state of Nan’s attributes as a living heritage site, this situation can be a positive sign 

for keeping the balance between the conservation and development dimensions. The 

conservation dimension is lower from the extrinsic data, while the intrinsic data 

shows a focus on this dimension, thus balancing it with the development dimension. 

However, according to Bodin and Crona, 2009, high centrality networks can cause 

issues in the long-term, especially when it comes to problem solving where certain 

actors have too much centrality and can thus gain an advantage in the network.  

 

The PDC and DASTA have high centrality, with government authorities overall 

taking up the first four ranks in this area and producing a government biased top-

down approach. The PDC in particular places their focus on religious activities, so 

it is not a surprise that the conservation practice in Nan normally involves religious 

buildings.  

 

In the current situation, the direction of the collaborative network focuses on the 

conservation dimension due to the fact that this represents the objectives of the first 

and second highest central actors. When considering the balance between 

conservation and development dimensions, this trend seems to assist the balance of 

the two dimensions and keeps the status of the living heritage attributes of Nan. 

However, as stated, in the long run, the collaboration process in Nan would be best 

to decrease the level of centrality of the network, open up opportunities to the 

private sectors and local communities to have equal centrality values and thus 

increase the chances of sustaining the collaborative network in Nan, Thailand. 
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Pai, an example of the importance of influential stakeholders 

Pai, in Thailand, is an example of a heritage site that emphasized the importance of 

an influential stakeholder in the collaborative process. The policy of the most 

influential stakeholder can alter the town’s urban physical nature as well as the 

direction of the town’s activities in the future. Normally, town activities in Pai are 

influenced by local people, who focus on the development dimension. This research 

supports this idea and understands how the development dimension can fulfill local 

needs and boost urban standards. However, it is easy for an imbalance to arise, where 

local people become overly influenced by the collaborative process, thus gaining the 

power to cause a considerable shift from the town being a living heritage site to its 

becoming a tourist attraction. Activities then change to serve the needs of tourists 

and local people’s aims change to a focus on earning money from the tourism 

industry. The whole economic structure of the site of Pai has thus altered from being 

a self-sufficient economy with a diversity of economic activity types to being an 

economy dependent mainly on the tourism economy, which is very sensitive to 

external factors.  

 

Pai, as a living heritage site has seen very different changes in its attributes to the 

case of Luang Prabang in Lao PDR, which is an example of imbalance of living 

heritage attributes in favor of the conservation dimension. Pai demonstrates the 

impact of a lopsided focus on the development dimension, and the subsequent loss 

of economic diversity when the focus swings mainly to the tourism economy. 

Furthermore, Pai as a model can be used to explain why the character of the town 

has changed despite or because of the local community’s power to influence policy 

making.    

 

Therefore, a successful model of a collaborative process, which can sustain a living 

heritage site, requires equality in stakeholders’ power in order to sustain living 

heritage attributes. In addition, a high level of heterogeneity of all groups of 

stakeholders is vital for solving prospective complex problems.  
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7.3 Luang Prabang, Lao PDR, a case study of a living heritage 

site which became a World Heritage site 

Luang Prabang, Lao PDR 

 

 

Area of study: 0.5 km. sq. 

Communities: 34 

Population: 46,000 (Shinobu YAMAGUCHI, 2009) 
Table 7-5: Luang Prabang in Lao PDR  

Source: author 

 

The result of the study in Luang Prabang will be used to understand the living 

heritage attributes of a town that is registered as a World Heritage site. The research 

outcomes in Luang Prabang can be applied as a case study for Nan in Thailand to 

test the probability of changes to Nan’s living heritage attributes when it becomes a 

World Heritage site.  

 

Since Luang Prabang’s inscription on the World Heritage list in 1995, the site’s 

conservation has been systematic at both international and national levels. The study 

methodology used in Luang Prabang is applied in Nan, Thailand using both the 

extrinsic and intrinsic data. 

  

0 200 500 M 
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7.3.1 Extrinsic data of Luang Prabang 
 

Conservation 

dimension 

Description 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Physical 

condition 

- Being recognized at an international 

level 

-Every type of heritage building 

including urban forms have been 

well-conserved 

-Conservation regulations are rather 

effective 

-Lack of local community 

participation in decision-making 

process 

-Conflict with local community, 

decreased sense of belonging of local 

people 

Table 7-6: the level of conservation dimensions of the living heritage site of Luang Prabang in 

Lao PDR 

Source: author 

 

The study of the conservation dimension in Luang Prabang, Lao PDR 

In 1995, Luang Prabang old town was listed as a World Heritage site and both the 

urban structure and all heritage buildings were added to the inventory list. The World 

Heritage Committee stated the value of its assets to be of outstanding universal 

value. In order to conserve their integrity, the town received subsidies from many 

countries worldwide. There was also an attempt to conserve the authenticity of 

heritage buildings by conserving their original materials and by reviving the 

traditional construction methods. Consequently, the current physical condition of 

the urban structure and heritage buildings in Luang Prabang is excellent. 

 

However, Luang Prabang has suffered from the emigration of local people from the 

conservation zone and the immigration of outsiders, who are mostly investors in 

tourism. These circumstances have caused a discontinuity in the local cultural 

traditions from generation to generation and the loss of the relationship between 

people and local heritage. Formerly, the local community regarded heritage buildings 

as places of worship and interacted with them to create local cultural traditions. 

However, nowadays the community seems to have changed their perspective and 

considers local heritage buildings as tourist commodities. This change has caused a 

gradual decrease in the social value of heritage buildings and traditional cultural 

activities. As a result, the sites have become mere tourist commodities. 

The town and heritage buildings in Luang Prabang are outstanding historical assets, 

which have been well conserved using a variety of conservation techniques. As far 

as possible, traditional construction techniques and original materials have been used 
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in their restoration. Even though the religious buildings were in better condition 

than semi-secular and secular buildings in 1995, a comprehensive approach has 

resulted in the fact that every type of heritage building has now been restored to 

good condition. 

 

The conservation management of Luang Prabang has been quite systematic, with a 

strictly applied conservation plan overseen by several conservation organizations 

since 1995. However, the local participation has been lacking in Luang Prabang, to 

a point that international conservation organizations have introduced initiatives to 

encourage local people to join in conservation practices. Such initiatives represent 

additional top-down intervention and reflect further on the initial failure to involve 

local people in conservation. Nevertheless, it must be noted that conservation is 

generally of a high quality due to the application of the conventional conservation 

method. 
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Development dimension in Luang Prabang 

Development 

dimension 

Description 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Environmental 

quality 

-Sufficient basic urban facilities  

 

 

-Very limited modern urban activities 

in conservation zone 

-Faced with tourism related 

problems, such as waste, traffic 

congestion, and pollution 

-Environment control is focused on 

the conservation perspective not the 

convenience of local people 

Economic 

opportunity 

-Tourism business has become the 

main part of the economy and has 

increased the income of the local 

community in general 

 

-The Main economic focus of the 

town is only tourism related business 

which is very sensitive to external 

factors 

-Cost of living in the conservation 

area is really high 

-The advantages from the tourism 

economy has fallen into the hands of 

foreign investors, not local people 

Social well-

being 

-The town has better public health 

care, education levels, and quality of 

dwellings than before being listed on 

the World Heritage list 

-A significant number of local people 

have moved out of the conservation 

area and outsiders have moved into 

the town. 

-Much traditional culture and many 

local festivals have changed for 

tourism, which shows the loss of 

connection between the local 

community and local heritage 

Table 7-7: the level of development dimensions of the living heritage site of Luang Prabang in 
Lao PDR  
source: author 

 

Environmental quality: 

Luang Prabang’s town plan aims to conserve traditional urban activities, so that 

modern urban functions, such as the shopping centers, theatres, and cinemas are not 

allowed to be built in the old town, thus decreasing urban diversity. There have 

however been improvements in basic utilities, such as electricity, drainage, and 

transportation, since attaining World Heritage status. The rapidly increasing rate of 

tourism in Luang Prabang has however caused issues for waste disposal, traffic 

management and pollution control. There has also been an impact on the ambience 
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of Luang Prabang from high tourist numbers, with the old town now a tourist 

district, particularly in the conservation area, for example, the Chinese district of 

Luang Prabang (Ban Xieng Mouane). 

 

The Luang Prabang authorities have prioritized the town’s conservation plan over 

its development plan. The latter has therefore been limited, with the town structure 

and heritage buildings off-limits, ignoring the needs of locals to keep up with modern 

lifestyle facilities. This may be offset by the improvements to basic infrastructure, 

such as electricity, drainage, plumbing, and transportation systems, which have been 

well developed and maintained as part of the town’s environmental plan. Overall, 

the development plan may serve basic needs but is too limited in a modern world 

 

Economic opportunity: 

Luang Prabang’s economy has changed from a self-sufficient economy to one based 

on tourism, particularly in the conservation area. The result is a decrease in the 

diversity of occupations and a lack of economic opportunity, placing limitations on 

the town’s growth potential and making the town vulnerable to the whims of 

tourism. The local people in the conservation area still earn less than the poverty line 

limit, yet the cost of living of Luang Prabang is rather high when compared with 

neighboring countries such as Thailand, which has a higher average per capita 

income.  This indicator reveals the uncertainty of economic opportunity in Luang 

Prabang. 

 

Social well-being: 

The migration rate of local people is quite high, indicating a low overall satisfaction 

level. The low rate of physicians per capita in Luang Prabang shows  inadequacies in 

the public health service. Interviews with affluent local people show that they prefer 

to obtain their health care from the hospitals in Thailand. Overall, the social well-

being of Luang Prabang is low. 
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7.3.2 Intrinsic data 

 

 

 

 
 
Size 8  

Density 0.321 Network closure 

Centralization 71.43% 

Diversity 2 Heterogeneity 

Cross-boundary exchange 0.333 
 

 

  Degree NrmDegree Share 

6 PCHCN 6.000 75.000 0.333 

1 CTPC 3.000 37.000 0.167 

8 LMP 3.000 37.000 0.167 

7 LPICT 2.000 25.000 0.111 

5 DMH 1.000 12.500 0.056 

2 DMPI 1.000 12.500 0.056 

3 DMAF 1.000 12.500 0.056 

4 DMIC 1.000 12.500 0.056 

     
 

Table 7-8: Intrinsic data  
Source: author 
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The collaboration network in Luang Prabang comprises eight main authorities of 

which La Maison du Patrimoine is the only one, which is not a government authority. 

The administration system of for all other authorities is based on the chain of 

command, or a centralized top-down system. Accordingly, seven authorities in the 

network come from the same background, share the same sources of information, 

and have similar patterns of problem solving. These issues severely lessen the 

diversity of information resources in the Luang Prabang collaborative network. 

 

According to the intrinsic data analysis, Luang Prabang has a high centrality value 

and a low density value, creating a network, which will provide good collaboration 

among its stakeholders, with shorter making decision processes. However, its 

weakness is the potential ability for high centrality stakeholders to dominate all 

decision-making in the network, and thus weaken the network in the long term. 

Additionally, the low density value, with reduced channels of connection, can cause 

difficulties for the flow of information and resources, and fail to strengthen the 

collaboration process and its sustainability.  

 

Network heterogeneity indicates the background of the group of actors who join the 

network. This is very low in Luang Prabang, as there are only two different groups 

in the network, the government authority and La Maison du Patrimoine, with the 

private sector and the local community not represented at all in this collaborative 

network.  

 

In addition, the cross boundary exchange value, or the source of information or 

resources exchanged between different background groups, is also low, as can be 

applied to the authorities in this network. When the diversity of information and 

resources needed to solve complex problems is low, problem solving in the network 

develops limitations, which can cause tension inside the network when facing 

complex problems and even render the collaborative process unsustainable.  

 

The results mentioned above match Carlsson and Sandstrom’s findings (Carlsson & 

Sandström, 2008). This kind of network is likely to face problems in the long run as 

it depends too much on one authority/stakeholder in the network, in this case, the 

Provincial Committee for the Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural 

Heritage (PCHCN), which has a high focus on the conservation dimension as 

opposed to the development dimension.  
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The collaborative network of Luang Prabang has the Provincial Committee for the 

Preservation of Historical, Cultural and Natural Heritage (PCHCN) as its most 

central player, followed by the District Department of Communications, Transport, 

Post and Construction, (CTPC) and then La Maison du Patrimoine (LMP). The 

objective of the CTPC is to investigate and collect  construction information in 

Luang Prabang. It acts as the archive of town conservation. La Maison du Patrimoine 

(the foreign-funded conservation organization) investigates conservation practices 

as part of its objective to meet World Heritage standards in Luang Prabang. It also 

works as a consultant in conservation management for the town. 

 

Overall, the collaborative process has a high probability of focusing on the 

conservation dimension. Analyzed together with the extrinsic data, it can be seen 

that the focus for the town still remains on conservation, and yet there are currently 

problems emerging in Luang Prabang on several aspects of town development. An 

imbalance is being created and the town is at risk of losing all of its living heritage 

attributes. The current problems include local people moving out of the 

conservation zone for a variety of reasons, the increasing costs of living, cultural 

traditions being commodified for tourism, and the actual local needs of the local 

people going unmet, due to the unresponsive development dimension which does 

not appear to be concerned with the opinions of local people. Fragmentation 

between the local people and their heritage has occurred and decreased their sense 

of belonging . Considering all the indicators, there is a high chance that the living 

heritage attributes will change, that the connection between the community and 

heritage will be lost in the future and that Luang Prabang will lose its living heritage 

status. 
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7.4 Summary of the research study 

Nan was chosen as a case study because the province has its own dominant 

characteristics as a living heritage site. Moreover, the preliminary data shows 

attempts by local communities to join in the decision-making processes for town 

activities. Some changes have been made to  heritage buildings to fulfill the needs of 

local people, indicating that the nature of conservation in Nan allows communities 

to participate in the collaborative process, and thus assist in the development of the 

social mechanisms of the town. A sense of belonging is also maintained for local 

people by using local wisdom to both develop and sustain the identity of the town. 

Conversely, in Luang Prabang, a decrease in the sense of belonging, particularly in 

the conservation area, has occurred. Moreover, its cultural traditions have been 

converted into tourism commodities. This breaks the social mechanism, which 

creates or maintains identity based on local cultural traditions. 

 
Figure 7-1: The morning alms offering tradition of Luang Prabang which has nowadays become 

only a show for tourists 

Source: author, April 2012 

 

In order to maintain the living heritage attributes of the town a focus needs to be 

maintained not only on physical heritage but also on maintaining the social 

mechanisms, thus keeping a balance between conservation and development. In fact, 

it was noted that the local community has the opportunity to participate in the 

collaboration process, its collaborative network still has a top-down intervention 

style, with the management of the town depending heavily on government 

authorities. However, a positive sign in the collaborative process is that both the 

private sector and the local community have access to participation in the 

collaborative network. 

 

Being a World Heritage site, Luang Prabang has been overly focused on the 

conservation dimension to keep the authenticity and integrity of heritage buildings. 
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This has affected the development mechanisms of the town in several ways, 

including a decrease in occupation diversity owing to the control of urban activities 

and land use, in order to keep the old ambience of the historic town. Consequently, 

the only promising types of economic activity in the town depend on the tourism 

business, which is quite sensitive to external factors. With the focus on the 

conservation approach, which has neglected the actual needs of the community, the 

cost of living has risen, whilst the average income of local people is still below the 

poverty line, putting them under pressure to move out of town.   

 

The conservation regulations and the construction control regulations which are 

issued by the government conservation authorities and la Maison du Patrimoine do 

not allow the local people who own the heritage buildings to restore or make any 

changes to those buildings1. The heritage buildings, which were once the spiritual 

center and which had a strong social connection with the local community, are now 

occupied and managed by government and conservation experts. This situation has 

transferred the sense of ownership from local people to conservation experts.  

 

However, being a World Heritage site is raising the standard of living to a certain 

extent. Improvements in basic facilities in the town have been made possible due to 

external funding from organizations such as UNESCO, ICROM, and ICOMOS  etc. 

procured after Luang Prabang was inscribed on the World Heritage list. Such 

improvements mean the local people have a better quality of life than before and the 

physical heritage of the town has been renovated to good condition. As such, it can 

be seen that most of the advantages to the town relate to physical heritage while the 

local community is faced with several social problems. There are also the subsequent 

problems that arise from the town’s management, which does not respond to the 

actual needs of local people. 

  

                                                 
1 Any changes to heritage buildings require approval from the government conservation 
authorities, which are in charge of conservation in the town. The process of asking for approval is 
rather complex and consumes a large amount of time. In addition, when the approval is processed 
and accepted, the architectural styles which are allowed add more cost to the construction owing 
to conservation regulations, which control the material and construction techniques, and are more 
expensive and more difficult to find than modern materials. 
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7.5 Maintaining living heritage attributes 

Being a World Heritage site and Nan’s maintenance of living heritage 

attributes 

Currently, Nan shows a lopsided focus regarding living heritage attributes by 

concentrating a bit overly on the development dimension. However, trends in their 

collaborative processes in other contexts show a high incidence of focusing more 

on the conservation dimension, which helps to maintain living heritage attributes.  

 

The impact on the living heritage attributes of Nan, when it becomes a World 

Heritage site, can be compared to the case of Luang Prabang. Currently, Luang 

Prabang dedicates most of its resources to conserving the integrity of its physical 

heritage in order to meet the standard of outstanding universal value. This process 

is under the supervision of national and international experts who drive the 

conservation approach using a conventional approach.  

 

The physical heritage of Luang Prabang is well-conserved but at the expense of 

below average living standards for its people, as a result of the failure of its urban 

development. Changes to the living heritage attributes have brought disadvantages 

such as reduction in job choices, high cost of living, high rates of moving out of 

local people, and so forth. Such issues, considered here in the framework of this 

research, show the imbalance created in living heritage attributes when there is an 

over-focus on the conservation dimension, a factor which is likely to emerge when 

a town is under pressure to retain its World Heritage status. These are issues that 

Nan has to consider. Once inscribed onto the World Heritage list, preserving the 

town’s physical heritage value to meet the international standard is unavoidable, as 

it is the main criteria of being a World Heritage site. Therefore, being a World 

Heritage site can have the same kind of effect on Nan’s living heritage attributes, as 

it did in Luang Prabang, when development issues are not faced collaboratively.  

 

Nan can also take warning from the example of the town of Pai, on the other end 

of the scale, where the community-led changes, which focused only on the 

development dimension, had an effect on physical heritage. When a local community 

gains momentum in the collaborative process to lead and perhaps dominate the 

policy-making, a different kind of imbalance develops. Therefore, a sustainable 

pattern of collaboration is needed, with equal sharing and negotiation by each 

stakeholder in the network. This is a major factor in maintaining a site’s living 

heritage attributes. 
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This research suggests the necessary guidelines to form the collaboration process:  

Table 7-9: The guildelines for a collaboration process structure of a living heritage site 
Source: adapted from Sandström, 2008 

  

N
e
tw

o
rk

 

Indicators  Value  Attributes  Indicators  Value  Attributes  

Centrality low Low level of centrality 

has advantages for long 

term planning owing to 

sharing power in 

decision making. 

Network 

closure 
average Levels of closure 

improve the intrinsic 

decision-making 

process by lowering 

transaction costs 

and fostering 

effective conflict 

resolution 

mechanisms. Density high High level of density 

decreases the chance of 

the collapse of network 

owing to the various 

channels to connect 

among actors in the 

network 

diversity high High level of size 

showing the high 

number of different 

background groups 

who join in the 

network. It can increase 

the complexity of the 

sets of information in 

the network and assist 

in solving more 

complex problems.  

Heterogeneity High High levels of 

heterogeneity 

promote access to 

diversified 

knowledge 

Cross-

boundary 

exchanged 

high High level of cross-

boundary exchanges 

assists in exchanging  

complex information, 

and helps to solve 

complex problems. 
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7.6 The limitations of the research 

The methodology for evaluating the living heritage attributes in this research has the 

limitation that it can only be used for studying living heritage sites. The variables of 

this research are rather sensitive, and need to apply a variety of tools to gather the 

data, such as interviews, questionnaires and document reviews, as well as empirical 

data from survey research.  

 

The interviews and questionnaires in this research apply the snowball technique to 

search for the specific information, which is used in understanding the role of 

stakeholders in the collaborative process. This technique is time consuming and 

probably has a high margin of deviation owing to dependency on the informant for 

the preliminary information.  

 

This research found that the collaborative process of the case studies in this research 

can be analyzed by basic analysis from empirical surveys, interviews and documents. 

The social network analysis technique gives a clear image of how collaborative 

processes function; however, without this technique the outcome from the basic 

analysis still remains the same. The author assumes that the social network analysis 

technique is appropriate for the high number of stakeholders in the collaborative 

process; for example, more than 30 stakeholders. As this collaborative network will 

include rather complicated connections, the social network analysis technique will 

help to clarify complications in this kind of connection. 

 

To do the field survey, the author conducted two case studies in two countries, 

Thailand and Lao PDR, to gather the statistical data which is a different form of 

consensus system. In Lao PDR, the latest statistical data from the country comes 

from 2005-2006. Some organizations could offer either more updated or older data, 

depending on who they were. This caused the different time periods of statistical 

data in the report. The data gathering in Thailand took the same directions as in Lao 

PDR but the data is more updated. 

 

Another issue that is of concern is the case study in Pai only being conducted as an 

example of some specific issues related to the research topic, because of the different 

forms of heritage sites. Pai is a natural heritage site, whereas Nan and Luang Prabang 

are cultural heritage sites. This difference in site type presents a limitation of the 

study. Therefore, Pai is limited to being merely an example for the purposes of 

studying the role of leading stakeholders and seeing their effect on changes in a 

heritage site. The information presented in the research for this town lacked an 
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empirical survey and an actual site survey and was based only on relevant research 

documents.  

 

List of interviews 
Interviews and questionnaire were conducted in several events between the years 

2012 to 2013. Some of the respondents requested to remain anonymous and, 

therefore, cannot be listed. 

 

Nan, Thailand; 

Mrs. Walairat Intapang, Town Planning Analyst of Nan 

Mr. Pirom Themsukon, The head of Cultural committee of Nan 

Mrs. Sairung Thadajun, The head of Provincial of Culture of Nan 

Ms. Wasana Thurakitsaeree, Local entrepreneur 

 

 

Luang Prabang, Lao PDR; 

Mr. Tao Saveuy, Officer at La Maison du Patrimone  

Mr. Adisak Sithideth, Officer at Ministry of Public Works and Transportation of 

Luang Prabang 

Ms. Souksatit Senesengphom, Lecturer at Faculty of Architecture of 

Souphanouvong University, Luang Prabang 

Mr. Raja Phothisat, Lecturer at Faculty of Architecture of Souphanouvong 

University, Luang Prabang 
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Terms and abbreviations 

Degree Centrality is a social network analysis measure describing how centrally 

positioned an actor is within a given structure. The direct connection in the network 

is taken into account for measuring degree centrality (Sandstrom, 2008) . in degree 

centrality, actors who display high out-degree centrality are often said to be 

influential actors(Hanneman, 2005). 

 

Lao PDR the abbreviation of Lao People's Democratic Republic. 

 

Living heritage attributes in this research refers to the attributes or the characters 

of a living heritage site. 

 

Living heritage site is defined as the continuing use of heritage sites by 

communities where the connection between heritage site and community is still valid 

and is constantly strengthened. 

 

Local community refers to a community which lives within living heritage site, 

using build heritage in their daily lives and live in a living heritage site for generations. 

 

Network Centralization the connection within the selected network which 

centralized around one actor. In general refers to the extent to which an actor 

dominates the network activities. Network centralization in this research can be 

calculated based on degree centrality(Sandstrom, 2008). 

 

Network Closure is a network which the actors are linked directly to each other by 

many and strong relations or indirectly through a single contact. In this thesis, the 

level of network closure is positively related to the degree of network density and 

network centralization (Sandstrom, 2008). 

 

Network Heterogeneity Network heterogeneity refers to the diversity of the actors 

according to the difference of background. The level of cross-boundary exchange 

between the actors is taken into consideration for network heterogeneity 

(Sandstrom, 2008).  

 

Social network analysis [SNA] is the mapping and measuring of relationships and 

flows between people, groups, organizations, computers, URLs, and other 

connected information/knowledge entities. SNA provides an analysis tool for 

analyzing human/organization relationship (http://www.orgnet.com/sna.html). 
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Appendix I 

Synopsis of development of government system of Thailand 
 
In Thailand, under democracy system, there has gradual developed from 
centralization to decentralization which will clarify in the content of this chapter. 
The advantages of decentralization to conservation is the opportunity of community 
to express their opinions and develop their own opinion to be concrete idea to 
response to their actual needs. These reasons drive the decentralization can be one 
of sustainable indicator for conservation in living heritage site. Therefore, to 
understand the conservation development in Thailand, it needs the data of 
conservation history owing to linking with the recent conservation situation. 
 

Decentralization in Thailand; the transition of centralized to decentralized 

form 

The development of modern Thai local governance can trace back to the period of 

King Rama V (Chulalongkorn 1853-1901). It shows the different characteristics in 

terms of development in each period of time since Chulalongkorn’s reign till present. 

During Chulalongkorn’s reign, there was some external threat came from western 

countries to colonized countries in Southeast Asia, to protect the country from the 

colonialism, Thailand needed to reform the country’s administration. At that time, 

Thailand lost roughly 40 percent of its territory to France and the United Kingdom. 

The loosely defined boundary became a disadvantage that western countries could 

use for threatening those areas. Local lords who were ruling regional towns were 

unreliable. Subsequently, centralization policy was introduced. An authority of the 

Minister of interior was expanded in 1892 (Mahakanjana, 2004). The power of local 

lords were gradually eliminated and replaced by delegation officials dispatched 

directly from Bangkok. Local administrative officials were places on salaries and 

subjected to rotation system in an attempt to eliminate their personal influence to 

locality. New modern ministries were created and a new ‘circle system’ known as 

‘monton’ was also used to centralize the power of the king. This term was recognized 

as the beginning of provincial administration, which still exists today.  

 

Apart from the modernization of Thai public administration, Chulalongkorn realized 

that it was impossible for the state to monitor locality in every affairs. Therefore, the 

first form of local government was introduced called ‘Sukhapiban’ or sanitary 

districts. They were assigned functions maintaining an area’s cleanliness, basic public 

healthcare, and maintenance of roads(Chayabutra, 1997). However, sanitary districts 

were administered by appointed officials not elected representatives. Therefore, it 

strengthened the state power over locality, instead of promoting democratic 

foundation(Charoenmuang, 1997). In other word, it can be viewed as local state-

government instead of local self-government.  
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The coup in 1932 by the People Party (Kana Ratsadorn) turned Thailand from the 

absolute monarchy to the constitutional democracy. The idea of democracy was 

introduced in the first time to Thai people. Political power was transferred from the 

King to the public. Although the People Party aimed to cultivate the idea of 

democracy in Thai Politics, for at least for four decades after 1932, Thai politics was 

considered a ‘bureaucratic polity’ under this political regime, bureaucrats as opposed 

to elected politicians made the choices of allocation and distribution. By forming a 

so called ‘government party’ the bureaucrats could maintain control over the political 

arena. They were appointed to both the parliament and the cabinet. The cabinet 

comprised of bureaucrats was therefore more responsive to the interests and 

demands of their bureaucratic subordinates than to the concerns of interest groups, 

political parties, or legislative bodies outside the state apparatus (Chardchawarn, 

2010). 

 

The National Administrative Organization Act of 1933, establishing the three layers 

of Thai public administration. They comprised with central, provincial and local 

which still exists today (under the State Administration Act of 1991, now it becomes 

central administration, local administration and local autonomy). In relation with 

local governance, various forms of local government were created including 

municipalities, Provincial Administrative Organization (PAO), and some special 

forms of local government. Nevertheless, under the bureaucratic polity the 

significance of local government, as well as the participation of local people at the 

local level was overshadowed. 

 

The municipality or ‘Thesaban’ was introduced by the Municipality Act of 1933. 

Since then, the term of Thesaban substituted all sanitary districts. The Act was 

amended in 1938, 1943 and 1953. According to the law, Thesabans were responsible 

for sanitation, primary education, public utilities, Infrastructures and economy 

promotion. Although the Municipal Act of 1933 was initiated with genuine goodwill, 

various mistakes within it led to persistent weaknesses in local authorities 

(Raksasataya, 1996). These include: (1) local government initiation began from the 

top, instead of from the authentic will of people at the bottom; (2) the form of an 

administrative structure was limited to only one pattern – that of the council-mayor 

form – which was unlikely to be appropriate for all local circumstances; (3) functions 

of local authorities, according to this Act, were determined from above and 

standardized, this did not correspond to the local will of different areas; and (4), the 

central government had a highly dominant role over the local governments 

(Chaowarat, 2010). 

Local government in Thailand was tightly controlled and dominated by the 

bureaucrats both from the central and provincial governments. Arghiros mentioned 
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that Thai’s provincial administration was designed to ensure effective central control 

of rural areas(Arghiros, 2001). The provincial governor was the president of the 

PAO, and the district chief officer was in charge of managing the sanitary district 

(Provincial Administrative Organization Act of 1955; the Sanitary District Act of 

1952). Clearly, these local authorities were run by officers from the central 

government rather than by locally elected representatives. 

 

From perspective of power and responsibility, under bureaucratic polity regime, government’s powers 

and responsibilities tended to be concentrated at the center. If administration of the provinces is 

examined, it can be seen that power was concentrated in the hands of the provincial administration 

of the bureaucracy. The roles and responsibilities of the PAO were so circumscribed that in practice 

the organization had little influence over either provincial development or the work of provincial 

administration. The central government maintained a high degree of control over the procedural and 

law-making functions of local government (Arghiros, 2001). 

 

Democratizing and gradual decentralization in Thailand 

During 1961-1990, the government focused more on economic growth, whereby 

foreign investment was highly promoted. Also in this period of time that the first 

national economic and social development plan was enacted (in 2011, the plan come 

to the tenth phase.). Field marshal Sarit Thanarat, a state-leader, at that time focused 

more on centralized the power through reassertion of traditional patterns of 

authority than strengthen local authority. Besides, the high influenced of 

communism to the local villagers in the north and northeast border wrecked the 

tendency of central government in developing local governance. This situation led 

to continue state domination over local governments; therefore, the local authority 

remained weak. While, local administrations were greatly suppressed during this 

period, provincial towns outside Bangkok developed significantly in terms of 

infrastructure and public utilities. Infrastructure such as road, irrigation system, 

power network, agriculture technology, education, and disease eradication improved 

and economic growth improved in many local towns. Through such enormous 

improvement, middle class people and business groups emerged. This in turn led to 

the demand for administrative reformation in the 1990s(Chaowarat, 2010). 

 

Before the 80’s was the period of bureaucratic polity but after the 1980s, Thai politics 

shifted to pay more attention on democratic. The capitalist class and business 

associations have gained a larger role and more power. The more democratic 

atmosphere was settled down when General Chatichai Choonhavan was elected to 

be prime minister (1988-1991). Even though, Thailand shown some positive sign of 

changing, Thai politics came corruption, as well as vote buying (Arghiros, 2001). 

Using corruption as a pretext, General Suchinda Kraprayoon and his military clique, 

‘the National Peacekeeping Council (NPKC)’ carried out a coup in February 1991. 
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The constitution of 1991 was drafted. During the drafting process, it was shown the 

enthusiasm among various sectors in society in debating the content of constitution. 

They shared something in common that wanted to change the politic system to more 

democratic. In doing that, they called for a prime minister chosen from among the 

members of parliament (before, PM can be chosen from anyone who had high 

reputation and social status no needs to be the members of parliament). The general 

election was held in March 1992 and the military supported party Samakhi Tham won 

in the election. Even though Suchinda promised the public that he would not 

become prime minister, he finally accepted the premiership. 

 

His decision was against the will of the public. It led to the demonstration by the 

public in Bangkok and at least thirty other provinces around the country in May 

1992. The protest showed the different from previous public protests in so far as 

most of the protesters were from middle-class (LoGerfo, 2000). The situation was 

aggravated when General Suchinda using military force against the demonstrators, 

resulted in 52 officially confirmed deaths, many disappearances, hundreds of injuries, 

and over 3,500 arrests. The protest was ended by the King when he called the leader 

of the protest, Chamlong Srimuang, and Prime minister, General Suchinda, to him 

and demanded an end to the turmoil. The ‘Black May’ protest was viewed as an 

attempt to reduce military power and influence of politics. Some see it as a transition 

from a semi-democracy into a more full-fledged form of democracy (Bünte, 2001). 

After the ‘Black May’, the reform of Thai politics became an issue, then 

decentralization of power was proposed by some leading politicians then the idea 

was also widely supported by academics at that time.  

 

Local government in The Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand of 1997 

In 1997, even Thailand was confronted with the economic crisis. The 1997 

Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand was still adopted. During the adopted 

process, this constitution faced with the resistance from politicians. Two major 

groups collaborating in the national constitution drafting process were conservative 

and liberal groups. The conservatives believed in the power state-leader under 

government transparency would be suitable for the Thai politic system. It was 

against the will of liberal groups which wanted the decentralization and participatory 

process in politic system. Nevertheless, these two groups still shared common ideas 

in creating political transparency, reducing powers of provincial politicians and 

influential persons (so called ‘local mafia’) who had dominated the parliament, 

strengthening the cabinet stability, reducing bureaucratic power, adopting 

decentralization to local government, and official information disclosure.  

 

The Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand of 1997 can be seen as an attempt to 

reform Thai politics. In general, the 1997 constitution recognized the limitations and 
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problems of representative democracy in Thailand. It therefore opened the 

opportunities for popular participation in politics, administration, and policy-making 

not found in any of the previous constitutions. The 1997 constitution, unlike others, 

included comprehensive and extensive provisions for local government and 

decentralization (Nelson, 2001).These stipulations mainly involved state policy and 

legislation concerning decentralization, and also the new structure of Thai local 

government.  

 

With respect to the state policy on decentralization, the 1997 constitution states 

clearly in section 78 that the state must implement decentralization policy and large 

provinces should be upgraded to a special form of local government. The statement 

suggests “the state shall decentralize powers to localities for the purpose of independence and self 

determination of local affairs…as well as develop into large-sized local government organizations a 

province ready for such purpose, having regard to the will of the people in that province” 

(Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 1997: section 78).  

 

Apart from that statement, the stipulations of local government are mentioned 

clearly in chapter 9 of the constitution. These concern legislation as well as the 

structure of local government. One of the most important sections is section 284. It 

states that there must be provisions in law that stipulate the division of powers and 

duties of public service provision between state and local governments as well as 

among local governments themselves. Law must also stipulate the allocation of taxes 

between the state and local government organizations. This allocation must take 

local government’s duties into account. And a committee in charge of dividing 

powers and responsibilities, and tax allocation must be established. The committee 

must be composed of an equal number of representatives from relevant government 

agencies, representatives of local government organizations, and qualified academics 

or specialists (Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 1997: section 284).  

 

Section 285 concerns the structure of local government organizations and states that 

local government organizations shall have assemblies and executive committees or 

administrators. The members of councils must be directly elected by the people 

whereas the executive committee or administrators may come from direct elections 

by the people or from approval by the local assembly. Local executive committee or 

administrators shall not be a government official holding a permanent position 

(Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 1997: section 285). The stipulations in 

this constitution brought significant changes to Thai local governance. As a result of 

section 284, the Determining Plan and Process of Decentralization Act of 1999 was 

promulgated. Under this law, the transfer of powers and responsibilities from the 

state to local governments continues to occur until the present (Chardchawarn, 

2010). 
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Thai administration’s structure 

Recent Thai’s administration is under the Public Administration Act 1991 and 

revised version 6th 2003 and the ministry, department improvement Act 2002. 

Thai administration’s structure can be separated to be 3 sections 

1. Central government  
2. Regional government  
3. Local government 

Central government’s administration refers to administration of authorities which 

are the central of setting policies, overseeing, giving orders according to the policies 

of the government at that time. The Public Administration Act 1991 set the central 

government to be 3 attributes which are 

Office of the Prime Minister, Ministries, and Departments or other authorities which 

as equivalent as department. 

 

The Office of the Prime minister has the Prime minister in the role of the head of 

government and the chair of the office. The office has function to overseen general 

work routine of the prime minister and the cabinet of Thailand in managed and 

formulated policies and planning in social, economic, politic, and nation security as 

well as government annual budget. 

 

The office of The Prime minister has vast power and duties to oversee significance 

functions such as the Bureau of the Budget which oversee annual budget of every 

ministries and departments. Moreover, the office controls the Office of the National 

Economic and Social Development which oversee the National development plan 

for example. 

 

Ministry is the central government administration which is responsible in policies 

level and subordinated to the cabinet. Ministry has 2 main functions as executor who 

complies with policies or lead policies into executes meanwhile the ministries have 

also appointed policies. 

 

Ministries functions as policymakers in ministry level, budget administration, and 

oversee the operations of ministry’s departments and offices to follow the 

government and each ministry’s policies. The policies can be initiated by the 

government or Ministers. 

 

Department is a unit having status as smallest authority of central government 

administration. In other words, department is subdivision of department and works 

compiling with department policies. Nevertheless, department is smaller than 

ministry but it is the power center of power, budget, and staffs. Generally, the 
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executed units which service to people are overseen by departments whether in the 

capital or any other provinces. 

 

Other interesting sub-unit of department is division. Each departments have their 

own divisions which is function under those departments. The number and type of 

divisions depend on mission and necessity of departments. If division becomes 

bigger, it will level up to office which leading by office director and has equal status 

as department. 

 

In summarized, central government’s administration is central administration which 

located at the capital comprised with Office of Prime minister, Departments, and 

other authorities which as equivalent as department. The central authorities generally 

are set to be administration center for executing of the units under ministries or 

departments to function under the laws and regulations as well as government’s 

policies in the part that ministries and departments have to follow. 

 

Overview of Local government’s administration 

Local government is the unit which is proximity with citizen. The authority function 

as executed unit who brought the policies to citizen in term of actual practicing as 

well as reporting executed problems to central authorities and government. 

 

The Public Administration Act 1991 section 51 regulated to organize local 

government to be province and district. The province’s administration is function as 

cooperation and comprised with 

1. Governor’s office has generated general routine office work and made 
province’s development plan. The office leads by chief of governor’s office. 

2. Provincial government is the authorities which are set up by ministries and 
departments. They function related with services of ministries and 
departments. They has head of local government authorities of each 
provinces to overseen. 

Provincial administration is organized by provincial governor which is assigned 

policies and orders from central government to execute and being chief of local 

administrative officers as well as in charge for official services in provincial and 

districts area. The vice, deputy governor, head of local authorities, and chief of 

governor’s office to be an assistant. 

 

Furthermore, in a province has provincial committee to be a counselor in public 

administration, give an approval of provincial development plan, and execute any 

duties following the law and cabinet opinions. The committee comprises with 

provincial governor to a chairman, vice governor, deputy governor, provincial 
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prosecutor, provincial commander police, and chief of each authorities from 

provincial ministries, 1 person per authority, except ministry of Interior. 

 

District administration 

District is official unit subordinate to provincial, no status as cooperation. A district 

is gathered from several sub-districts. 

District comprised with 

1. District office generates general office routine works of a district by having 
district chief officer to oversee and in charge in acts of official functions of 
district office. 

2. District official authorities are follows by setting up of ministries and 
departments in these districts and have duties to execute follows by orders of 
ministries and departments. 

District office administration is led by district chief officer and in charge of district 

administration. The assistant district officer and chief of district authorities are the 

assistant. Noticeably, the district administration besides The Public Administration 

Act 1991, there is a significance law which is still effectual and refers to important 

part of district administration which are sub-district (Thambon) and community 

(Muban), it is the local administration Act 1914. The Act mentions to governance 

form in form of sub-district and community which is basic governance of local 

government administration as well as country. The essence of the act comprises with 

the district, sub-district, and community administration. 

 

Owing to the local administration Act 1914 is the foundation of local administration 

for a century, later, even there has been local government which used Tambon (sub-

district) Administrative organization but there has been using the local 

administration Act 1914. This issue create the overlapping of 2 systems in one area. 

In other words, Tambon (sub-district) Administrative organization is in local 

government system and sub-district and village chief in local administration system, 

both of them come from direct election from local people. These issue create the 

recent problem of overlapping functions and duties of responsibility area. There are 

the complexity to decide the responsible zone of each authorities such as inundation 

which is very complicated for local people because they do not know which 

authorities that they should inform or which authorities should take responsibility 

to do public relief. The vagueness leads to the conflict between sub-district and 

village chief with chief executive of Tambon (sub-district) Administrative 

organization. 
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Local government administration 

The Public Administration Act 1991mentions to local government administration 

by scoping extensively and do not give clear cut details as central and regional 

administration owing to local government refers to specific laws which clarified each 

types of local government authorities. The significance section of the laws can be 

seen as follow: 

 

Section 69 the Public Administration Act 1991 specifies that: 

“local area which see as appropriate to allow people taking part in local administration should do 

administrative organization to be the local government” 

 

This section issues extensive principle which has to interpret and specify guidelines 

in details that pragmatically, the local area should have how many population, 

whether the area is being characteristic of community or setting up to be local 

government unit (which is local self-governance) or whether it has self-sufficient 

economic (recently, most of local areas in Thailand has to depend on annual revenue 

from central government). 

 

The Public Administration 1991 section 70 categorized local administrative 

organizations to be 

1. Provincial Administrative Organization (PAO) 
2. Municipality 
3. Sanitary district 
4. Other local government as regulated by laws (presently, there are 3 forms of 

local governments i.e. Bangkok metropolitan, Phattaya, and Tambon 
Administratvie organization (TAO).  

There was the Act to reform the sanitary district to be municipality in 1991and 

abrogate of sanitary district and level up to be sub-district municipality. Therefore, 

nowadays, Thailand has 5 local administrative organizations (LAOs). 

1. Provincial Administrative Organization (PAO) 
5. Municipality 
2. Tambon Administrative organization (TAO).  
3. The Bangkok Metropolitan Administrative (BMA)  
4. The city of Phattaya 

Noticeably, until the 1990s, LAOs did not play an important role in public service 

delivery compared with the central government and its branch offices. Before the 

introduction of the 1997 constitution, taken together, all the LAOs accounted for 

less than 10 percent of total national expenditures. Likewise, the ratio of their 

employees to those of the central government and its branch offices was one to 

more than 10. After the 1997 constitution, the LAOs organization was reformed. 

The Thai government embarked on the development of is Decentralization Plan. 
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This move was based on section 285 of the 1997 Constitution and the Act 

Determining the Decentralization Plan and Process of 1999, which had been 

established in accordance with this section. Under this Act, the National 

Decentralization Committee (NDC) was convened at the beginning of 2000. The 

NDC had played a leading role in drafting the Decentralization Plan. The Plan 

comprised a Master Plan as well as an Action Plan, which were approved by the 

Cabinet in October 2000 and November 2001, respectively. The Decentralization 

Act of 1999 set the fiscal decentralization target of increasing the percentage of 

LAOs expenditure to at least 20 percent of total national expenditure by 2001, and 

at least 35 percent by 2006 (Nagai et al). In 2006, the Decentralization plan and 

procedure Act of 1999 was amended and the previous local revenue ratio was 

modified so that it would increase every year starting from 25 percent of the national 

revenue in 2007. The goal to reach 35 percent of the national revenue remains in 

this Act, however without a fixed fiscal year specification(Chaowarat, 2010). 

 

Fiscal Year Proportion of local revenues to national government 

income (%) 

2001 20.68 

2002 21.88 

2003 22.19 

2004 22.75 

2005 23.50 

2006 24.05 

2007 25.17 

2008 25.20 
Table: The proportion of local revenues to national government income 

Source:(Chardchawarn, 2010) cited from the office of the Decentralization Committee, Office of 

the Prime Minister 

 

5 types of local administrative organization comprise with around 7,800 unit 

nationwide. Most of them oversee by provincial governor and chief of district which 

are officers belong to the Ministry of Interior. The provincial governor and chief of 

district, both of them, are eligible to monitor plan, annual budget, Revenue as well 

as enact laws and regulations and eligible to deprive local council and members of 

local council. 

 

It can be viewed at local administration, Central government officials are dispatched 

to provinces and districts. Some ministries, including the Ministry of Public Health 

and the Ministry of Education (MOE), assign their officials to the lower 

administrative units. A district divided into Tambon, which are subdivided into 

villages. Tambon is headed by Kamnan and every villages head by Pooyaiban or village 
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headman (under the Local Administration Act of 1914). Pooyaiban is elected by 

popular vote once every five years. Then, Kamnan is elected among Pooyaiban directly 

by the local residents in the Tambon, and serves for five years term.  

 

One thing has to concern is Tambon and villages generally are not present in urban 

area as well as Thesaban. The Thesaban Tambon, which was upgraded from sanitary 

districts in 1999, is allowed to possess both Kamnan and Pooyaiban. However, when 

their local units upgraded form Thesaban Tambon to Thesaban Muang, the posts of 

Kamnan and Pooyaiban are supposed to disappear.  

 

In a sense, Kamnan and Pooyaiban serve as representatives of their constituencies 

meanwhile they also serve as agents of central government. Their duties range from 

communicating central government orders to the residents to managing resident 

registration, maintaining public order, and even exercising quasi-judicial power.They 

are paid monthly by MOI. The local administration system has remained more or 

less the same for a century, despite changes in the terms of office of Kamnan and 

Pooyaiban and their election processes. 

 

Type Number Remarks 

PAOs 75 One PAO in every province except Bangkok 

Metropolitan Administration (BMA) 
Thesaban 

(municipalities) 

1,162 A city municipalities needs to have a provincial 

hall or have a population of at least 50,000 for 

qualification. Other municipalities where a district 

office is located all have the status of a town 

municipalities in May 1999 except for one sanitary 

district that had been abolished. 

   Thesaban 

Nakhon (city 

municipalities) 

   Thesaban 

Mueang (town 

municipalities) 

   Thesaban 

Tambon 

(subdistrict 

municipalities) 

22 

120 

1,020 

TAOs 6,616 As a result of the revision of the relevant act at 

the end of 2003, Tambon Councils were 

abolished when they were absorbed into their 

neighboring basic local authorities within the 

same district, except for a few exceptions. 

Special 

municipalities 

2 The special municipalities are under the direct 

control of the Interior Minister. 
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   Bangkok 

Metropolitan 

Administration 

(BMA) 

   City of Pattaya 

1 

1 

Total 7,855  
Table: Number of Local Authorities by Type (as of March 1, 2006) 
Source: Compiled by Nagai based on data from the website of the Department of Local 

Administration at http://www.thailocaladmin.go.th (accessed on February 13, 2007). 

 

The relationship between central, regional, and local administration 

Considerably by a whole system of public administration, it can be considered to be 

2 attributes 

1. The relationship between central and regional administration is the 
relationship in the chain of command that is when central administration 
accepting policies from the government. The cabinet which regards as the 
highest rank of administration institute of Thailand regulates policies in level 
of ministries following by mission of ministries. Then, the ministry orders to 
departments which belong to the ministry. The department analyzes and 
compiles the policies within department owing to order to the executed units 
which belong to those departments (Bangkok and regional areas). 
Furthermore, there are other missions which are routine missions such as 
administration works, civil services or any works which function under 
regulating of laws. Most of the works of executed units are over seen by 
department. Besides, policies and executions, the departments has overseen 
human resource management of all officers even central or regional officers. 
The duties of departments of human resources are assigning posts, 
considering feats of officers, promotion, capacity development of officers 
along with disciplinary actions for Delinquent officers or accused delinquent 
officers. 

The department has function to controls the annual budget of affiliated departments. 

The process of making budget request, the details of the preparation of budget, 

disbursement of annual budget along with acceleration and investigation of annual 

expenditure. Therefore, it can be said that the relationship between central and 

regional is in the form of the chain of command (in case of units in the same affiliated 

department) and can be collaborative relationship (in case of units across ministry 

or department). 

2. The relationship between local administration, central administration, and 
regional administration 

 

Form the attempt of decentralization caused the determination of principle to 

demonstrate the relationship between local administration and significant laws. The 
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most important law is the constitution of Thailand 2007 section 78 which is the 

essence to guide the direction of relationship of government and local government. 

The constitution gives pragmatic frame of the government to local government 

system by having essence that any actions which need to decentralized, local 

authorities can make their own decision as well as decision on local economic 

development. 

 

Furthermore, the constitution of Thailand 2007 has given detailed frame to develop 

the local government in class 14 section 281 to 290 which is “emphasized to develop 

local government of Thailand having strength and relied on by local public as well 

as the Act of procedure and plan to decentralization to local government 1999 which 

apply to the constitution of Thailand 1997 and 2007. The Act give details and 

procedure about authorities and functions of local treasury and local human resource 

administration.  

 

The national organization which is in charge the operation in policy level is the 

committee on decentralization to local government comprised with political and 

government officers, representatives of local government, and qualified persons by 

having authorities and functions to specify frame of treasury, budget, human 

administration as well as other issue which related with local government. The 

committee also can suggest laws in any levels owing to accelerate decentralization 

procedure effectively. 

 
The attempt of decentralization in Thailand plays significance role to the perception 
of current conservation system which as described in above content, it will helps to 
understand laws and politic regulations that support the effort in bottom-up 
intervention in Thailand. 
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Appendix II 

The development of the international conservation approach  

The Athens Charter for the Restoration of Historic Monuments has been adopted 

in 1931 in the first international Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic 

Monuments in Athens. The main point of this Charter emphasized the necessity on 

building international organizations for monument restoration. Including, engaged 

in protecting and managing historic monuments which were effect by the First 

World War(Jokilehto, 1999, p. 284). The implication of Charter limited only to 

Europe.  

 

The Athens Charter has been well responded and developed constantly. After World 

War II, There has been an attempt to set up conservation organization by paying 

interested not only in local but also cover to international level. Consequently, in 

1946 UNESCO was founded following with The International Council of Museums 

(ICOM) in the same year. Afterwards, in the ninth conference of UNESCO in 1956, 

there was a decision to form The International Centre for the Study of the 

Restoration and Preservation of Cultural Property ICCROM) and Italian 

government has accepted to be the Headquarter in 1959. International Council on 

Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) was established in the same year as The 

International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites 

or so called ‘The Venice Charter’ in 1964 in Venice (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 9). 

 

Later, the Venice Charter has been accepted worldwide as a main approach in 

heritage conservation. One of an important aspect in this Charter is giving priority 

to heritage professionals to responsible and protect cultural heritage for the future 

generation. It also emphasized that ‘it is our duty to hand them on in the full richness 

of their authenticity’(Monuments, 1964)From this point, it underlines the important 

to protect heritage by conservation experts in order to forward value and integrity 

function to next generation. In the Venice Charter the word ‘Authenticity’ was 

brought up to use in international context in the first time. Nevertheless, the Charter 

has not given the explanation in term of theory or principle to this word in most of 

16 articles in Venice Charter(Falser, 2010) 

 

Authenticity in Venice Charter which stressed in physical authenticity of heritage 

became the goal of conservation in Europe and later spread out to almost every 

country around the world. Particularly, when conservation experts who educated 

and trained in Western world. The idea of Authenticity gave value to heritage has 

been emphasized again in the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the 

World Heritage Convention in 1972. It can be seen that this guidelines influenced 
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more or less from scientific conservation trend including the Venice Charter. There 

is an attempt to define the word “authenticity” in international level, one of those is 

the definition of The Outstanding Universal value which is the main principle to 

give the status as World heritage. Also, it gives the criteria for evaluating in four 

dimensions ‘criteria of design, materials, workmanship and setting’(Feilden, 1998, p. 

17). Subsequently, in the revision of the guidelines concurrently with the increasing 

of specializing Charters, there was re-examination in globalized level also gave the 

new meaning for authenticity. 

 

In the issue of defining ‘the outstanding universal value’ is considered to be 

important aspect of ‘the Authorized Heritage Discourse’. Under this discourse, it 

emphasized physical and tangible aspect which is defined and legitimized narratives 

of the nations, as well as justified the prominence of expertise. Consequently, 

authorized heritage discourse validates the privileged status to expertise and excludes 

other also community, local people be as passive visitors or layman. However, it is 

not possible for a heritage to have a universal value, since heritage is interpreted 

differently by different people(Smith, 2006, p. 96). 

 

To be part of the World Heritage, it has to give significance to authenticity which is 

important criteria of outstanding universal value. Consequently, it separates heritage 

and community apart. Traditional, religious activities which are related with heritage 

(such as maintain, restore temple, stupa) are not allowed from conservation experts 

due to the fearing that those kind of activities can intimidate to authenticity of 

heritage. Other (except experts) has become outsider to heritage and allowed to 

observe or look at heritage but to touch or close at will be preserve to be privileged 

of conservation experts. In a way, heritage has stripped of its traditional values and 

then re-sanctified to become a religious of archaeologist, academic and heritage 

professionals. 

 

These attempts express through the adoption in The Australian ICOMOS Charter 

for the Conservation of places of Cultural Significance in 1979(revised 1999) so 

called The Burra Charter. By pointing out from conservation experienced in 

Australia in collaborating worked with Aboriginal people on heritage conservation. 

The Burra Charter realized to realize tangible and intangible heritage aspects which 

connect with the use of heritage places. It also included decision-making process 

under collaborating of variety of different groups of people specifically people who 

associated with the place such as patrons of the corner store, workers in a factory, 
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community guardians of places of special value or indigenous or European origin(A. 

ICOMOS, 1999).  

 

The international Charter for the Protection and Management of Archaeological 

Heritage was adopted in 1990, this Charter emphasized the role of experts as main 

custodians of heritage ‘on behalf of and for the benefit of present and future 

generations’. It acknowledged the role of local people in heritage conservation since 

‘other elements of the archaeological heritage constitute part of the living traditions 

of indigenous peoples, and for such sites and monuments the participation of local 

cultural groups is essential for their protection and preservation’. In the same year, 

the ICOMOS New Zealand adopted the Charter for the Conservation of Places of 

Cultural Heritage Value under collaborated with the treaty of Waitangi, it pointed 

out that local people has vital role in taking responsibility to  their treasures 

monuments and sacred places and extended to beyond legitimating ownership 

wherever such heritage exists. ‘Particular knowledge of heritage value is entrusted to 

chosen guardians’. The conservation of places of indigenous heritage value therefore 

is conditional on decision made in the indigenous community and should proceed 

only in this context(N. Z. ICOMOS, 1992). 

 

Thirtieth years after the Venice Charter, the term of authenticity was analyzed and 

defined earnestly in the Nara conference. Subsequently, the Nara document on 

Authenticity adopted in 1994, in this document points into the problem of 

authenticity. 

 

In relation to the World Heritage Convention and diversity of immaterial aspects of 

‘authenticity’ which played a central role in the Nara conference. In 13th paragraph 

of this document emphasized at an important paradigmatic turn that corrected the 

elitist search of an all-uniting authenticity concept and instead moved towards a 

global respect for cultural diversity with increased flexibility for regional 

interpretations of authenticity(Falser, 2010). Also, in this document specify as 

 

All judgements about values attributed to cultural properties…may differ from culture to culture, 

and even within the same culture. It is thus not possible to base judgements of values and authenticity 

within fixed criteria. On the contrary, the respect due to all cultures requires that heritage properties 

must be considered and judged within the cultural contexts to which they belong(UNESCO, 1994). 

 

The Nara Document shows an implicit implied that local criterion must be framed 

or built when judging values of heritage. International conservation approach aims 
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to specific framework in each context and adds the role of local people and diversity 

of community in protecting heritage. 

 

In this issue, Zancheti and Jokilehto(Zancheti & Jokilehto, 1997) concluded that the 

objective of conservation extends beyond material authenticity to include the 

maintenance of the historical integrity of cultures within a given urban structure. 

Also Jiven and Larkham emphasized that the overall character and 

appearance…could be more important, to more people, than authenticity of original 

materials(JivÉN & Larkham, 2003, p. 77). 

 

Which this point the conservation approach turned from the focus on physical 

aspect which concerned mainly about authenticity to the cultural diversity which 

concerns more about the local method, wisdom, opinion which became the bottom-

up approach of conservation later. 

 

In 2003, there was a drafted for specific-context declaration for Asian historic 

districts under the name of the Hoi An declaration on Conservation of Historic 

Districts of Asia. It gave the details to inhabitants and users in historic 

neighborhoods as key actors in conservation efforts. The role of those people should 

be concluded into planning, implementation and the review phases of conservation 

process. As well as, it should be encouraged owners and users of historic 

neighborhoods in using traditional wisdom and ingenuity for continuity of 

safeguarding historic buildings or neighborhoods. In this declaration has underlined 

to collaborating process of volunteers and proactive participants of inhabitants 

including collaborating of government authorities will must be encouraged and 

supported (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 11).  

 

One of Charters which reflect the important of local involvement is the ICOMOS 

Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage sites or 

ENAME Charter. This Charter was proposed in the ICOMOS General Assembly 

for ratification in 2008. It reflects a heightened awareness of conservation experts in 

working with public and local communities. It acknowledges both tangible and 

intangible values of cultural heritage sites and supports public understanding of, and 

participation in, ongoing conservation efforts, and encourage ‘…inclusiveness in the 

interpretation of cultural heritage sites, by facilitating the involvement of 

stakeholders and associated communities in the development and implementation 

of interpretive programmes…’(ICOMOS, 2008). 
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In this Charter specifies the example of realization in cultural heritage experts World 

Wide which are supporting the public to take part in safeguarding their own cultural 

heritage. As well as pay attention in communication with the public in order to 

achieve mutual understanding. It also acknowledge the conservation in intangible as 

part of heritage including local value and significance of heritage are taken into account 

(Tunprawat, 2009, p. 12). The international conservation trend is, recently, headed 

to local. It is mentioned from training and advocacy programs providing in recent 

several years by institutes and international organizations and in regional level such 

as UNESCO, UNESCO, ICCROM as well as the Getty Conservation Institute and 

SEAMEO-SPAFA (Tunprawat, 2009, p. 12). 

 

In 2008, UNESCO awarded the Cultural Heritage Conservation Award for 

Pongsanuk temple in Lampang province (http://goo.gl/qgGzRF). Thailand for 

achieving in conservation via collaboration working as community-based 

conservation through the Living Heritage Sites Program (LHSP) which was 

managing by ICCROM collaborating with SPAFA1 under the framework of 

UNESCO World Heritage program emphasizing living dimension of Asian cultural 

heritage conservation which has been studied for the past two decades. The 

implementation shows through pilot studies in Asian countries, project implemented 

included Luang Prabang in Lao PDR, Ta Nei in Ankor, Phrae in Thailand, and the 

Mekong River Project (including five countries in Southeast Asia) (Kong, 2008, p. 

55). The program presented the actual status and realization of living heritage 

conservation. It aimed to strengthen relationship between local people and heritage 

sites through collaboration of community in various levels. Based on ICCROM’s 

experienced and worked done in the region. A guideline on ‘living heritage approach’ 

was drafted in 2009. It proposes the new protocol for cultural heritage management 

by basing on community-based approach which is different from conventional 

model (the details of each model will be provided in the next section). One thing has 

to concern is to look back and reflect on the model of cultural heritage model in 

order to searching for the most contest and diverse model.  

 

                                                           
1 SEAMEO-SPAFA(Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization-Regional Centre for 

Archaeology and Fine Arts) was founded in 1978 in Bangkok, Thailand, is devoted to the 

promotion of arts and archaeology in southeast Asia and the cultivation of heritage awareness. The 

Centre offers training courses in archaeology and cultural heritage management for regional 

conservation experts in collaborating with ICCROM in the Living Heritage Sites Programme.  
 

http://goo.gl/qgGzRF
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Conservation approaches in this research can be categorized to be conventional, and 

living heritage approach. Under definition and drafting idea of the living heritage 

approach handbook which was proposed by ICCROM in 2009, in which framework 

resulted from politic and social context as well as world conservation trend. These 

two approaches have been used in different types of heritage and some are more 

suitable to some kind of heritage than others.   
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ຫຼວງພະບາງ ກ່ອນເຂົ ົ້ າເປັນມໍລະດົກໂລກ
Luang Prabang before being the World Heritage Site

ຫຼວງພະບາງ ກ່ອນເຂົ ົ້ າເປັນມໍລະດົກໂລກ

Luang Prabang before being the World Heritage Site

ເງ ່ ອນໄຂ (ii) : ສະແດງເຖິງການແລກປ່ຽນ ຄຸນຄ່າມວນມະນຸດ, ໃນຊ່ວງລະຍະເວລານ ່ ງ ຫຼ ພາຍໃນຂົງເຂດ
ວັດທະນະທໍາ ຂອງ ໂລກ, ຕ່ໍການພັດທະນາ ໃນສະຖາປັດ ຕະຍະກໍາ ຫຼ ເທັກໂນໂລຢ , ສິ ນລະປະອະນຸສອນສະຖານ,
ການວາງຜັງເມ ອງ ຫຼ ການອອກແບບທິ ວທັດ
Criteria (ii) : exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural
area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design.

ເງ ່ ອນໄຂ (iv) : ມ ຄວາມໂດດເດັ່ ນ ທາງດົ້ ານປະເພດການກ່ໍສົ້ າງຕຶກອາຄານ, ຫຼ ດົ້ ານສະຖາປັດຕິຍະກໍາ, ຫຼ ດົ້ ານເຕັກໂນໂລຍ 

ແລະ ມ ພ ົ້ ນທ ່ ພູມ ປະເທດທ ່ ສະແດງໃຫົ້ ເຫັນເຖິງ ຍຸກສະໄໝທ ່ ສໍ າຄັນແຫ່ງປະຫວັດສາດຂອງມະນຸດ. 

Criteria  (iv) : be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural or technological ensemble 

or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history
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ເງ ່ ອນໄຂ (v)  : ເປັນຕົວຢ່າງທ ່ ໂດດເດັ່ ນ ຂອງ ການຕັົ້ ງຖ່ິນຖານມະນຸດທ ່ ກ່ຽວພັນດົ້ ານຂະນົບທໍານຽມ, ການນໍາໃຊົ້
ທ ່ ດິ ນ ຫຼ ການນໍາໃຊົ້ ທະເລ ຊ ່ ງເປັນຕົວແທນຂອງ ວັດທະນະທໍານ່ຶງ (ຫຼ ຫຼາຍວັດທະນະ ທໍາ), ຫຼ ການມ ປະຕິກິລິ ຍາ
ຂອງມະນຸດ ຕ່ໍ ສະພາບແວດລົ້ ອມ ໂດຍສະເພາະ ເມ ່ ອມັນບໍ່ ໝັົ້ ນຄົງ ຍົ້ ອນຜົນກະທົບຂອງ ການປ່ຽນແປງທ ່ ກັບ
ຄ ນບໍ່ ໄດົ້ .
Criteria   (v)  : be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use or sea-use which is 
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment especially when it has 
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change.

Luang Prabang was announced to be The 
World Heritage Site in 9th December 1995

The development of water treatment (KFW)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

The development of pavement (ADB)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

Restoration of Lao Monastery

The religions conservation activities (AFD)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

The conservation 
of built heritage

(AFD)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site
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Public Toilet and water sanitation

The reconstruction of town’s pedestrains(AFD)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

Improvement of electric wire, road, and public toilet(AFD)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

The conservation of town’s water resources(AFD)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

Encourage to creating buffer zone(EU)

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

Cooperation project Thai-Laos

Town development after enlisted to be the World Heritage site

The development of business sector: Hotel, Restaurant, 
shophouse.

The result of being the World Heritage
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The development of public facilities

The result of being the World Heritage

Year 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011

Zpp_Ua
Conservation area

Conservation regulations and 
Documents

ເຂດແຄມຂອງ-ແຄມ
ຄານ

ເຂດພູທົ້ າວ-ພູນາງ

ເຂດພູສ 

ZPP-Ua Safeguarded zone
ZPP-Ub Protected zone
ZPP-N Natural and landscape zone

ZPP-M Monasteries

ແຜນຜັງເຂດອານຸລັກມໍລະດົກ
Safeguarding and Preservation Plan (PSMV)

ເຂດແຄມຂອງ-ແຄມ
ຄານ

ເຂດພູທົ້ າວ-ພູນາງ

50m
80m

40m

60m
60m

40m 30m

Typical building form in Zpp-Ua
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Typical building form in Zpp-Ua

ລະດັບນໍົ້ າສູງສຸດ
ໃນລະດູຝົນ

≥15ມ

ຫົ້ າມປຸກ
ສົ້ າງ

Condition for the construction area
Zpp-Ua

 The construction area is
compulsory to have access
(entrance and exist)

 Prohibit to build any construction
by the water resource. Any
construction has to build far from
a water resource ≥ 15ມ

 Prohibit to cover the soil ≥1.5ມ

 The construction areas are
allowed only in the areas which
are not in the conservation area,
prohibit area for construction, and
heritage area ຖະໜ

ົົ
ນ

ຖະໜ
ົົ
ນ

ລະດັບຖົມດິ ນ

≤1.5ມ

Condition for construction 
Zpp-Ua

 Every construction area has to meet the land size at ≥150m2 and the
width of the entrance of land should ≥8m2

 The over all size of the land for constructing a building should
≤120ມ2

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ
≤120ມ2

≥ 3ມ

≥
 3
ມ

ທາງສາທາລະນະ

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າ
ດິ ນ≤120ມ2

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ
≤120ມ2

≥1.5ມ

ທ
າງ
ຮ່
ອ
ມ
ກ
ວ ົ້
າງ

≥
 3
ມ

≥1.5ມ

≥
1.

5ມ

ທ
າງ
ສ
າທ
າລ
ະນ
ະ

≥
 8
ມ ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ

≤120ມ2

≥
1.

5ມ
≥

1.
5ມ

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕອນດິ ນ ≥150ມ2

Proportion of allowed building
Accomodation Zpp-Ua

c≥1.5ມ
a a a bb

α1

H1

0.5

Front Side

α2

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວ ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວມ ເຊຍ ຫັຼງຄາຄູ່

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວ ເຮ ອນຄົວຂວາງ

The example of allowed building in Zpp-Ua

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວມ ເຊຍ ເຮ ອນຄົວຂວາງ

Map of the area that allowed for constructing rowhouses
Zpp-Ua
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Condition for construction
Rowhouse Zpp-Ua

Sຕອນດິ ນ = 4ມ x 8.5ມ
(+2.5 ມ)

 The land width ≥ 4m but for the
corner the land width has to ≥

5,50m

 The land length at least 8.5 m
and can add ≤ 2,5m

L≥
 4

ມ

ທ
າງ
ສ
າທ
າລ
ະນ
ະ L≥

 4
ມ

≥
1.

5ມ

Proportion of new contruction
Rowhouse Zpp-Ua

α1

b
b

c
a

a
a

H1

α2

Example of allowed building in Zpp-Ua

ຮູບດົ້ ານໜົ້ າ

ຮູບດົ້ ານໜົ້ າຮູບດົ້ ານຂົ້ າງຊົ້ າຍ

ຮູບດົ້ ານຂົ້ າງຊົ້ າຍ
5m

≥2m

Prohibition in construction in Zpp-Ua

Prohibition in construction in 
Zpp-Ua

 Roofing must be 
earth tile

 Partition made
from wood

 Door and 
window made from 
wood

Prohibition in construciton
Zpp-Ua
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Prohibition in 
Zpp-Ua

 Satellite dish is not allowed

 Not allowed to cut off trees

 Not allowed bus commuting in town
center

Prohibition in Zpp-Ua

Swimming poolNot allowed advertisement 
board

Tennis court

Not allowed for electric 
transformer

Waste Set fire

Proportion for building fence
Zpp-Ua

≤0.5m

≤1.5m

Example of Luang Prabang fence
Zpp-Ua

≤1.5m

≤1.5m

Example of Luang Prabang fence
Zpp-Ua

Example of Luang Prabang fence
Zpp-Ua
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Example of Luang Prabang fence
Zpp-Ua

Example of Luang Prabang fence
Zpp-Ua

Zpp_Ub

Protected zone

Materials
Zpp-Ub

Materials
Zpp-Ub

ລະດັບນໍົ້ າສູງສຸດ
ໃນລະດູຝົນ

≥15ມ

ຫົ້ າມປຸກ
ສົ້ າງ

Condition for the construction area
Zpp-Ub

 The construction area is
compulsory to have access
(entrance and exist)

 Prohibit to build any construction
by the water resource. Any
construction has to build far from
a water resource ≥ 15ມ

 Prohibit to cover the soil ≥1.5ມ

 The construction areas are
allowed only in the areas which
are not in the conservation area,
prohibit area for construction, and
heritage area ຖະໜ

ົົ
ນ

ຖະໜ
ົົ
ນ

ລະດັບຖົມດິ ນ

≤1.5ມ
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Condition for construction 
Zpp-Ub

 Every construction area has to meet the land size at ≥150m2 and the
width of the entrance of land should ≥8m2

 The over all size of the land for constructing a building should
≤120ມ2

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ
≤120ມ2

≥ 3ມ

≥
 3
ມ

ທາງສາທາລະນະ

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າ
ດິ ນ≤120ມ2

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ
≤120ມ2

≥1.5ມ

ທ
າງ
ຮ່
ອ
ມ
ກ
ວ ົ້
າງ

≥
 3
ມ

≥1.5ມ

≥
1.

5ມ

ທ
າງ
ສ
າທ
າລ
ະນ
ະ

≥
 8
ມ ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕິດໜົ້ າດິ ນ

≤120ມ2

≥
1.

5ມ
≥

1.
5ມ

ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ຕອນດິ ນ ≥150ມ2

Proportion of allowed building
Accommodation Zpp-Ub

c≥1.5ມ
a a a bb

α1

H1

0.5

Front Side

α2

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວ ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວມ ເຊຍ ຫັຼງຄາຄູ່

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວ ເຮ ອນຄົວຂວາງ

The example of allowed building in Zpp-Ub

ຫັຼງຄາດ່ຽວມ ເຊຍ ເຮ ອນຄົວຂວາງ

Map for allowed area for construction of new rowhouse
Zpp-Ub

Condition for construction
Rowhouse Zpp-Ub

Sຕອນດິ ນ = 4ມ x 8.5ມ
(+2.5 ມ)

 The land width ≥ 4m but for the
corner the land width has to ≥

5,50m

 The land length at least 8.5 m
and can add ≤ 2,5m

L≥
 4

ມ

ທ
າງ
ສ
າທ
າລ
ະນ
ະ L≥

 4
ມ

≥
1.

5ມ

Example of allowed building in Zpp-Ub

ເຂດ Zpp-Ub ເຂດ Zpp-Uc
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Proportion of allowed new building
Rowhouse in Zpp-Ub

ab
b

c

H1

α2H2α1

a
a

a

ຮູບດົ້ ານໜົ້ າ

ຮູບດົ້ ານໜົ້ າຮູບດົ້ ານຂົ້ າງຊົ້ າຍ

ຮູບດົ້ ານຂົ້ າງຊົ້ າຍ

Example of allowed building 
Rowhouse in Zpp-Ub

Prohibition in Zpp-Ub Example of wrong construction 
Zpp-Ub

5m

≥2m

Prohibition
Zpp-Ub

Wrong construction
Zpp-Ub
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 Roofing must be 
earth tile

 Partition made
from wood

 Door and 
window made from 
wood

Prohibition in construciton
Zpp-Ub

Prohibition in 
Zpp-Ub

 Satellite dish is not allowed

 Not allowed to cut off trees

 Not allowed bus commuting in town
center

ຂໍ ົ້ ຫົ້ າມຕ່າງໆ ໃນການຂໍ ອານຸຍາດປຸກສົ້ າງ
Zpp-Ub

 ຫົ້ າມ ຕິດຕັົ້ ງຈານຮັບສັນຍານ ໄວົ້
ດົ້ ານໜົ້ າ ຕົ້ ອງຕິດຕັົ້ ງເຊ ່ ອງໄວົ້ ດົ້ ານ
ຫັຼງ ບໍ່ ໃຫົ້ ແນມເຫັນ ຈາກເຂດ
ສາທາລະນະ

 ຫົ້ າມ ຕັດຕົົ້ ນໄມົ້ ໃຫຍ່ ແຕ່ສາມາດ
ຕອນໄດົ້ ນອກຈາກກໍລະນ ຈໍ າເປັນ ທ ່
ຕັົ້ ງຢູ່ເທິ ງຕອນດິ ນ ທ ່ ຈະປຸກ ສົ້ າງສາ
ມາດຕັດໄດົ້ ແຕ່ຕົ້ ອງປູກທົດແທນ
ຄ ນ

 ຫົ້ າມ ລົດເມ45ບ່ອນນ່ັງ ເຂົ ົ້ າໃນຕົວເມ ອງ

Fence
Zpp-Ub

≤0.5m

≤1.5m

ZPP-N

Natural and landscape zone

Zpp-N
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Zpp-N

ເຂດພູ
ສ 

ແຄມຂອງແຄມຄານ

ພູທົ້ າວ-ພູນາງ

-ເຂດຊຸ່ມ
ຊ ່ ນ

Not allowed for construction Not allowed for construction

Not allowed for construction

General building form in Zpp-N

Proportion of new building
Zpp-N

≥3m

α1

≤3.5m

≤5.5m
α2

α1 = α2

a

35 ≤ α ≤ 60 2.2 ≤ a ≤ 3m 
2.2 ≤ b ≤ 3m 

≥2.5m
ba b b

 Natural materials
 Main structure made from wood

Materials Zpp-N

Prohibition
Zpp-N

 Not allowed for satellite dish

 Not allowed for cutting trees

Zpp_M
Monateries
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83ເຂດປົກປັກຮັກສາ ມ ເນ ົ້ ອທ ່ ປະມານ 16.43 ເຮັກຕາ

ZPP-M

ເຂດພູສ 

ZPP-M

ອາຄານທ ່ ໄດົ້ ຈົດເຂົ ົ້ າໃນບັນຊ 167 ຫັຼງ (ອາຄານໝາຍສ ດໍ າ: 31, ສ ແດງ: 136) ລວມ 30 ວັດ

Architecture style of Luang Prabang

Temple

Monk’s dwelling

Other types of building

Luang Prabang building

Luang Prabang style I Luang Prabang style II

Luang Prabang style III Thai style

≥6 m≥3 m

≥6m

≥6 m

Regulation for building monastery

≥1.5 m

Regulation

Second floor of new building has to below than an altar of 
Buddhism image

Prohibition
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Appendix V 

แบบสอบถามเร่ืองความสัมพันธ์ของโครงสร้างเครือข่ายการจัดการเมืองมรดกมีชีวติน่าน 

(Questionnaire: relationship of organizations in living heritage site 

management of Nan, Thailand) 

Arkarapotiwong, Piyadech: Doctoral student in Urban Heritage Programme,  

Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, Germany 

 

Date:…../……/…… 

ข้อมูลทัว่ไป (General information) 

1.อาชีพ (occupation).............................................................. อาย(ุage)..................................... 

2.หน่วยงานท่ีสงักดั (affiliation with)    

รัฐบาล(government)  ระบุช่ือ(specify) ............................................................... 

เอกชน(private organization) ระบุช่ือ(specify)................................................................ 

อ่ืนๆ(etc)    ระบุช่ือ(specify)................................................................ 

3.แสดงผูมี้ส่วนร่วมในการวางแผนแนวนโยบายการจดัการการอนุรักษแ์ละพฒันาเมืองน่าน (จากการติดต่อของหน่วยงาน

ของท่าน) 

(Indicate the usual organizations which take part to set the policy of town 

management in conservation and town development of Nan with your organization) 

 

หน่วยงานท่ี 

(Number) 

ระบุช่ือ 

(Name of organizations) 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  

13  

14  

15  

 

http://www.uni-weimar.de/
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